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Abstract

Nowadays, there are several mature approaches for companies and organi-
zations to collect, store and analyze voluminous data. Especially a thorough
data analysis is crucial in order to gain new insights from these data, re-
sulting in detailed knowledge, which can be finally exploited to achieve
competitive advantages.
This thesis focuses on unsupervised clustering analyses as an important

problem in data analysis. Clustering is a fundamental primitive used in
manifold application domains, such as computer vision, business purposes,
biology, and many others. In order to achieve valuable clustering results,
parameters of the clustering algorithm have to be set appropriately, which is
a tremendous pitfall for previously unseen datasets.

To this end, analysts typically perform an exploratory clustering analysis
by repeatedly executing the clustering algorithm with varying parameter
values until a valuable clustering result is achieved. However, each single
execution of the clustering algorithm is time-consuming on large datasets,
hence leading to an infeasible exploration process in a reasonable time frame.
This thesis proposes novel methods to enhance the overall exploration

process for valuable clustering results. Therefore, we focus on (i) technically
inexperienced analysts, who require in-depth support to perform exploratory
clustering analyses in the first place, as well as on (ii) novice analysts, who

13



lack domain knowledge and therefore suffer from a particular uncertainty
regarding promising parameter values, i. e., requiring more time to achieve
valuable clustering results.

Related work in this area either focuses on methods to automatically
conduct an exploratory clustering analysis, or on methods to accelerate
the required runtime of a clustering algorithm. Yet, the interdependency
between both aspects, a fundamental aspect in exploratory clustering anal-
ysis, is out of scope of related work. The proposed methods in this work
address this interdependency by investigating characteristics of the overall
exploration process, such as large parameter search spaces as they might
be defined by novice analysts or the repetitive execution of a clustering
algorithm on large datasets. Therefore, crucial additional benefits, like
shorter runtimes for exploratory clustering analyses, are achieved, which
significantly extend the current state of related work.
In our comprehensive evaluations, we unveil the benefits for exploratory

clustering analyses. We show that the proposed methods (i) enable techni-
cally inexperienced analysts to perform clustering analyses without detailed
knowledge about internals of clustering algorithms, as well as (ii) support
novice analysts by achieving tremendous runtime savings of up to several
orders of magnitude, while gaining even more valuable clustering results in
terms of internal characteristics.
Concluding, the novel methods proposed in this thesis provide a crucial

support for analysts with varying technical experience and domain knowl-
edge. Therefore, the overall exploration process is enhanced, i. e., a valuable
clustering result is achieved in a very reasonable time frame, thus signifi-
cantly outperforming existing approaches for exploratory clustering analyses.
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Deutsche
Zusammenfassung

Heutzutage gibt es mehrere ausgereifte Ansätze für Unternehmen und Or-
ganisationen zur Erfassung, Speicherung und Analyse großer Datenmengen.
Insbesondere eine sorgfältige Datenanalyse ist entscheidend, um aus diesen
großen Datenmengen neue Erkenntnisse zu gewinnen, die zu detailliertem
Wissen führen, das schließlich bspw. zur Erzielung von Wettbewerbsvorteilen
genutzt werden kann.
Der Kern dieser Arbeit ist die unüberwachte Clustering-Analyse, welche

ein wichtiges Problem der Datenanalyse ist. Das Clustering ist ein grund-
legendes Problem in vielen Anwendungsbereichen, wie z.B. für Compu-
ter Vision, für diverse Geschäftszwecke, für die Biologie und viele andere.
Um wertvolle Clustering-Ergebnisse zu erzielen, müssen die Parameter des
Clustering-Algorithmus entsprechend definiert werden, was eine besondere
Schwierigkeit für bisher ungesehene Datensätze darstellt.
Zu diesem Zweck führen Datenanalysten in der Regel eine explorative

Clustering-Analyse durch, indem sie den Clustering-Algorithmus wiederholt
mit verschiedenen Parameterwerten ausführen, bis ein wertvolles Clustering-

15



Ergebnis erzielt wird. Jede einzelne Ausführung des Clustering-Algorithmus
ist jedoch bei großen Datensätzen zeitaufwendig und führt daher zu einem
nicht realisierbaren Explorationsprozess in einem angemessenen Zeitrahmen.
In dieser Arbeit werden neue Methoden vorgestellt, welche eine Ver-

besserung des gesamten Explorationsprozesses für wertvolle Clustering-
Ergebnisse ermöglichen. Daher liegt der Schwerpunkt dieser Thesis auf
(i) technisch unerfahrenen Analysten, die tiefgreifende Unterstützung be-
nötigen, um explorative Clustering-Analysen überhaupt durchführen zu
können, sowie auf (ii) unerfahrenen Analysten, denen umfangreiches Domä-
nenwissen fehlt und die daher unter einer großen Unsicherheit bezüglich
vielversprechender Parameterwerte leiden. Folglich benötigen unerfahrene
Analysten mehr Zeit, um wertvolle Clustering-Ergebnisse zu erhalten.

Verwandte Arbeiten in diesem Bereich konzentrieren sich entweder auf
Methoden zur automatischen Durchführung von explorativen Clustering-
Analysen oder auf Methoden zur Beschleunigung der erforderlichen Laufzeit
eines Clustering-Algorithmus. Die Wechselwirkung zwischen beiden Aspek-
ten, ein grundlegender Aspekt der explorativen Clustering-Analyse, wird
bisher von verwandten Arbeiten nicht adressiert. Die in dieser Arbeit vorge-
schlagenen Methoden befassen sich mit dieser Wechselwirkung, indem sie
Merkmale des gesamten Explorationsprozesses untersuchen, wie z.B. große
Parametersuchräume, wie sie von unerfahrenen Analysten definiert werden
können oder die wiederholte Ausführung eines Clustering-Algorithmus auf
großen Datenmengen. Dadurch werden entscheidende Vorteile, wie z.B.
kürzere Laufzeiten für explorative Clustering-Analysen, erreicht, die den
aktuellen Stand der Wissenschaft erheblich erweitern.
In umfassenden Evaluationen werden Vorteile für die explorative

Clustering-Analyse dargestellt. Es wird gezeigt, dass die vorgeschlage-
nen Methoden (i) es technisch unerfahrenen Analysten ermöglichen,
Clustering-Analysen ohne detaillierte Kenntnisse über die inneren Abläufe
von Clustering-Algorithmen durchzuführen, sowie (ii) unerfahrene Analysten
unterstützen, indem sie enorme Laufzeiteinsparungen von bis zu mehreren
Größenordnungen erzielen und gleichzeitig noch wertvollere Clustering-
Ergebnisse erzielen.
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Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass die in dieser Arbeit vorgestell-
ten Methoden eine grundlegende Unterstützung für Analysten mit unter-
schiedlichen technischen und domänenrelevanten Kenntnissen darstellen.
Dadurch wird der gesamte Explorationsprozess verbessert, sodass ein wert-
volles Clustering-Ergebnis in einem angemessenen Zeitrahmen erzielt wird,
wodurch bestehende Ansätze für explorative Clustering-Analysen deutlich
übertroffen werden.
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Introduction

The term “exploration” describes the activity of an actor to discover or to
examine thoroughly a certain environment or context. The exploratory
behavior of different actors is subject to research in manifold areas, such
as in biology, psychology, or data analysis. Especially the latter has gained
paramount momentum nowadays due to the rise of advanced technologies,
such as the Internet of Things [DH20] or data lakes [GGH+19; GGH+20],
resulting in a tendency of ever-increasing data volume [RGR18]. Due to
these large data volumes, analysts require profound support from elaborated
methods in order to analyze large datasets in a reasonable time frame, since
a manual analysis is not feasible.
CRISP-DM or KDD are commonly used process models, which provide a

holistic view on the term “data analysis” and its steps [CCK+00; FPS96].
They define data analysis as the overall process from the preprocessing step
of the data, the actual analysis step, where data mining algorithms are
typically used, over to the evaluation step of data, their characteristics and
the found patterns. All steps should be carefully considered in order to
achieve valuable analysis results, which satisfy the analysts’ requirements. In
this thesis, especially the analysis step is of particular interest, since complex
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Figure 1.1: Generic exploration process for valuable analysis results.

data mining algorithms can meet large datasets of several gigabytes and
above in this step, resulting in a time-consuming problem. However, it is
not clear in advance which data mining algorithm and especially which
corresponding parameters yield the best result, since the best result highly
depends on dataset characteristics and the underlying analysis problem.
Hence, it is the task of an analyst to thoroughly explore these aspects in
order to achieve valuable analysis results. Therefore, the evaluation step is
also required for the exploration process to identify valuable analysis results.

Figure 1.1 outlines this exploration process. An exploration process can be
performed manually by analysts or automatically by automated exploration
methods. Note, that these exploration methods require a prior definition of
promising algorithms and parameters by analysts, hence they suffer from
the same time-consuming exploration process.

The input data of such an exploration process is the dataset, which should
be analyzed. This dataset can be preprocessed, e. g., within the above-
mentioned preprocessing step. For the purpose of this thesis, we define the
exploration process as the repetitive execution of exploration iterations. Each
exploration iteration comprises three steps: (1) defining the data mining

20 1 | Introduction



task, i. e., the combination of algorithm and corresponding parameters,
as well as the analytic platform (AP) on which the algorithm should be
executed on, (2) executing the defined data mining task on the selected
AP, and (3) evaluating the analysis result, i. e., the result of the executed
data mining task. Finally, an exploration process stops, as soon as a valuable
analysis result is achieved, e. g., according to an analyst’s perception or
according to a metric. This is however typically a time-consuming process,
since technically inexperienced and novice analysts struggle to select well-
performing algorithms, parameters, and APs in advance.

Regarding the choice of algorithms and parameters, experienced analysts
with in-depth domain knowledge may be able to select only a few promising
combinations in advance. However, novice analysts typically lack experiences
in this area as well as domain knowledge. Therefore, they require more
exploration iterations to achieve valuable analysis results. Hence, especially
for these novice analysts, an efficient exploration process is infeasible in a
manageable time. Therefore, novel methods addressing this time-consuming
exploratory behavior of analysts are more crucial than ever before.

A common approach for this and similar exploration problems is to upscale
the underlying hardware and thus reducing the overall calculation time until
a valuable analysis result is achieved. Yet, this approach comes with the
price of high costs for additional or more powerful hardware. A better
approach is to engineer thorough methods, which can work on already
available hardware. Many APs have been proposed in recent years, which
can execute several data mining tasks. The underlying data processing
paradigms of these APs exploit the used hardware more efficiently, such as
Apache Hadoop and its MapReduce framework [DG04], Apache Spark and its
MLlib library [MBY+15], or Google’s TensorFlow [AAB+15; ABC+16]. Yet,
this plethora of different APs to perform the analysis step introduces another
problem to the analyst: Which AP is best suited for a given data mining task?
Some APs are more performant than others regarding a specific workload,
whereas other APs require an additional overhead in terms of runtime or
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resource consumption. Especially technically inexperienced analysts without
an in-depth technical understanding of internals of various APs require
profound support for this decision.
Concluding, this thesis aims to support novice and technically inexperi-

enced analysts in the exploration process of finding valuable analysis results.
We focus on one specific family of data mining algorithms in the analysis step,
i. e., k-center clustering algorithms from the area of unsupervised machine
learning. These algorithms are commonly used by analysts and practition-
ers [WKR+08], since they can be used on unlabeled datasets in order to
gain a descriptive analysis result of the dataset. Therefore, clustering has a
particular exploratory power per se, either as stand-alone analysis or as an
intermediate analysis for further analyses.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 1.1,

we provide a more detailed motivation why novel methods for enhanced
exploratory clustering analyses are of paramount interest. Subsequently, we
present the research goals of this thesis in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 deals with
the challenges of this thesis and presents the current state of related work.
We provide a brief overview of the contributions of this thesis in Section 1.4,
before we outline the remaining thesis in Section 1.5.

1.1 Motivation

In this thesis, we focus on clustering as a concrete instantiation of a data
mining algorithm. Manifold application domains rely on clustering tech-
niques: In computer vision, image segmentation tasks can be formulated as
a clustering problem [FK99; SM00]. Documents may be clustered to support
faster information access and retrieval [BD98; IT95]. For business purposes,
clustering may be used for grouping customers, for workforce management
or for planning tasks [HRS07; PS83]. In biology, clustering is applied to
study genome data amongst others [BH02].
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Jain identified three general purposes of clustering throughout these and
many more application domains, which emphasize the exploratory power of
clustering analyses [Jai10]:

• Assessing the structure of the data. Here, the goal is to exploit cluster-
ing to gain a better understanding of data, to generate hypotheses or
to detect anomalies.

• Grouping entities. Clustering aims to group similar entities into the
same cluster. Thus, previously unseen entities can be assigned to a
specific cluster.

• Compressing data, i. e., to use the clusters and their information as
summary of the data for further steps.

To achieve these purposes, several clustering algorithms exist, such as
density-based algorithms, hierarchy-based algorithms or partition-based
algorithms, which are more commonly called k-center clustering algo-
rithms [FAT+14; RM06]. For the purpose of this work, we focus on k-center
clustering algorithms. These algorithms are commonly used due to their
appealing runtime in practice and their simplicity, whereas other algorithms
suffer from (i) bad runtime behavior, (ii) parameters, which effects are hard
to understand for novice analysts, or (iii) both problems simultaneously. Yet,
for k-center clustering algorithms, an analyst must define the number of
clusters k in advance, which is a pitfall for previously unseen datasets.
In this thesis, we assume that an analyst is able to pre-select a single k-

center clustering algorithm, yet the best-performing parameter k is unclear
in advance. We regard this assumption as realistic because of two reasons:
On the one hand, analysts explicitly select a specific k-center clustering
algorithm, such as k-Means [Llo82; Mac67], since this is by far the most
used clustering algorithm [WKR+08]. Because of its appealing runtime
behavior in practice, it is often used by analysts in exploration processes in
order to achieve valuable analysis results in a reasonable time frame. On the
other hand, APs on which data mining algorithms are executed on, provide
only few implementations of clustering algorithms. That is, many APs provide
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Figure 1.2: Exploratory clustering analysis with k-center clustering algo-
rithms as specialization of the generic exploration process de-
picted in Figure 1.1 [FTS20].

implementations of rather commonly used clustering algorithms instead of
rather rarely used ones. Thus, because of the popularity of k-Means, many
APs provide an implementation for this algorithm, yet often neglect other
k-center clustering algorithms, or other clustering algorithms in general.
Therefore, analysts often use k-Means and ignore other k-center clustering
algorithms. The presented methods in this thesis are mostly agnostic to the
concrete instantiation of a k-center clustering algorithm. However, due to
its popularity, we use k-Means throughout this thesis to evaluate our novel
methods in detail.
Figure 1.2 presents a specialization of the generic exploration process

by focusing on k-center clustering algorithms in the exploration iteration.
We define the term “exploratory clustering analysis” as a specialization of
an exploration process, where the (i) data mining task is a clustering task,
(ii) each execution of the clustering task leads to a clustering result, and
(iii) the valuable analysis result is a valuable clustering result. As shown
in Figure 1.2, k-center clustering algorithms perform several clustering
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iterations. A clustering iteration comprises three steps: (1) Centroids are
initialized or changed. Centroids are centers of gravity of a cluster, e. g.,
the mean of a cluster in case of k-Means. (2) The clustering is improved by
assigning each entity from the dataset to the closest centroid. (3) Check
for convergence, i. e., check if an entity changed its assignment to another
centroid. If a change occurred, another clustering iteration is performed,
where the centroids are moved to the center of the cluster in step (1). These k-
center clustering algorithms are at the core of exploratory clustering analyses
and are thus typically executed with several parameter values, where each
execution leads to a clustering result. The exploratory clustering analysis
stops, as soon as a valuable clustering result is achieved according to the
requirements of an analyst or according to a metric.
It can be seen in Figure 1.2 that an exploration iteration performs the

clustering algorithm, which in turn performs several clustering iterations. It
is crucial to investigate both aspects due to two problems:

(a) A novice analyst cannot limit promising parameter values to a rea-
sonable amount. Due to the resulting large parameter search space,
many exploration iterations, i. e., many executions of the clustering
algorithm are required until a valuable clustering result is achieved.

(b) In the worst case, k-Means requires a super-polynomial number of
clustering iterations regarding the input data size [AV06]. Hence, a
single execution on large datasets is already very time-consuming.

Related work in this area either addresses (a) or (b), yet especially the combi-
nation of both problems is out of scope of current works. This thesis presents
novel methods, which exploit this interdependency between exploration
processes and k-center clustering algorithms. Therefore, novel methods
are proposed, which support analysts to efficiently perform exploratory
clustering analyses on large parameter search spaces and large datasets. Fur-
thermore, technically inexperienced analysts are assisted with the selection
of an analytic platform in order to perform exploratory clustering analyses
very efficiently.
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1.2 Research Goals

In this section, we summarize the research goals of this thesis. This thesis
aims to support novice and technically inexperienced analysts for efficient ex-
ploratory clustering analyses. To this end, four research goals were identified,
which are described in more detail in the following.

1.2.1 RG1: Automatic AP Selection

The plethora of available APs poses a particular problem for technically
inexperienced analysts. That is, these analysts typically lack technical exper-
tise in order to understand important benefits and characteristics of many
different APs. Furthermore, this problem intensifies, since even more APs
may become available in the future.

There are several possible criteria when selecting a specific AP. Especially
for exploratory clustering analyses, where several exploration iterations
are performed, the runtime of an AP is often important for analysts, since
they often aim to proceed very fast. Yet, in many cases, it is not clear in
advance which AP provides the lowest runtime. There are several aspects,
like the data volume, which have a huge impact on the runtime of an AP.
However, technically inexperienced analysts typically struggle (i) to identify
the most promising AP, which tends to exhibit the lowest runtime due to
many influencing aspects, and (ii) to call the clustering algorithm on several
APs, since this may require detailed technical knowledge about these APs.

Therefore, it should be investigated how these technically inexperienced
analysts can be supported in the selection of a promising AP without expect-
ing in-depth technical knowledge about several APs.

1.2.2 RG2: Acceleration of k-center Clustering Algorithms in Exploratory
Clustering Analyses

The repetitive execution of a k-center clustering algorithm is at the core of ex-
ploratory clustering analyses. These k-center clustering algorithms perform
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many clustering iterations, until the algorithm converges and a clustering re-
sult becomes available for a certain exploration iteration. Especially on large
datasets, k-center clustering algorithms draw on a long runtime for each
execution, i. e., they require many clustering iterations. Therefore, it should
be investigated whether the execution of k-center clustering algorithms can
be accelerated by exploiting characteristics of the underlying exploration
process.

1.2.3 RG3: Efficient Exploration in Large Parameter Search Spaces

Novice analysts typically lack domain knowledge. Therefore, they can only
limit the parameter search space for promising parameter values, which lead
to valuable clustering results, very vaguely. Exploring these large parameter
search spaces therefore requires an excessive execution of a k-center cluster-
ing algorithm, which is very time-consuming. Therefore, novel methods are
required, which can explore large parameter search spaces very efficiently,
i. e., without an exhaustive execution of a k-center clustering algorithm with
each parameter value of the underlying parameter search space.

1.2.4 RG4: Evaluating the Interdependency between k-center Clustering
Algorithms and Exploration Processes

On the one hand, addressing the reduction of clustering iterations enables an-
alysts to perform the clustering algorithm more efficiently on large datasets.
On the other hand, novel methods to explore large parameter search spaces
enable novice analysts to perform exploratory clustering analyses very fast.
As these aspects are addressed by RG2 and RG3 in isolation, it is of particular
interest to investigate their interdependency. That is, it should be carefully
analyzed whether valuable clustering results can still be achieved, when
reducing both - the number of clustering iterations and the number of explo-
ration iterations - in combination. The results allow to quantify the benefits
of this thesis for today’s large-scale problems, i. e., large datasets and the
resulting uncertainty of dataset characteristics, leading to large parameter
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search spaces. Hence, these results of such an in-depth analysis would unveil
whether novice analysts are able to perform an efficient exploratory cluster-
ing analysis when considering both problems at the same time, as they are
very common for analysts throughout several application domains.

1.3 Challenges and State of Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview of challenges and the current state of
related work aiming to support analysts in exploratory clustering analyses
for valuable clustering results. We refer to these challenges as C1 to C4.

1.3.1 C1: Plethora of available APs

A clustering algorithm can be executed on several APs, such as MapReduce,
Spark, or Tensorflow (cf. Figure 1.2). In many organizations, multiple APs
are typically used simultaneously. Yet, it is often not clear for technically
inexperienced analysts (i) how to use a specific AP, i. e., how to execute a
clustering algorithm on a certain AP, and (ii) which AP is best suited for a
certain dataset in order to achieve results in a short time frame.
Currently, related work often proposes novel APs, which are able to

exploit the underlying hardware characteristics better. That is, from
WEKA [HFH+09] and scikit-learn [PVG+11], over to MapReduce’s Ma-
hout [DG04] and Spark’s MLlib [MBY+15], to TensorFlow [AAB+15;
ABC+16], better performing processing paradigms are used. However,
it should be noted that a certain AP might only outperform others, if cer-
tain characteristics are met: A distributed AP, such as Spark, might only
outperform a non-distributed AP, if the dataset exceeds a certain volume.
These and other possible characteristics are typically hard to capture by
technically inexperienced analysts. Albeit these promising APs, there is only
little effort in supporting analysts in the selection of a concrete AP [ABB+16;
ACC+18; GSC+15; KKC+20]. However, these works require in-depth tech-
nical knowledge to use a specific AP, which may overstress the capabilities
of a technically inexperienced analyst.
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1.3.2 C2: Long-running k-center Clustering Algorithms

In the worst case, k-Means requires a super-polynomial runtime [AV06].
Hence, the question arises how k-center clustering algorithms can be accel-
erated. To this end, related works can be divided into two categories: (i)
reducing data volume, which is the input of the algorithm, and (ii) acceler-
ating the actual execution of a k-center clustering algorithm.

1.3.2.1 Reducing Data Volume

Since the runtime of clustering algorithms depends to a certain degree on
the volume of the dataset, several approaches were introduced to reduce the
data volume. To this end, two different approaches are commonly used:

(1) Sampling aims to reduce the number of entities in a dataset. The under-
lying goal is to have less entities, yet to achieve similar data mining results.
Therefore, each entity is sampled based on a certain probability [Loh09]. For
example, the SMOTE algorithm is often used for classification tasks, since it
samples entities based on the frequency in each class, thus addressing the
problem of class imbalance [CBHK02].
Since no class labels are available for clustering tasks, naive sampling

approaches may falsify or even remove certain clusters from the sampled
data. A more elaborated approach is to exploit coresets [BLK18; BLL18].
Coresets are summaries of datasets with theoretical guarantees, i. e., the
result of a problem solved on a coreset can be transferred under these
guarantees to the original dataset.
(2) Dimension reduction aims to reduce the number of dimensions, also

known as features, in a dataset. To this end, three promising approaches
exist [AKM+16]: (i) Dimension reduction techniques, which map the origi-
nal high-dimensional feature space to a much smaller feature space. These
methods do not change the relationship between data. Commonly used
methods in this area are singular value decomposition or principal compo-
nent analysis [WRR03]. (ii) Embeddings transform the feature space to a
smaller feature space, which is easier to process, yet aim to additionally
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preserve pairwise similarities between entities from the high-dimensional
feature spaces. Embeddings are often used for visualizing high-dimensional
datasets, e. g., via t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding [VH08].
Furthermore, they found particular interest in deep learning tasks, such
as in natural language processing problems [MCCD13; MSC+13] or auto
encoders [MMCS11; MSJG16]. (iii) A sketch can also be regarded as a
function, which maps high-dimensional entities to lower dimensional enti-
ties. However, on these low-dimensional entities, a certain property can be
evaluated and the result can be transformed to the high-dimensional dataset,
yet with a certain predefined approximation error [WRR03].
In this work, we solely focus on the application of k-center clustering

algorithms. Therefore, we assume that important preprocessing steps were
already performed. That is, instead of clustering zettabytes1 of data, we use
datasets which comprise around a million entities and around 100 features,
i. e., we focus on gigabytes of data, which may be the result when applying
sampling and dimension reduction approaches. Either way, the proposed
methods in this thesis still provide crucial benefits for exploratory clustering
analyses on large datasets. Yet, we compare in our evaluation the effects of
our methods on several dataset characteristics and varying data volumes
and thereby provide an outlook how our methods perform on very large
datasets. Therefore, we neglect data reduction techniques in this work, albeit
we appreciate their promising benefits for efficient exploration processes.

1.3.2.2 Accelerating k-Center Clustering Algorithms

An acceleration of k-center clustering algorithms can be achieved in four
ways: (a) By exploiting the underlying hardware more efficiently, e. g., by
using more efficient analytic platforms like Hadoop, Spark or TensorFlow.
(b) By improving the selection of the initial centroids [AV07; BMV+12].
The initial centroids have a tremendous effect on the runtime as well as
on the quality of the results. (c) By making distance calculations more
efficient [Elk03; Ham10; KMN+02; PM99]. Several approaches aim to

11 zettabyte = 1× 1012 gigabytes = 1× 1021 bytes
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perform less distance calculations or to cache previously calculated distances.
(d) By performing less iterations of the clustering algorithm [MRC+16].
These approaches stop the clustering algorithm, as soon as subsequent
clustering iterations lead to only marginal improvements of the clustering
result.

Note, that a combination of these four improvements is possible to achieve
even higher speedups. These improvements present methods and tools,
which address a single execution of a k-center clustering algorithm, yet
neglect the underlying exploration process for finding valuable clustering
results. However, this exploration process is of particular interest and pro-
vides additional promising characteristics for further accelerations, since
analysts typically have to perform several exploration iterations, and thus
several executions of a k-center clustering algorithm, in order to achieve
valuable clustering results. Therefore, we argue that this exploration process
has promising characteristics for a more efficient exploration, which have
not been considered before.

1.3.3 C3: Long-running Exploration Processes

In recent years, the term “AutoML” gained specific awareness from re-
searchers and practitioners. The goal of AutoML tools is to relief analysts
from the burden to preprocess the data and to explore algorithms and param-
eters for valuable analysis results in a short time frame. That is, these tools
aim to work without any human interaction at all. Since 2015, there are
several AutoML challenges1, where researchers introduce more elaborated
AutoML tools for increasingly complex data mining problems. Several inter-
esting topics in these challenges arose, such as AutoNLP, which aims for an
AutoML tool for natural language processing tasks, or AutoDL, which aims
to automatically select a promising deep neural network and its parameters
for a certain data mining problem.

Similar to the process outlined in Figure 1.1, AutoML tools perform several
exploration iterations until valuable analysis results are achieved, i. e., they

1http://automl.chalearn.org/
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proceed similar to an automated exploration method, when these tools
ignore the preprocessing step. In each exploration iteration, a certain hyper-
parameter optimization technique can be used to define the concrete data
mining task. That is, these tools regard algorithms and parameters similarly
by introducing conditional relationships thereof, i. e., a certain parameter
can only be chosen if the corresponding algorithm was also selected. A
popular example for such an optimization technique is random search,
which defines the data mining tasks at random [BB12]. More elaborated
techniques, which incorporate results of previous exploration iterations in
a greedy manner and therefore proceed more efficiently, are for example
Bayesian optimization [SLA12], Hyperband [LJD+18] or BOHB [FKH18] as
combination thereof. Hence, these hyper-parameter optimization techniques
are able to steer the exploration process, thus typically achieving valuable
analysis results in a short time frame.

However, to the best of our knowledge, existing AutoML tools are currently
solely well-studied for supervised learning algorithms. Because of the labeled
datasets in supervised learning problems, the underlying hyper-parameter
optimization techniques can easily calculate the quality of the generated
model. To this end, generic external metrics can be used, such as the accu-
racy for classification tasks or root-mean-square error for regression tasks,
which can be applied independent from the used classification or regression
algorithm. However, for unsupervised learning algorithms, such as clustering,
there are solely a first few works, which exploit AutoML concepts [PDK20;
TFS21]. Hence, these concepts and tools are not as comprehensively exam-
ined as for supervised learning algorithms. Unsupervised learning algorithms
suffer from several drawbacks, which impede the usage of AutoML concepts.
For example, regarding clustering as an instantiation of an unsupervised
learning task, external metrics cannot be used due to the missing labels in
the dataset. Hence, internal metrics are of interest for unsupervised learning
algorithms, which assess the internal structure of the results [JD88]. Yet,
there is no common internal metric which can compare clustering results
from different clustering algorithms in a fair way, i. e., without favoring the
underlying characteristics of a certain algorithm [VB15].
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Note, that some presented methods in this thesis can be exploited by
AutoML tools for clustering analyses, which may become more mature in
the future. The reason is that AutoML tools can be regarded as automated
exploration methods, which perform an exploration process. This exploration
process can be seamlessly transferred to exploratory clustering analyses
(cf. Figure 1.2), where the presented methods can be exploited at the
corresponding steps to further accelerate these AutoML tools. Therefore,
the result of this work can be used as an important step to construct future
AutoML tools for exploratory clustering analyses, or it can be used as a
competitive baseline for these tools.

For exploratory clustering analyses, several automated exploration meth-
ods exist [CH74; CJ85; DB79; Dun74; HE04; PM00; Rou87; SJ03; TWH01].
However, these exploration methods rely on a predefined parameter search
space, which is a particular pitfall for novice analysts. Hence, these existing
exploration methods require many exploration iterations and thus many
executions of a k-center clustering algorithm in order to achieve valuable
clustering results.

1.3.4 C4: Interdependency between k-center Clustering Algorithms and
Exploration Processes

In an exploration process, the k-center clustering algorithm is typically
executed several times until a valuable clustering result is achieved. Further-
more, each clustering algorithm comprises several clustering iterations. As
mentioned in challenges C2 and C3, there are some approaches in related
work, which address either of these aspects, yet completely neglect the re-
spective other. Hence, especially the combination of both approaches is out
of their scope, i. e., it is not clear how these approaches affect each other.
This combination is crucial nowadays, since novice analysts typically define
large parameter search spaces, whereas each single clustering execution on
large datasets becomes already very time-consuming. Thus, the interdepen-
dency of both effects has to be carefully considered when supporting novice
analysts for exploratory clustering analyses.
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1.4 Contributions of this Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to present novel methods to support novice and
technically inexperienced analysts in order to perform exploratory clustering
analyses efficiently. Therefore, we address the aforementioned research
goals from Section 1.2 and provide novel fundamental contributions in the
area of exploratory clustering analyses. In the following, we provide an
overview of the contributions of this thesis.

1.4.1 Framework for Automatic AP Selection

The first contribution addresses the first research goal RG1 (cf. Section 1.2.1)
and is presented in Chapter 3. Technically inexperienced analysts typically
lack in-depth experiences about which analytic platform to use and how
to call the clustering algorithm on several analytic platforms in order to
perform the execution of the clustering algorithm in a short time frame.

We propose a novel framework coined ASAP-DM (Automatic Selection of
Analytic Platforms for Data Mining), which can be seamlessly integrated
into exploratory clustering analyses. This framework provides an automatic
selection of the most promising analytic platform to perform the execution
of a k-center clustering algorithm very efficiently, e. g., in a short runtime,
yet other criteria are possible as well. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
this framework is agnostic regarding the data mining task, i. e., it is per se
neither limited to k-center clustering tasks nor to unsupervised learning
tasks in general, and can thus be used for various data mining algorithms.

1.4.2 Efficient Initialization of k-center Clustering Algorithms in
Exploration Processes

This contribution addresses the second research goal RG2 (cf. Section 1.2.2)
and is presented in Chapter 4. As the repetitive execution of a k-center
clustering is of paramount interest within exploratory clustering analyses,
we investigate how we can efficiently reuse previous clustering results. We
propose Delta Initialization, a novel method for the initialization step of
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k-center clustering algorithms in exploratory clustering analyses. By reusing
previous clustering results for the initialization step, our novel method
aims to reduce the runtime overhead of subsequent executions of k-center
clustering algorithms, i. e., accelerate the overall exploratory clustering
analysis. Furthermore, we unveil that reusing previous clustering results
can also lead to superior clustering results in comparison to performing
the initialization of a k-center clustering algorithm from scratch in each
exploration iteration.

1.4.3 Approximating k-Center Clustering Results

This contribution addresses the third research goal RG3 (cf. Section 1.2.2)
and focuses on the runtime of a k-center clustering algorithm in terms of
clustering iterations. Many implementations allow to set a fixed threshold
for the number of clustering iterations and thereby reduce the runtime.
However, it is unclear in particular for novice analysts how to set them
properly: Too many iterations lead to a long runtime, whereas too few
iterations may lead to clustering results with a poor quality. Therefore, we
introduce in Chapter 5 two methods, which consider the expected quality of
the clustering result after a certain clustering iteration. This quality can be
set by analysts depending on their underlying goal and is more tangible in
contrast to setting the required number of clustering iterations.
The first method aims to learn the typical behavior of the clustering

algorithm throughout several clustering iterations and subsequently exploits
this behavior on previously unseen datasets. This method is similar to meta-
learning procedures, which aim to adjust algorithms to a certain context
and thus to enhance them, e. g., in terms of runtime. Therefore, we dub
this method approximation via meta-learning (MTL). However, this method
requires previous executions of the clustering algorithm, which are time-
consuming and thus not feasible for ad-hoc exploratory clustering analyses.

The second method aims to overcome the necessity of previous executions
of a k-center clustering algorithm in order to learn its behavior throughout
several clustering iterations. Therefore, the proposed generic qualitative
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approximation (GQA) of k-center clustering algorithms focuses on the the-
oretical foundation of these algorithms. In contrast to MTL, GQA can be
applied for ad-hoc exploratory clustering analyses, while achieving similar
clustering results on previously unseen datasets.

1.4.4 Efficient Exploration in Large Parameter Search Spaces

This contribution addresses the third research goal RG3 (cf. Section 1.2.3)
and is presented in Chapter 6. Since especially novice analysts define large
parameter search spaces, an elaborated method for efficient exploratory
clustering analyses for these large search spaces is required. We propose
LOG-Means, a novel automatic exploration method for exploratory cluster-
ing analyses. We show that LOG-Means proceeds very efficiently in large
parameter search spaces, while still providing accurate estimates for valuable
clustering results. Therefore, LOG-Means significantly outperforms existing
exploration methods for valuable clustering results.

1.4.5 Comprehensive Evaluation of the Benefits for Exploratory Clustering
Analysis

This contribution addresses the fourth research goal RG4 (cf. Section 1.2.4).
We provide a detailed evaluation in Chapter 7, which emphasizes the interde-
pendency between exploration processes and k-center clustering algorithms.
To this end, we combine our proposed methods in this thesis and compare
them to state-of-the-art approaches for exploratory clustering analysis in
order to unveil the benefits of this interdependency. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first systematic evaluation addressing both aspects
simultaneously in detail. The results unveil that our novel methods signifi-
cantly outperform state-of-the-art approaches, thus supporting analysts for
exploratory clustering analyses on large parameter search spaces and on
large datasets at the same time.
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1.5 Outline of this Thesis

This remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of background information about terms,

concepts, and technologies that are important to understand the content of
this thesis. The subsequent Chapters 3 to 7 detail the contributions of this
thesis, which are summarized in Section 1.4.
In Chapter 3, we present ASAP-DM - a framework, which supports es-

pecially technically inexperienced analysts in the selection of a promising
analytic platform to execute data mining algorithms. This framework auto-
matically predicts which AP should be used for performing a certain data
mining algorithm based on certain performance criteria, such as the runtime
or the resource consumption. We show that this framework can be seamlessly
incorporated into exploration processes and is thus not limited to exploratory
clustering analyses. In the evaluation, we unveil that ASAP-DM can lead to
significant runtime savings, thus enabling technically inexperienced analysts
to perform exploratory clustering analyses more efficiently.
In Chapter 4, we unveil Delta Initialization as our novel initialization

method for k-center clustering algorithms for exploratory clustering analyses.
Delta Initialization exploits promising characteristics of state-of-the-art ini-
tialization methods, yet significantly extends their procedure for exploratory
clustering analyses. In particular, this novel method aims to reuse the result
of previously performed exploration iterations in order to achieve better
and faster clustering results in subsequent exploration iterations. As our
evaluation unveils, tremendous speedups of several hours can be achieved,
while the quality of clustering results also improves.

Chapter 5 comprises the methods MTL and GQA, which both terminate a
k-center clustering algorithm based on a qualitative demand. The premise
of these methods is that analysts and exploration methods do not need
very accurate clustering results during exploratory clustering analyses, yet
they can use approximated clustering results by trading off quality to a
certain degree. These approximated results enable analysts to proceed faster
during the exploration process. The results of our evaluation unveil that both
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methods outperform a regular execution of a k-center clustering algorithm
by several orders of magnitude in terms of runtime, whereas the trade-off of
the quality of the clustering results meets predefined qualitative demands in
most cases.
In Chapter 6, we present LOG-Means as automated exploration method

for exploratory clustering analysis, which unveils its benefits especially in
large parameter search spaces. In contrast to existing exploration methods,
LOG-Means provides estimates for valuable clustering results in sublinear
time regarding a predefined search space and is therefore a strong fit for
analyzing large search spaces. In a comprehensive evaluation, we unveil
that this exploration method significantly outperforms existing exploration
methods in this area in terms of runtime and accuracy of the estimates.
Chapter 7 deals with a comprehensive evaluation addressing the inter-

dependency of the presented methods throughout this thesis. The goal of
this evaluation is to show how the interdependency of the above-mentioned
methods lead to an enhanced exploration for valuable clustering results. We
thereby investigate how the reduction of clustering iterations (achieved by
the contributions from Chapters 4 and 5) and the reduction of exploration
iterations (achieved by the contribution from Chapter 6) in combination
leads to valuable clustering results. Yet, we also compare how state-of-the-art
approaches for exploratory clustering analyses can benefit from the proposed
methods. This way, we emphasize the contributions of this thesis, which are
of paramount interest for novice analysts when investigating large datasets
and large parameter search spaces within exploratory clustering analyses.

In Chapter 8, we provide a summary of the contributions and summarize to
what degree they provide an improvement over state-of-the-art approaches
for exploratory clustering analyses. In addition, we discuss to what extent
the predefined research goals were achieved. Finally, we outline interesting
aspects for future work in this research area.
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Background

This chapter provides information about terms, concepts, and technologies
that are important to understand the content of this thesis.

In Section 2.1, we describe the current view of research on the nowadays
ubiquitous term “Big Data”. Subsequently, we unveil in Section 2.2 the
terms “data analysis” and “data mining” and discuss how they differ from
another. We present methods for clustering analyses in Section 2.3, before
we focus on commonly used exploration methods for valuable clustering
results in Section 2.4. Finally, we discuss the term “meta-learning” and its
current interpretation in related work in Section 2.5.

A few parts of this chapter are revised versions of excerpts of previous
author publications [FBS20; FTS20].
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2.1 Big Data

A commonly accepted definition of the term “Big Data” was proposed by
Laney [Lan01]. In his work, he proposed the famous three problems of Big
data1, which found general acceptance in practice and research:

• Data Volume is defined as the number of entities or dimensions that
are captured. Especially due to the rise of certain technologies, such as
the Internet of Things, an enlargement of storage systems as well as
faster network techniques, such as 5G, more data can be captured and
stored. It is expected that the worldwide data volume increases expo-
nentially, resulting in 175 zettabytes (equals to 175 trillion gigabytes)
by the year 2025 [RGR18].

• Data Velocity describes the speed with which data are generated,
stored, and evaluated. Depending on the origin of the data, there are
differences on how fast data are generated. Batch data are for example
generated once per day, whereas streaming data continuously provide
new data in a more fine-grained manner, e. g., some tuples in every
second. Hence, it highly depends on the context how this data should
be stored and evaluated.

• Data Variety addresses data heterogeneity in terms of the underlying
source systems, formats, and characteristics, such as distribution or
feature sets. Data can be structured, semi-structured as well as un-
structured. While it is a particular challenge to store unstructured
data in classical database systems, they may provide pivotal analytical
insights.

Laney further states that classical data management principles, such as
simple relational databases and underlying storage systems, are at their
limits regarding the above-mentioned problems. Nowadays, there are already
several approaches to address these problems, such as distributed databases,

1These problems are also pragmatically called “Vs of Big Data”.
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architectures to handle batch and streaming data simultaneously [GSSM18;
Kre14; MW15], or data lakes [GGH+19; GGH+20], where data can be
stored independent of its structure.

Further commonly accepted problems outlining the term Big Data areData
Value or Data Veracity [Whi12]. While the first addresses the relevance of
the data for the organization collecting the data, the latter addresses the
uncertainty of the data quality. Nowadays, there are at least 51 Big Data
problems defined in literature [KNH+19], with an ever-increasing tendency.
Yet, solely the first three to five problems are nowadays commonly accepted
among many practitioners and researchers.
For the purpose of this work, we focus particularly on the fast analysis

of rather voluminous data. In order to explore valuable clustering results
on voluminous datasets in a reasonable time, specific novel methods are
required. The other mentioned problems of Big Data also pose interesting
questions for data mining and exploration processes, such as how to cope
with a variety of data structures or how to find promising parameters for
streaming algorithms. However, these and similar questions are out of scope
for this thesis.

2.2 Data Analysis & Data Mining

In order to provide a holistic view on data analysis, process models were
introduced, which comprise important steps of a typical data analysis pro-
cess. Besides the “knowledge discovery in databases” process (short: KDD
process) [FPS96], other process models, such as CRISP-DM [CCK+00] were
introduced. CRISP-DM for example draws on very similar steps, yet provides
additional steps in contrast to the KDD process, such as a prior business
or problem understanding and a subsequent usage (or deployment) of the
gained knowledge. These process models define data analysis as an iterative
process, which enables analysts to adjust the overall process until a valuable
analysis result is finally achieved. Since both process models share important
commonalities, we solely focus on the KDD process for further explanations.
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Figure 2.1: KDD process model [FPS96].

Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the KDD process model. The steps in the
KDD process range from data selection, preprocessing, transformation, the
actual analysis step, and finally to an evaluation of the results. This leads to
potentially new knowledge about the data, which can be used in subsequent
steps, e. g., for business or for scientific purposes.

While all these steps in the KDD process are crucial for gaining knowledge,
the analysis step is of particular interest. Note, that data analysis describes
the overall process, whereas data mining describes solely a possible category
of algorithms, which can be used in the analysis step. Statistical approaches,
such as histograms, are also possible in the analysis step, which can be for
example used to investigate the data distribution. For the purpose of this
thesis, we solely focus on k-center clustering algorithms as instantiations of
data mining algorithms in the analysis step.

In the analysis step, a complex data mining algorithm processes a poten-
tially voluminous dataset, which ultimately results in long runtimes. Note,
that it is typically unclear in advance which algorithms and parameters
achieve the best analysis result. Therefore, and due to the iterative charac-
ter of these process models, analysts require profound support in order to
quickly find promising algorithms and parameters which lead to valuable
analysis results. Note, that the previously presented exploration process (cf.
Figure 1.1) covers only some parts of the overall analysis process, i. e., it
focuses on the iterations between the analysis and evaluation steps.
Data mining algorithms are divided into two different groups: They are

either supervised learning algorithms or unsupervised learning algorithms.
In the following, we briefly summarize both groups of algorithms and outline
potential support for analysts.
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Supervised learning algorithms draw on labeled data, which denote the
correct pattern for a certain dataset. The goal of supervised learning algo-
rithms is to first train a model on training data and to subsequently make
predictions on previously unseen datasets. Commonly used data mining
tasks are classification or regression. For classification, a discrete class is
predicted for each entity. For regression, a continuous numerical value is pre-
dicted for each entity. Since labels are available in the dataset, the result of a
supervised learning algorithm can be compared against these labels. Hence,
given a certain notion of accuracy, the result of these algorithms can be vali-
dated. Due to this fact, several automatic approaches arose in related work
to automatically choose promising algorithms and parameters. The research
area of AutoML aims to regard large parts of the overall data analysis as
black-box from the perspective of analysts [FH18; GCE+16; GSB+19]. Sev-
eral AutoML tools exist nowadays, such as Auto-WEKA [KTH+16; THHL13],
auto-sklearn [FKE+15] or TPOT [LFM20; OBUM16]. Due to the existing
labels in the dataset, preprocessing, transforming, as well as applying a data
mining algorithm can be performed in an automatic manner by comparing
the final result with the labels.
Unsupervised learning algorithms operate on unlabeled datasets. These

algorithms are typically used for a descriptive analysis of the data, i. e., to
gain a better understanding of the underlying data. Common unsupervised
learning data mining tasks are association rule discovery, clustering analysis
or outlier detection. Since no labels exist, the “correct” result of an unsuper-
vised learning algorithm is often unknown. Hence, there are only very few
AutoML tools for exploratory clustering analyses arising as of today [TFS21],
which are yet not comprehensively examined in contrast to AutoML tools
for supervised learning algorithms. Due to the lack of better alternatives,
experienced analysts rely on their domain knowledge to achieve promising
results of unsupervised learning algorithms, e. g., by setting parameters to a
specific value. This is an important problem for novice analysts, who do not
have in-depth domain knowledge and thus require support from elaborated
methods in order to achieve valuable analysis results.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of families of clustering algorithms [FAT+14; RM06].

2.3 Clustering Analysis

Clustering analysis is the most commonly used unsupervised learning data
mining task [WKR+08]. It aims to group unlabeled data into clusters, which
are groups of entities. The commonly accepted definition of a valuable clus-
tering result is to achieve (a) a high compactness, i. e., entities in the same
cluster exhibit a high similarity, and (b) a high separation, i. e., entities in
different clusters are different to each other [JMF99]. However, clear defini-
tions of compactness, separation, or even of a cluster itself, remains open
and are therefore often depending on the subjectivity of an analyst [Jai10].

2.3.1 Families of Clustering Algorithms

In order to cover a broad range of possible valuable clustering results, several
families of clustering algorithms exist. Figure 2.2 shows an overview of
selected families.
Partition-based or k-center clustering algorithms split the dataset into k

clusters. Since this thesis focuses on this family of clustering algorithms in
particular, we defer a detailed discussion to the next section.

Hierarchy-based clustering algorithms denote the similarity between enti-
ties as a hierarchy. These algorithms can proceed in an agglomerative way,
i. e., every entity is firstly its own cluster. In each subsequent iteration, the
most similar clusters are grouped together according to a certain similarity
measure, such as the distance between the clusters. Note, that the other
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way around is also possible, i. e., there exists only one cluster in the first
iteration and the least similar entity is removed in a divisive way and forms
a new cluster or is added to the most similar cluster. After performing the
agglomerative, respectively divisive, procedure, a so-called dendrogram is
achieved. This dendrogram enables analysts to manually select a concrete
clustering result. Albeit these simple procedures, the runtime complexity
for hierarchy-based clustering algorithms lies typically in O(n2) [RM06;
Sib73] or even above [Nie16], where n equals to the number of entities in a
dataset. Therefore, hierarchy-based clustering algorithms are not feasible
for clustering voluminous data in a reasonable time frame.
Another family of clustering algorithms is the family of density-based

clustering algorithms. Based on the density, i. e., the distance between several
entities, these algorithms aim to find accumulations of nearby entities. In
contrast to other clustering families, density-based clustering algorithms can
find clustering results with different shapes, e. g., spiral- and spherical-shaped
clusters can be detected by these algorithms simultaneously. Clustering
algorithms from other families typically suffer from this problem, as they
can only find one specific shaped clustering result. However, these details
highly depend on the concrete clustering algorithm of the other clustering
families. On top of that, density-based algorithms can often detect outliers
simultaneously, which are not close to other entities in the dataset. In order to
achieve valuable clustering results with density-based clustering algorithms,
an analyst has to define a distance value within which entities are similar,
and different beyond this distance. Especially for previously unseen datasets,
this is a particular challenge, as it is not clear how to define this threshold.
Two prominent instantiations of density-based clustering algorithms are
DBSCAN [EKSX96] and OPTICS [ABKS99]. Both of these algorithms have a
runtime complexity of at least O(n2) [GT15], making them also not feasible
for clustering voluminous datasets.
Literature proposes additional clustering families, such as grid-based al-

gorithms or model-based algorithms. Grid-based algorithms create a grid
structure in the space of the dataset, where in each partition of the grid
clusterings are performed. That is, these algorithms are limited to grid
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structures and for other data distributions therefore often not sufficient to
achieve valuable clustering results [FAT+14]. Model-based approaches aim
to achieve a strong fit between the data and a (predefined) mathematical
model [RM06]. However, creating such a model is a tedious task and often
too complex for novice analysts, especially when clustering a previously
unseen dataset.
Further clustering families exist, such as probability-based or “soft” clus-

tering algorithms, which denote for each entity the probability for being
part of a certain cluster [BEF84; MP04]. Also, combinations of several
clustering families are also possible. For example, the probability-based
approaches often rely on partition-based approaches, in order to achieve a
“hard” clustering, which denotes exactly one cluster for each entity. Further-
more, density-based algorithms are often used as a first step to subsequently
create a hierarchy of these clusters [ABKS99; CMS13; Del19]. Therefore,
the overview provided in Figure 2.2 should rather be regarded as several
clustering families, which may also be used in combination, instead of a
strict distinction of separate families.

2.3.2 k-Center Clustering Algorithms

For the purpose of this work, we focus on partition-based clustering algo-
rithms, which are often called k-center clustering algorithms in literature.
These algorithms (a) often exhibit in practice a pleasing runtime, (b) are
easy to use, even for non-experts, since the required parameter k and its
effects are evident for novice analysts, and (c) are thus commonly used in
research and practical use cases [WKR+08].
We start with the formalization of the k-center clustering problem: Let

X be a dataset with n entities and d dimensions, i. e., X ⊂ Rd . The goal of
k-center clustering algorithms is to group X into k disjoint clusters, such
that each entity is assigned to the closest centroid c ∈ C, where a centroid
can be regarded as the center of gravity for a certain cluster. However, as
this problem is NP-hard for arbitrary values of d and k ∈ [2; n−1] [ADHP09;
GJW82], several heuristics exist which aim to approximate the solution. One
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of these heuristics is the k-Means algorithm [Llo82; Mac67]. The goal of
k-Means is to find the set C of k centroids, which minimizes the objective
function in Equation 2.1.

φX (C) =
∑

x∈X
dist2(x ,C) =
∑

x∈X
min
c∈C
∥x − c∥2 (2.1)

Here, dist2(x ,C) denotes the Euclidean distance from an entity x ∈ X to
the closest centroid c ∈ C. φX (C) denotes the sum of these distances over
all entities in X and is also called variance or sum of squared errors (SSE)
for k-Means. Since the objective function minimizes the squared distance
from all entities to their closest centroids, k-Means is typically limited to
detect spherical clusters. In general, k-center algorithms, like k-Means, k-
Medoids [KR87], k-Medians [BMS97; JD88] or k-Mode [Hua97], minimize
their notion of variance by moving k centroids to a better position in each
iteration until a certain convergence criterion is met.
Algorithm 1 formalizes the procedure of k-center clustering algorithms.

As outlined in Figure 1.2, k-center clustering algorithms proceed in a clear
sequence of steps, which are described in detail in the following.
Firstly, the set of k centroids are initialized (line 1). Note, that the pre-

sented algorithm remains generic, yet several approaches are available for
the initialization, such as random-based approaches, ensemble-based ap-
proaches [XH19], or approaches which address the data distribution [AV07;
BMV+12]. In the next steps, the algorithm performs several clustering iter-
ations, i. e., repeating the “improve clustering” and the “change centroids”
steps until convergence.
In the “improve clustering” step, the entities x ∈ X are assigned to their

closest centroid c ∈ C (lines 4-6). Subsequently, in the “change centroids”
step, the centroids are moved to the center of the cluster. For both steps, a
certain objective function is used, e. g., Equation 2.1 in case of k-Means.

Finally, the algorithm checks for convergence (line 11). Several approaches
are possible for this step, such as (a) to perform as many iterations until
the objective function cannot be minimized any further, (b) to analyze the
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Algorithm 1: Procedure of k-center clustering algorithms.
Input: X - dataset, k - number of clusters
Output: K - a combination (◦) between X and the assigned centroid

for each entity
/* initialize centroids */

1 C← initialize a set of k centroids;
2 i← 0;
3 repeat

/* improve clustering */
4 for ∀x ∈ X do
5 K← {x ◦ c}, where c denotes the closest centroid to x

according to an objective function;
6 end

/* change centroids */
7 for ∀c ∈ C do
8 c,φ(c)← new c and its corresponding variance according to

an objective function, where {x ◦ c} ∈K;
9 end

10 i← i + 1;
11 until convergenceReached(); // check for convergence
12 return K;

differences regarding subsequent iterations, or (c) to limit the number of
clustering iterations by a fixed threshold. If the algorithm does not yet
converge, another clustering iteration is performed, i. e., repeating the steps
“improve clustering” and “change centroids” until the “check for convergence”
step terminates the clustering algorithm.
For the purpose of this work, we use k-Means as a concrete instantiation

of a k-center clustering algorithm due to its popularity among scientists and
practitioners [WKR+08]. Note, that other k-center clustering algorithms
typically proceed very similarly, since they mostly focus on a different objec-
tive function in lines 5 and 8, which also aims to minimize the specific notion
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of variance in these steps. However, as we rely on the generic characteristics
of k-center clustering algorithms, the remainder of this work can also be
seamlessly applied to other k-center clustering algorithms.

The k-Means algorithm performs several clustering iterations1, where each
clustering iteration aims to further minimize the objective function in Equa-
tion 2.1 [MRS08]. k-Means has a runtime complexity of O(kndω) [HD15],
where ω denotes the number of clustering iterations until the algorithm
terminates. In theory, datasets can be created, where k-Means has a super-
polynomial runtime, requiring ω = 2Ω(

p
n) clustering iterations until the

naive convergence criterion is met with a random initialization [AV06].
Therefore, especially the initialization as well as the convergence of k-Means
is of paramount interest in order to reduce this runtime.

2.4 Exploration Methods for Clustering Analyses

In order to achieve valuable clustering results, the choice of the parameters,
especially the number of expected clusters k, is crucial. Wrong parameters
can lead to bad clustering results in the mentioned general purposes, i. e., im-
precise structurings, groupings or compressions are performed, thus making
the results of a clustering analysis not usable. However, the expected number
of clusters k has to be provided prior to the execution of these algorithms.
Especially for previously unknown datasets, estimating this number is a
tremendous pitfall and requires particular caution.

In order to explore promising clustering results, an exploratory clustering
analysis is conducted. Figure 1.2 shows the underlying procedure. Therefore,
analysts typically define a parameter search space R based on their domain
knowledge, where R is a discrete range of values for k ∈ N where the actual
number of clusters is expected to be in. Subsequently, different search
strategies can be employed to explore R, such as an exhaustive search or an
non-exhaustive search, meaning that not all values in R are explored.

1In literature, these iterations are often called “LLoyd iterations” in reference to Stuart P.
Lloyd’s work in [Llo82].
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As already defined, an exploration iteration of the underlying exploratory
clustering analysis consists of three steps:

1. Definition of the clustering task, i. e., to select the parameters of a
specific clustering algorithm as well as the (sub-)set of the dataset.

2. Execution of the defined clustering task, i. e., execute the clustering
algorithm, which comprises several clustering iterations.

3. Evaluation of the clustering result.

In the first step, important settings for the execution of the clustering task
are defined. For example, a subset of the dataset can be sampled, i. e., to use
only specific entities for further explorations. On the other hand, parameters
are defined for the execution of the clustering task according to a specific
search strategy throughout R.
In the second step, the clustering task is executed with the predefined

settings from the first step. This step is mandatory, since the clustering
results become only available after the clustering task is executed.

In the third step, the clustering results are evaluated. This evaluation can
be performed based on evaluation metrics, which assess the clustering results
in an automatic way. Popular metrics in this category assess the separation
or the compactness of the resulting clusters. In contrast, an analyst could
also manually perform an evaluation. Analysts can investigate individual
clustering results based on their domain knowledge and assess the relation
between certain selected entities. Based on the results of the manually
conducted evaluation, further exploration iterations can be performed.

Concluding, exploration methods for clustering results can be categorized
based on two characteristics:

(a) They differ how they explore the parameter search space, i. e., in an
exhaustive or in a non-exhaustive manner.

(b) They differ in their procedure, i. e., whether defining parameter values
as well as evaluating results is performed in a manual manner, in an
automated manner, or as a semi-automatic combination thereof.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of exploration approaches.

Figure 2.3 provides an overview of exploration approaches along these
characteristics and unveils for each category how the settings are defined
and how the evaluation is conducted. In the following, exploration methods
from these five categories are discussed in detail.

A few parts of these explanations are revised versions of excerpts of previ-
ous author publications [FBS20; FTS20].

2.4.1 Automatic, exhaustive Methods

Automatic, exhaustive methods draw on no interaction with an analyst and
execute the clustering algorithm with all values for k in a given parameter
search space R. Subsequently, each single clustering result is evaluated in
an automatic manner. Therefore, they follow the principle of grid search.

Related work in this area distinguishes two types of metrics for this eval-
uation step: clustering validity measures and measures from information
theory. Note however, that also manually defined automated metrics from
analysts could be exploited here.
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2.4.1.1 Clustering Validity Measures

Existing clustering validity measures focus on the compactness of the clusters,
their separation or combinations thereof [FBS19]. A common measure for
the compactness of a cluster is the variance, e. g., the sum of squared errors
(SSE) for k-Means. This measure denotes the sum of the variances of the
resulting clusters. Hence, the smaller the variance is, the more compact are
the clusters. The silhouette coefficient [Rou87] is a prominent example for a
validity measure that rather focuses on the separation of the clustering results.
It aims to measure for each entity the distance to the neighboring clusters
and can thereby state whether the entity is correctly assigned or should
be re-assigned. Combinations of the compactness and the separation are
for example used by the Calinski-Harabasz Index [CH74], the Coggins-Jain
Index [CJ85], the Davies-Bouldin Index [DB79] and the Dunn Index [Dun74].
These methods investigate the compactness and separation of the clustering
results in different variations.

2.4.1.2 Information Theory

Information theory aims to assess the information for a given prob-
lem [Sha48]. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [Aka74] and the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [Sch78] are commonly used metrics
for assessing information. Typically, they consist of two terms: The first term
measures the fitness of the model, whereas the second term is a penalty
regarding the number of parameters in a model. Therefore, overfitting (in
terms of a too high value for k) should be avoided. This penalty term is larger
for BIC than for AIC. Moreover, Sugar and James proposed the so-called
Jump Method, which also draws on ideas from information theory [SJ03].
This method calculates the distortion of the resulting clusters after the exe-
cution of the clustering algorithm. Subsequently, a rate distortion function
is applied, similarly as proposed by Shannon [Sha59]. This function allows
to select the clustering result with the highest gain in information.
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2.4.2 Automatic, non-exhaustive Methods

Automatic, non-exhaustive methods also draw on no interaction with an
analyst in order to define settings for a data mining task or to evaluate
clustering results. Contrary to exhaustive methods, they do not execute
the clustering algorithm with all values for k in a given parameter search
space. Thus, these methods are often faster than exhaustive methods due
to less executions of the clustering algorithm. Automatic, non-exhaustive
methods perform an ascending or descending search in R and stop as soon
as subsequent clustering results barely differ.
G-Means [HE04] and X-Means [PM00] are famous methods of this cat-

egory, which perform an ascending search in the parameter search space.
They proceed by investigating the clustering result of k = min(R) and try
to further split the clusters based on a certain criterion. G-Means searches
for a Gaussian distribution within the clusters. To this end, it relies on the
Anderson-Darling test [AD52]. Furthermore, after the value of k changes
due to splits, this method refines the overall clustering result by clustering
the whole dataset with the new value for k. X-Means relies on information
criteria, such as AIC or BIC. Both methods stop if the respective criterion
does not promise any improvements or if max(R) is met.

The idea of the gap statistic [TWH01] is to compare the graph of log(SSE)
of the dataset with the graphs of so-called reference distributions. To provide
these reference distributions, several datasets are created in a way that each
entity lies between the minimum and maximum value across all features
of the original dataset. The estimated number of clusters are in the area,
where these two graphs have the largest difference. In order to limit the
search space R, the gap statistic relies on the notion of a standard error.
The search stops as soon as the gap between two subsequent values for k
changes less than this standard error or until a predefined upper bound is
met (e. g., max(R)).
In contrast to these approaches, Bischof, Leonardis, and Selb proposed

a descending approach regarding the search space R [BLS99]. They draw
on the minimum description length (MDL) approach from information the-
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ory [Ris78], which provides a regularization approach for a promising com-
pression of data. Their approach starts with max(R) clusters and subse-
quently reduces the number of clusters. In each iteration, the approach aims
to reduce the model complexity based on criteria from information theory.
Subsequently, the exploration stops as soon as the model complexity cannot
be reduced any further without a significant loss in quality.

2.4.3 Semi-Automatic, exhaustive Methods

Methods from this category perform an exhaustive search in the parameter
search space and subsequently require human interaction for evaluating
clustering results in order to select a valuable clustering result.

Due to the decisions of the analyst in the evaluation of clustering results,
the outcome of the exploration process depends on the domain knowledge
and the subjective perception of the analyst. Thus, experienced analysts may
achieve valuable clustering results, whereas especially novice analysts are
prone for rather bad results due to their lack of domain knowledge.
A commonly known exploration method in this category is the elbow

method [Tho53]. This method evaluates each clustering result by calculating
the SSE for each clustering result. Subsequently, a so-called elbow graph is
presented to the analyst. Finally, an analyst has to select a valuable clustering
result in this graph. Since the elbow method provides particular insights into
exploratory clustering analyses, we defer a detailed discussion and analysis
of the strengths and problems of the elbow method to Section 6.1, where
we subsequently exploit these characteristics.

2.4.4 Semi-Automatic, non-exhaustive Methods

This category of semi-automatic methods draws on human interaction in
order to select specific values from the parameter search space. Assuming
the worst-case parameter search space for k-center clustering algorithms
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R = [2; n− 1], where n is the number of entities, an experienced analyst
with in-depth domain knowledge can individually select a few specific values
for further consideration.

Subsequently, an analyst can exploit automatic evaluation metrics, such as
clustering validity measures or measures from information theory to evaluate
single clustering results [Aka74; CH74; CJ85; DB79; Dun74; Rou87; Sch78;
SJ03], hence determining a valuable clustering result.

2.4.5 Manual Methods

Manual exploration methods require human interaction for defining settings
for the clustering algorithm, such as subsets of the dataset or parameter
values, as well as for evaluating the clustering results. Due to the high
interactivity, these methods are solely feasible for experienced analysts with
in-depth domain knowledge, as novice analysts would struggle to identify
promising settings and to evaluate clustering results properly.

2.5 Meta-Learning

As of today, the term “meta-learning” lacks a commonly accepted definition.
Most authors in related work cling to a vague interpretation of meta-learning,
which emphasizes the flexibility of learning in a way that the learning step
itself can adapt to a specific context based on past experiences [VD02]. Thus,
the mantra of meta-learning is “learning to learn” [BCSV08; Van18], yet
there is no restriction on what aspect of the learning step, like the algorithm,
its parameters or the choice of an AP, should be adapted to a specific context.
Moreover, the goal of meta-learning can also vary, i. e., meta-learning can
be used for example to achieve better or faster results in the learning step.
Meta-learning follows in general a different goal than data mining algo-

rithms from supervised and unsupervised learning. The underlying idea
behind meta-learning is that existing data mining algorithms inherently suf-
fer from certain limitations or a certain “bias” [BCSV08; Van18; VD02]. Such
a limitation can be for example formulated for the k-Means algorithm, since
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it is solely able to find spherical clusters. However, if the dataset contains
non-spherical clusters, another algorithm would provide a better clustering
result [ABKS99; EKSX96]. Hence, meta-learning can learn in this example
which clustering algorithm provides a valuable clustering result for a certain
context by addressing the underlying limitations [BCSV08; PBG00]. In order
to learn such limitations in a more general sense, meta-learning typically
draws on two steps:
(1) In an offline step, meta-knowledge is created. Since there is no clear

definition of the term meta-learning, there is also no clear definition of
meta-knowledge. Typically, meta-features of datasets are considered as
(part of) meta-knowledge. Meta-features are commonly used in the area
of meta-learning to describe dataset characteristics, such as the number of
entities or the number of features, since they can be extracted very fast.
In addition to these dataset characteristics, the offline step also focuses on
the performance of a data mining algorithm, its parameters or specific APs
across several datasets. To this end, a so-called meta-learner is trained on
these data [FAL17; PBG00]. The goal of this meta-learner is to model the
dependency between meta-knowledge and the best-performing instantiation
of a learning step. Several approaches can realize such a model, such as
probabilistic approaches [LST15], metric-based approaches [VBL+16] or
supervised learning approaches [FAL17].
(2) In the subsequent online step, the meta-knowledge from the offline

step is exploited by applying the meta-learner on previously unseen datasets.
To this end, the corresponding meta-features are extracted from this dataset.
Consequently, the meta-learner predicts the most promising instantiation of
a learning step based on these meta-features.
Due to the vague interpretation of meta-learning across several works,

there is also no clear definition of the terms “meta-knowledge” or “meta-
learner”. This leaves several important questions open, such as:

• How many datasets, algorithms, parameters, or APs should be investi-
gated?

• To what extent should these aspects differ?
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• How much meta-knowledge is required for a well-performing meta-
learner?

• Which meta-features should be used? Which ones can be omitted?
• What is the best approach for realizing a well-performing meta-learner?

Inspite of these uncertainties, meta-learning finds several adaptions in
various areas. For example, in the area of AutoML [GSB+19], meta-features
are used to identify similar datasets. The prominent AutoML tool auto-
sklearn [FKE+15] relies on the performance of several classifiers in the
offline step. The meta-learner comprises a k-nearest-neighbor algorithm,
which is used in the online step to predict the most promising supervised
learning algorithm and its parameters. Similar approaches are also subject
to current research in the area of deep learning [FAL17; LST15; VBL+16].

For the purpose of this work, we will use the foundations of meta-learning
for two different aspects: In Chapter 3, we investigate how principles from
meta-learning can be exploited to predict a well-performing analytic platform,
e. g., a platform which promises the lowest overall runtime for a certain
data mining task. In Chapter 5, we unveil how meta-learning can be used to
approximate clustering results in exploratory clustering analyses.
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Data Mining Tasks

The tremendous success of machine learning and data mining has led to
a plethora of different analytic platforms (APs) to execute data mining
tasks, such as Python’s well-known scikit-learn library [PVG+11] or Apache
Spark’s MLlib [MBY+15]. Further APs, such as WEKA, Mahout, TensorFlow
and H2O, as well as programming languages and corresponding libraries,
which can be used to execute data mining tasks, such as MATLAB or R,
are also popular and commonly used among data scientists. These APs
employ different processing paradigms, e. g., MapReduce [DG04] for Mahout,
distributed in-memory processing for Spark [MBY+15], or non-distributed
in-memory processing for WEKA [HFH+09]. That is, some APs require
profound technical knowledge in order to implement data mining tasks
efficiently, e. g., they need to be expressed in MapReduce or employ specific
processing steps in Spark.
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A typical rule of thumb states to use a distributed AP like Spark for large
datasets and a non-distributed AP like scikit-learn for smaller datasets. Yet,
there is no clear threshold or the like when to prefer one AP over the other
or when a certain dataset is small or large. Hence, in many organizations,
multiple APs are installed and used simultaneously.

This variety of available APs poses a particular challenge to analysts, which
have to select an AP for the execution of data mining tasks. Analysts come
from various domains with varying technical knowledge. Hence, especially
technically inexperienced analysts often stick to one single AP and ignore the
choice of potentially better suited APs for a certain data mining task. Possible
performance criteria for the selection of APs are the runtime until a result is
achieved, but also CPU or RAM usage are crucial, where excessive resource
usage can become costly for example in a cloud pay-per-use environment.

Moreover, performing a data mining task on a specific AP can be cumber-
some, since APs can rely on external libraries, which have to be manually
installed. Especially switching between several APs is therefore a tedious
task and can thus hamper the analyst in the exploration process.
Lastly, analysts may not be able to fine-tune data mining tasks on APs,

because of their lack of technical knowledge. That is, APs as well as the
remaining aspects of a data mining task can be tuned for an increased
performance, e. g., to tune the number of mappers and reducers for MapRe-
duce [LCHB18] or to define default parameters of a data mining task to
increase its efficiency. Hence, analysts require help of technical experienced
developers for this problem.
Thus, we observe three pitfalls for analysts when using several APs:
1. Selecting an appropriate AP for a specific data mining task is difficult

for a (technically inexperienced) analyst because it is often not clear
which AP performs best for a certain data mining task.

2. Calling a specific AP can be complicated, since certain libraries need
to be manually installed and require additional preprocessing steps.

3. Fine-tuning a data mining task for a specific AP is cumbersome and
may overstress the skills of technically inexperienced analysts.
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To overcome this disconnect between the analysts’ demands and the
plethora of APs, we investigate how an AP can be selected in an automatic
manner. To this end, we introduce our ASAP-DM framework1. This frame-
work aims to support analysts in finding an appropriate AP for a given data
mining task without drawing on in-depth technical knowledge, thus address-
ing RG1 (cf. Section 1.2.1). In order to manage the complexity and benefits
of several APs while still providing simple access to them, we rely on an
abstraction of the calling procedure of data mining tasks on various APs.
This abstraction enables experienced developers to easily add APs to our
proposed framework and simultaneously enables analysts to switch between
APs and thus to access the several APs with particularly fine-tuned data
mining tasks.
The contributions in this chapter include the following:

• We exploit principles from meta-learning for an automatic selection of
the most suitable analytic platform based on certain performance crite-
ria, such as runtime of the data mining task or resource consumption.

• We propose an extensible framework with a functional abstraction
of data mining tasks across APs. Furthermore, we show that this
framework can be seamlessly integrated into existing applications and
exploration processes in order to execute data mining tasks.

• We separate the analysis and the technical parts into distinct user roles,
which interact with the proposed framework. This enables technically
experienced developers to fine-tune APs and data mining tasks, while
hiding the complexity from analysts at the same time.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: We present
related work in this area in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we describe basic
concepts and the user roles of the ASAP-DM framework. In Section 3.3, we
present the ASAP-DM framework and discuss its architecture. We present
how ASAP-DM can be incorporated into exploration processes for finding
promising algorithms and parameters in Section 3.4, before we show a

1ASAP-DM is an abbreviation for automatic selection of analytic platforms for data mining.
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prototypical implementation of the framework in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6,
we evaluate the proposed framework with several analytic platforms and
commonly used data mining algorithms. Finally, we conclude in Section 3.7
by providing a summary and outline potential future work.

This chapter is a revised and composite version of several previous author
publications [FMBS19; FSS21].

3.1 Related Work

Related work in this area mostly focuses on the automatic selection of
algorithms and their parameters, such as AutoML approaches [FKE+15;
KTH+16; THHL13] or a broad range of meta-learning approaches [BAAW19;
HT92; Kal99]. Vanschoren provides a detailed comparison of these and many
other meta-learning approaches for an automatic selection of classification
algorithms and their parameters [Van11]. However, all of these approaches
are agnostic regarding the plethora of APs, since they are implemented on
one single AP and do not make any assumptions on multiple APs.

Other works address this plethora of several APs: On the one hand, Apache
Beam1 introduces the so-called “Beam model”, i. e., a calling abstraction of
data mining tasks. This Beam Model can be executed on several APs, such
as Apache Flink, Apache Spark, or Google Dataflow. While these and other
commonly used APs are available in the current version of Apache Beam, an
analyst still has to manually select the AP for the execution.
On the other hand, RHEEM [ABB+16; ACC+18; KKC+20] or Muske-

teer [GSC+15] provide a more fine-grained possibility to use multiple APs
simultaneously: Here, the analyst has to provide code for low-level primitives
for each AP, such as sampling or filtering. Subsequently, this code can be
used to implement data mining algorithms from scratch. Furthermore, these
systems rely on a cost model for the automatic selection step of each of these
primitives. However, we face two pitfalls here: (1) Creating a cost model can

1https://beam.apache.org/
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be impractical to construct for APs, which are not open source, i. e., where
the underlying costs are not obvious or cannot be calculated properly. (2)
Analysts have to implement low-level primitives in the first place, which
then have to be combined in order to provide implementations for data
mining algorithms. This often overstresses the capabilities of technically
inexperienced analysts.
Therefore, ASAP-DM lies between Apache Beam and the approaches of

RHEEM andMusketeer: Similar to the approach by Apache Beam, we provide
a simple abstraction of data mining tasks. In ASAP-DM, large parts of the
source code can be reused, e. g., from documentations or publicly available
code stubs of a certain AP. Similar to RHEEM or Musketeer, we preserve the
possibility for an experienced developer to fine-tune a data mining task or a
specific AP [LCHB18], yet hide this complexity from analysts.

In order to automatically select an AP for a given data mining task, several
approaches are possible, such as rule-based approaches, cost modelling
approaches or machine learning approaches. The first two are rather light-
weight approaches, yet they require in-depth knowledge of internals of APs,
which have to be defined in a manual way. For example, in order to create
promising rules when to choose an AP over another, the corresponding
rule system should (a) cover several dataset characteristics, and (b) be able
to map these characteristics to the most promising AP. Thus, setting up
an expressive rule system is typically a time-consuming, labor-intensive
process. Similarly, a cost model also requires in-depth knowledge of the AP
internals: Capturing these internals with a corresponding cost model may
be cumbersome, if not infeasible for a proprietary AP, i. e., when the source
code is not open source.

Hence, we rely on a machine learning approach, which follows principles
from meta-learning, in order to automatically select a promising analytic
platform. In contrast to possible rule-based approaches or cost models, this
approach can be implemented in an automated way, i. e., no specific rules
or costs have to be defined in a manual way. Therefore, our framework can
also cope with closed source APs, where the underlying cost model is not
trivial to assess.
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3.2 Core Concepts

The core idea of the ASAP-DM framework draws on the assumption that
data mining tasks perform similarly, when executing the task with similar
datasets or parameters. This is an important assumption in the area of data
mining, where a change of dataset characteristics, e. g., their distribution,
leads to a so-called concept drift [GdBV14; GMCR04; GZB+14; LLD+19].
We base our work on this premise and assume that the system itself is stable,
i. e., neither the system faces any failures, nor are there high deviations in
the resource consumption, which may arise due to other processes.

Similar to meta-learning (cf. Section 2.5), two steps are required to benefit
from our framework: In an offline step, benchmarks and additional charac-
teristics, which are of interest, are measured. These characteristics can focus
on (a) meta-features, which are specific data characteristics, such as number
of entities, number of features, file size, data distribution, (b) characteristics
of the data mining task, e. g., the data mining algorithm and the correspond-
ing parameters, (c) performance characteristics like the required runtime or
the resource consumption, or (d) any optional characteristics, such as the
costs to execute this data mining task in a cloud environment. Subsequently,
a meta-learner is constructed, which maps dataset characteristics to the
best-performing AP. Note, that the performance of an AP can be measured
according to certain criteria, e. g., runtime or resource consumption. In the
online step, a previously unseen data mining task is performed with similar
criteria, e. g., with another dataset or different parameters. The goal is to
select the analytic platform, which performed best in the offline step with
similar criteria, i. e., automatically supporting analysts in this selection. To
this end, ASAP-DM draws on several core concepts, which are explained in
the following.

3.2.1 Loose Coupling

ASAP-DM follows a loosely coupled architecture, where each component is a
web service. Furthermore, the URL of the access endpoints of available APs
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are stored in the framework. By doing so, APs can dynamically be added,
modified or also removed, without time-consuming maintenance outages
of the system, i. e., further analyses can be conducted as long as at least
one AP is available. Hence, APs can be modified while analysts can easily
use available APs without implementing specific calling procedures or even
knowing in advance which APs are available.

3.2.2 Calling Abstraction

There is a huge difference between calling a data mining task on scikit-learn
compared to calling it on Spark. The main differences are the underlying
programming languages as well as different processing paradigms, which
may require additional implementation effort. Hence, these aspects should
be implemented at the web service endpoint of an AP.

To preserve generality, a canonical request-response format is used when
communicating with the web service endpoints of APs. This communication
format must be implemented by each web service endpoint of an AP. By
following this approach, analysts do not need to know specifics about a
certain AP, but can rather interchange them easily. A concrete example for
such a calling abstraction is deferred to Section 3.4.1.

3.2.3 Meta-Learning for Automatic Selection

For the automatic selection of an AP, we focus on a meta-learning approach,
which is easy to deploy in an automated manner and preserves generality
regarding APs and their internals.

In the offline step, we gather in particular meta-features of datasets among
other characteristics (see above) as well as benchmarks across available
APs. Subsequently, based on these meta-features and benchmarks, we can
automatically train a meta-learner, i. e., a classification model f , which maps
meta-features to the most promising AP for a certain data mining task. In
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the subsequent online step, this classification model f can then be used to
predict an AP for previously unseen data mining tasks, such as previously
unseen datasets or parameters of a data mining task.
ASAP-DM is designed in a flexible manner, such that no assumptions are

made on (i) the classifier for f , (ii) the meta-features of the datasets, or
(iii) the performance criterion of an AP. The first two aspects lead to an
optimization problem, which can be solved by machine learning algorithms.
The latter aspect enables several possibilities, e. g., to choose the AP with
the least overall runtime. However, other performance criteria may also be
of interest, such as choosing an AP with the least resource consumption in
terms of CPU and RAM consumption.

3.2.4 User Roles

The idea of ASAP-DM is to separate the technical details from analysts, who
may have a strong domain knowledge but not necessarily a strong technical
background. To this end, ASAP-DM draws on the user roles of the analyst and
the AP provider. These roles can be typically found in many organizations,
though the titles may vary.

The analyst is interested in the results of a data mining task, but not in its
implementation. In many cases, the analyst is interested in the fast execution
of this task in order to perform several exploration iterations in a short time
frame, thus achieving a valuable analysis result very fast.
An AP provider has only little domain knowledge, but a rather strong

technical background. The task of the AP provider is to make APs available
for the ASAP-DM framework. Furthermore, an AP Provider can fine-tune
APs and data mining tasks, thus improving the performance.

3.3 Architecture

Figure 3.1 depicts the architectural design of the ASAP-DM framework. The
core functionality of the proposed framework is provided by the selection
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Figure 3.1: ASAP-DM framework. Dashed lines depict existing components
in a data mining context [FMBS19].

module, the meta-feature extraction module, the benchmark module and
the AP registry module. Dashed borders depict external systems, such as
various applications, analytic platforms and storage for datasets that should
be analyzed. In the following, we present each module and explain how
users interact with these modules. To do so, we start with the analytic plat-
forms, which execute the data mining task. We finish the explanations with
applications, which analysts use to perform data analyses. These applications
call APs via the ASAP-DM framework. We provide a detailed description on
how these modules interact with each other in Section 3.4.
Analytic Platforms: Nowadays, there is a plethora of APs to execute data

mining tasks, such as stand-alone tools or large-scale platforms as well as
third party libraries for several programming languages. However, each of
these APs defines individually which data formats can be used, how data is
represented internally and how to process the data. Furthermore, some APs
provide out of the box a variety of several data mining algorithms, whereas
other APs only focus on a few of them.
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In order to handle this complexity and to provide flexibility of analytic
platforms, we need an abstraction across APs. For the purpose of this frame-
work, we base our work on the concept of web services [ACKM04; LRS02;
Pap03]. Therefore, each AP has its own web service endpoint and provides
access to available data mining algorithms for this AP. However, to preserve
generality, the calling procedure should be identical across all web service
endpoints, i. e., by following a canonical request-response format. Note,
that ASAP-DM does not make assumptions on this format, yet an example is
provided later (cf. Figure 3.2).
The task of the web service endpoint for each AP consists of (a) receiv-

ing the request in the canonical request-response format, (b) parsing the
parameters, (c) if necessary, transforming the data to a specific format, so
that it can be processed with the AP, (d) executing the data mining task,
and finally (e) returning the response.

As a concrete implementation for this task is very specific for each AP, the
AP provider is responsible for these implementations. Furthermore, each
data mining algorithm should be encapsulated as a stand-alone web service
endpoint to provide a better flexibility. Note that several developers of APs
often provide exemplary code for calling an algorithm on their AP. Hence,
an AP provider can simply reuse this code fragment, fine-tune it, and publish
it as a web service, which is able to execute the five above-mentioned steps.
Subsequently, the newly created implementations are added to the ASAP-DM
framework via the AP registry module. Since the implementation of data
mining algorithms requires profound technical skills, the AP provider is
typically part of the IT department, e. g., as a developer.
Data Storage: The datasets that should be analyzed are located in a

generic data storage. Possible data storages are Hadoop Distributed Filesys-
tem (HDFS), Amazon S3, data lakes [GGH+19; GGH+20] or even database
systems. Applications and APs interact with the data storage; analysts define
settings for data mining tasks based on certain data and APs perform data
mining tasks on datasets. ASAP-DM does not make any assumptions on the
underlying data storage.
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AP Registry Module: Since it is unclear, which analytic platforms exist
in a concrete analytical environment and which data mining algorithms
are implemented within each AP, the AP registry module addresses this
management aspect. When new APs or data mining algorithms are added
or existing APs are not available anymore, the AP provider will update
the AP registry via the AP registry management correspondingly. The AP
registry management is furthermore responsible for querying the AP registry
and subsequently provides access to available analytic platforms to the
corresponding calling module.
When a new AP is registered at the AP registry module, the AP provider

has to provide the URL of its web service endpoint. This way, even remotely
accessible APs can be integrated into the framework.
Selection Module: In order to select an AP to execute a specific data

mining task, the framework provides two possibilities: The analyst either
manually chooses a specific AP (manual selection) or relies on a recom-
mendation (automatic selection). For the automatic selection approach, the
automatic selection component can decide based on certain performance
criteria which AP is most suitable for a given data mining task and a dataset.
In order to do so, the automatic selection component calls the meta-feature
extraction module to extract meta-features of the dataset which should be
analyzed. Subsequently, it queries the benchmark module in order to find
similar datasets among already benchmarked datasets.
Benchmark Module: The benchmark module is responsible for perform-

ing benchmarks on available APs. Therefore, the benchmark management
component receives the request for initiating a new benchmark. The request
defines the properties of the benchmark, i. e., (a) the AP, (b) the data min-
ing task, and (c) the dataset to benchmark. After querying the AP registry
module in order to receive the web service endpoint of the specified AP, the
management component calls the AP with the selected dataset and data
mining task. During the execution of the data mining task, demanded per-
formance criteria such as runtime are measured. Since APs can be located
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remotely, each AP itself has to provide the benchmark results. After the task
is finished, the measurements of the criteria and dataset characteristics are
stored in the benchmark database.
In order to incrementally add further data to the benchmark database,

the selection module is linked with the benchmark module. The selection
module can initiate a tracking of the metrics when a data mining task is
executed. This way, measurements from actual executions of data mining
tasks can be recorded and further improve the prediction of a suitable AP
for other datasets.
Meta-Feature Extraction Module: In order to capture dataset character-

istics, ASAP-DM draws on a wide range of meta-features [BCSV08; PSM16].
Hence, the meta-feature extraction module extracts meta-features from
datasets. We distinguish between generic and task-specific meta-features:
Generic meta-features such as number of entities and number of features
are independent of the data mining task. There are also task-specific meta-
features, such as number of entities per class, which is specific for classifica-
tion tasks. Generic meta-features are always extracted, whereas task-specific
meta-features are extracted based on the data mining task.
Since the automatic selection component as well as the benchmarking

module draw on meta-features, we separated this functionality in an extra
module, thus making it accessible for both.
Applications: Applications are understood as an environment, in which

the analyst defines a specific data mining task, such as a data mining tool or
workflow-like environments [HB17]. However, we assume that the analyst
wants to achieve the result of a data mining task with respect to certain
performance criteria, e. g., within a short runtime. The application submits
the dataset as well as the data mining task, which should be executed on
the dataset, to the framework and receives the results in return.
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{
" input " : " hdfs : // da t a . c s v " ,
" numClusters " : 3 ,
" numIterat ions " : 20 ,
" performance " : " runtime "

}

{
" c en t ro id s " : [

{ " 0 " : [ 12.2 , 13.34 ]} ,
{ " 1 " : [ 93.4 , 67.5 ]} ,
{ " 2 " : [ 45.5 , 24.56 ]}

] ,
" s se " : 1713.75295

}
(a) Request (b) Response

Figure 3.2: Example of a canonical request-response format for calling k-
Means within ASAP-DM [FMBS19].

3.4 Procedure for using the Framework

The proposed framework supports (i) abstracting APs, (ii) initially bench-
marking APs, (iii) performing data mining tasks on available platforms, and
(iv) incrementally benchmarking APs. In the following, we show the se-
quence of steps for each of these functionalities. Subsequently, we formalize
the procedure of the proposed automatic selection approach. Finally, we
discuss the generality of ASAP-DM and how it can be integrated into existing
analytical environments.

3.4.1 AP Abstraction

Since it is neither clear, which APs exist in a certain analytical environment,
such as in an organization, nor which data mining algorithms they can
perform, we draw our work on the AP registry module. Each analytic platform
has to be registered at this module (cf. step 1 in Figure 3.1). To do so, the
AP provider has to provide the location of the platform, i. e., the web service
endpoint as well as the corresponding endpoints of the available data mining
algorithms. Once an AP is removed, it should be deregistered from the AP
registry module again. To make different APs interchangeable, the providers
of the corresponding web service endpoints have to agree on a canonical
request-response format for a seamless communication.
Figure 3.2 provides an example for an AP-agnostic request and response

format for the k-Means algorithm. This format is specific for each data
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mining algorithm and should thus be initially defined when implementing
ASAP-DM. Therefore, the canonical request-response format outlined in
Figure 3.2 should be regarded as one possible way to realize such a format
for a specific data mining algorithm in ASAP-DM.

Figure 3.2a shows an exemplary request for executing k-Means, whereas
Figure 3.2b depicts a possible result. As defined in the request, the dataset
is located at hdfs://data.csv, the number of expected clusters k is set to 3
and the maximum number of clustering iterations for k-Means is set to 20.
The last line defines the performance criterion for the automatic selection
of the AP, which is here set to the best runtime. For the manual selection,
this line can be omitted, and a concrete AP should be defined instead. The
response may contain the position of the centroids as well as the sum of
squared errors (SSE), as they can be regarded as typical results for k-center
clustering algorithms, such as k-Means (cf. Section 2.3.2).

3.4.2 Initial Benchmarking

The initial benchmarking process will be initiated via a corresponding call
from an application (cf. step 2 in Figure 3.1). This call declares (a) the AP,
(b) the algorithm and parameters of a data mining task, and (c) the dataset
to conduct the benchmark. Subsequently, the benchmark module queries the
AP registry module in order to retrieve the endpoint of the corresponding
AP (cf. step 3). Finally, the benchmark module can conduct the benchmarks
by calling the AP with the corresponding data mining task and the provided
dataset (cf. step 4). The result of the benchmark will be stored in the
benchmark database. Subsequently, the automatic selection component of
the selection module can optionally be notified that a new benchmark was
performed (cf. step 5) and can then (re-)train a classification model f on
the benchmarked datasets.
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3.4.3 Performing Data Mining Tasks

When performing a data mining task on a previously unseen dataset or
with previously unseen parameters, the analyst calls the selection module
(cf. step 6 in Figure 3.1). Hereby, analysts either manually select a specific
AP or they delegate this task to the automatic selection component (cf.
Section 3.4.5). This component then predicts the most promising AP based
on the benchmarked datasets and data mining tasks.

After the manual or automatic selection was performed, it is clear, which
AP should be used to perform the data mining task. Hence, the selection
module queries the AP registry module in order to retrieve the web service
endpoint of the selected AP (cf. step 7). Finally, the AP will be called with
the selected data mining task and the dataset (cf. step 8) and the result will
be returned to the application.

3.4.4 Incremental Benchmarking

Performing the benchmarking process several times on voluminous datasets
can be a time-consuming task. Moreover, the analyst does not benefit from
this task directly, since it will rather affect the automatic selection process.
Therefore, it is of paramount importance to measure and store metrics during
the runtime of an actual data mining task. The process is similar to the
execution of a data mining task. However, the framework may also initiate
the selected AP to measure required metrics. Once the result of a data mining
task is available, the measured values can be passed over to the benchmark
module, which can store them in the benchmark database (cf. step 9).
With this approach, it is possible to explicitly execute data mining tasks

via the proposed framework and to additionally track metrics during the
execution of these tasks. This allows to add further measurements to the
benchmark database, which eventually improve the result of the automatic
selection process even more.
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3.4.5 Formalization of the Automatic Selection

The automatic selection of a suitable AP is designed in a transparent manner,
i. e., the request and the response body is mostly identical to the manual
selection due to the canonical request-response format.

The classification model f for the automatic selection component, which
corresponds to a meta-learner in the area of meta-learning (cf. Section 2.5),
is formally denoted in Equation 3.1.

f (D,M,T ) 7→ APper f (3.1)

Here, f aims to provide a mapping frommeta-featuresD, characteristics of
a data mining task M, as well as other optional characteristics T to the best
performing AP according to a certain performance criterion, such as runtime.
Hereby, the best-performing AP is regarded as the class label. Thus, we can
use state-of-the-art classification algorithms, such as decision trees [Qui86;
Qui93], as concrete instantiations of f .

To this end, the automatic selection component proceeds in two steps:
Firstly, it trains a classification model based on benchmark results and the
corresponding meta-features. This can be done regularly, e. g., when a
certain amount of new benchmark data are available or whenever the quality
of the classifier tends to change for the worse [GdBV14; GMCR04; GZB+14].
In terms of meta-learning, this step is commonly known as the offline step.
Secondly, the trained classifier is used to predict the best-performing AP for a
previously unseen combination of D,M,T . That is, the classifier maps to the
combination of D,M,T a class label, which denotes the best-performing AP,
i. e., specifying on which AP to execute the data mining task. Regarding the
theory of meta-learning, this is typically called online step, since it exploits
meta-knowledge from the offline step.

3.4.6 Discussion of Generality

As already discussed, the process of finding promising algorithms and their
parameters for a dataset is an exploration process (cf. Figure 3.3 left).
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To this end, analysts typically specify a data mining task, i. e., algorithms,
parameters and optionally an AP, execute this data mining task on the dataset
and finally evaluate the result. If the result is not valuable, further data
mining tasks can be defined, which are then again executed and evaluated.

Define Data 
Mining Task

Evaluate
Result

Execute Data 
Mining Task

Select AP
(Automatic / 

Manual)

Transform 
Dataset

Perform Data 
Mining Task

Return Result

Application ASAP-DM Framework

Figure 3.3: Integration of ASAP-DM into existing tools [FMBS19].

The idea of ASAP-DM intervenes at the execution of the data mining task as
shown in Figure 3.3. Here, the first step of ASAP-DM is to select the AP based
on the analyst’s demand - either manually or automatically. Afterwards,
the dataset is loaded and, if necessary, transformed so that the selected AP
can access and analyze the dataset properly. Next, the data mining task is
executed with the given parameters, before the result will be returned to the
application. If the analyst is not satisfied with the result, another exploration
iteration can be conducted (cf. dashed arrow in Figure 3.3).
In the following, we demonstrate that ASAP-DM preserves generality in

terms of the automatic selection, APs, data mining tasks, and programming
languages of specific applications.

In order to perform the automatic selection, ASAP-DM draws on a classifi-
cation model f , yet is agnostic regarding the used classification algorithm.
Furthermore, ASAP-DM is generic regarding the performance criteria denot-
ing the best-performing AP. To use a specific performance criterion, it should
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be tracked in the offline step of the proposed meta-learning approach and the
best-performing AP should be set as corresponding class label. Subsequently,
f can learn a mapping from D,M,T to the best-performing AP according to
a certain performance criterion. In the online step, f can be used to derive
the best-performing AP, i. e., to identify on which AP to execute the given
data mining task.
Several APs can be seamlessly integrated into the framework, since they

can be encapsulated as web services. As ASAP-DM solely requires their
web service endpoint, APs can be seamlessly added or removed. Note, that
these endpoints should implement the canonical request-response format
for communication (cf. Section 3.4.1).
Due to the canonical request-response format, which should be imple-

mented for each data mining algorithm separately, several different data
mining tasks can be realized by ASAP-DM. Figure 3.2 shows a possible re-
alization of this request-response format for k-Means, yet for other data
mining algorithms, this format can be implemented similarly.
Furthermore, ASAP-DM is proposed as a loosely coupled architecture (cf.

Section 3.2.1), where each component is a web service. Therefore, appli-
cations have to send a request to the selection module, i. e., send a request
to this web service component. Most programming languages have specific
libraries, which can encapsulate this request in a few lines of code. Hence, it
is possible to provide an API for simple access to ASAP-DM. The few remain-
ing programming languages often provide possibilities to work with sockets,
thus having to implement this communication with the ASAP-DM framework
manually. Therefore, also existing applications such as data mining tools, like
RapidMiner or KNIME, or workflow-like environments [HB17] can benefit
from ASAP-DM.
In addition to the generality of ASAP-DM, it also encapsulates technical

aspects: AP providers can tune an AP or a specific data mining task, whereas
analysts can benefit thereof, without having technical knowledge of these
aspects at all. Thus, this framework is extensible in several aspects and
simultaneously supports especially technically inexperienced analysts within
exploration processes for valuable analysis results.
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Algorithm Mahout Python R Spark WEKA
Decision Tree ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FP-Growth ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
k-Means ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Linear Regression ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ Implemented ✗ Not implemented

Table 3.1: Implemented APs and data mining algorithms.

3.5 Prototypical Implementation

In the following, we provide crucial insights of how the ASAP-DM framework
can be implemented. As the framework preserves generality, the selected
APs and tools solely emphasize the feasibility of the framework. In a different
context, e. g., in an existing analytical environment of a certain organization,
different APs and tools can be used in a very similar way. Yet, the overall
concepts and benefits of the ASAP-DM framework remain the same.

For the purpose of this discussion, we firstly focus on the implementation
of ASAP-DM and the used APs. Secondly, we describe how an exemplary
application can use the framework to perform data mining tasks. Finally, we
show how the internals of the framework can be managed.

3.5.1 ASAP-DM and Analytic Platforms

For the prototypical implementation of ASAP-DM, we used Java as program-
ming language. Each module as presented in Section 3.3 is implemented
as a web service endpoint. Moreover, each AP is accessible as a web ser-
vice endpoint. To this end, we used Spring Boot for Java-based APs, flask
for Python-based APs and plumber for APs written in R. The benchmark
database as well as the AP registry are implemented by using MongoDB in
version 2.6.10. We store the files that should be analyzed on a distributed
file system, i. e., on HDFS.
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Table 3.1 shows which data mining algorithms are implemented on which
APs for this implementation. We focus on commonly used data mining
algorithms [WKR+08] originating from various areas of data mining, such as
classification, association rule discovery, clustering, and regression analysis.
We used available decision tree implementations for classification tasks.
However, the developers of the used APs did not clearly state which algorithm
they implemented, i. e., if they used C4.5 [Qui93], ID3 [Qui86] or another
decision tree algorithm. Furthermore, we used FP-Growth [HPYM04] for
frequent pattern mining tasks, k-Means [Llo82; Mac67] for clustering tasks
and linear regression as simple instantiation for regression analysis.
To show the usability and flexibility of ASAP-DM, we used several APs

with different data processing paradigms, which are popular among data
scientists. These are Apache Mahout, Python, R, Apache Spark, and WEKA.
Note, that Python, R and WEKA run on a single node, whereas Mahout and
Spark are distributed platforms, i. e., they run on multiple nodes at the same
time. For Python and R, we used several additional packages, which provide
an implementation of the used data mining algorithms1. All settings of the
APs are left to default.

In order to choose the “best” AP for a certain data mining task, our
implementation addresses the runtime as well as CPU and RAM consumption
as performance criteria. As cloud computing is prevalent, other performance
criteria may be interesting as well, such as the scalability of a dynamic set
of virtual resources in order to complete a data mining task for a given
workload. To make performance criteria of single node APs and distributed
APs comparable, we averaged the resource consumptions of distributed APs
and compare this average to the resource consumption of a single node.
Note however, that other strategies are also possible and depend typically
on the specific use case, e. g., the underlying hardware costs (in a cloud
environment for example).

1All version numbers as well as references to the corresponding documentations can be
found online at https://git.io/Jfe7S.
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Figure 3.4: Analysis of (previously unseen) datasets [FSS21].

3.5.2 Reference Application

In the following, we describe fundamental parts of applications in the context
of the ASAP-DM framework. These applications can perform analyses of
(previously unseen) datasets with the proposed framework and exploit its
advantages, such as an ad-hoc selection from several APs.

In order to highlight the advantages of applications for technically inexpe-
rienced analysts, we present an application with a web-based user interface.
Note however, that other applications can also benefit from ASAP-DM, such
as proprietary programs (cf. Section 3.4.6).

Figure 3.4 unveils a user interface allowing to apply ASAP-DM on (previ-
ously unseen) datasets. Thus, it provides an overview of the possibilities an
analyst has when using ASAP-DM.
Since the framework relies on a calling abstraction across available APs,

an analyst can interchange different APs easily, which is shown in (1). To
perform an analysis, the algorithm, its parameters, as well as the AP to
execute the data mining task should be selected. When selecting “automatic”
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as AP, the framework will predict the best-performing AP according to
the provided datasets meta-features. Thus, the framework aims to satisfy
selected performance criteria, e. g., runtime savings for the execution of a
data mining task.
The meta-features of the dataset, statistics of the execution and data

mining results will be returned, as shown in (2). Analysts can use this to
gain an idea of dataset characteristics, the performance of APs, or about the
quality of the data mining result.

3.5.3 Management Functionalities

In order to seamlessly exploit the advantages provided by ASAP-DM, several
aspects of the framework should be monitored and managed. In the follow-
ing, we unveil how this can be achieved with a web-based user interface.

3.5.3.1 Benchmarking and Meta-Learning

Figure 3.5 addresses the benchmarking step, where the meta-features of
the datasets are extracted, and the performance of APs are benchmarked
according to the performance criteria.

This page is divided in (1) the execution of a performance benchmark of
one data mining algorithm (here k-Means) over multiple APs (here Spark
and WEKA) on a variety of datasets, and (2) the visual analysis panel with
benchmark results as a bar chart and the extracted meta-features.

The first part of Figure 3.5 shows the controller for the benchmarking. If
there is currently a benchmark job running, the users can view the status
and benchmark parameters (such as the selected data mining algorithms,
parameters and APs), or can stop this job. Once stopped, a new benchmark
job can be started by specifying necessary parameters.

The second part of the figure shows the visual analysis panel of the meta-
learning phase. An intuitive bar chart is provided for a clear comparison
between the performance (here runtime) of benchmarked APs on differ-
ent datasets. The bar chart also enables users to determine the general
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Figure 3.5: Benchmarking and Meta-Learning [FSS21].

performance trends of one specific AP on several datasets or several APs’
performance on one dataset. Corresponding meta-features are listed right
below the chart as quick references, which can help to reduce the visual
clutter. Furthermore, analysis panels for other performance criteria, such
as CPU and RAM consumption, are also listed here, but omitted to avoid
excessive space usage.
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Concluding, this management view on the ASAP-DM framework enables
users to perform benchmarking steps, which also extract relevant meta-
features from selected datasets. Thus, analysts can benefit from this view
for further exploration processes.

3.5.3.2 Classification Models for an Automatic Selection

Figure 3.6 demonstrates the management view of the internal classification
models for the automatic selection component. It provides (1) a controller
for (re-)training models, and (2) a summary of existing models’ accuracy.
The first part shows the controller for (re-)training models. Note, that

for this training job, the previous benchmarking step is necessary due to
its results alongside the corresponding meta-features. If a training job is
in progress, the status and parameters (such as the performance criterion
and selected training and testing files) are shown, as well as a button for
termination of the current job. If there is no active training job, users
can start to (re-)train a model by entering necessary parameters. For the
process of (re-)training a model, we use auto-sklearn as instantiation of an
AutoML tool due to its superior performance compared to other AutoML tools
for supervised learning algorithms [FKE+15]. Auto-sklearn aims to find a
well-performing classification model without specifying in advance which
classification algorithm should be used. Subsequently, this classification
model will then be used by ASAP-DM for the automatic selection component.

The panel below shows the accuracy summary of each model for available
data mining algorithms and performance criteria. Apparently, users can
identify low-quality models by focusing on the quality of the classification
model per performance criterion. For example, the automatic selection
component for k-Means and the performance criterion “CPU Usage” provides
only for 20 % of all cases a correct prediction. Subsequently, the users can
directly retrain a specific poorly performing model by tuning parameters in
the controller above, e. g., by using more training data.
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Figure 3.6: Classifiers for an Automatic Selection [FSS21].

3.6 Evaluation

To show the effectiveness of the ASAP-DM framework, we evaluate to what
extent several data mining tasks can benefit from the proposed automatic
selection approach, which considers the results of benchmarking results.
The major questions are: (a) how well does the proposed method for an
automatic selection of APs work, (b) how much time can be saved when
selecting the most suitable analytic platform via the framework, and (c)
how much overhead is caused by the overall automatic selection process?
We evaluate these aspects as part of the automatic selection module and
measure the performance accordingly.

We present the experimental setup in Section 3.6.1. We conduct a bench-
mark with several datasets and data mining tasks. For the automatic selection
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approach, we train a classification model f for three performance criteria,
respectively. In Section 3.6.2, we evaluate several meta-learning approaches
to obtain this classification model f . Finally, we investigate the runtime
effects of the proposed automatic selection approach in Section 3.6.3.

3.6.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we explain the hardware and software setup for our
experiments. We also present the datasets and data mining tasks, which we
used for the initial benchmarking process. For the purpose of the evaluation,
we use our prototypical implementation as presented in Section 3.5.

Hardware and Software
We conduct all of our experiments on an IBM Pure-Flex cluster managed
by OpenStack. This hardware cluster has 10 compute nodes with a total
of 188 physical CPU cores, 3 TB of memory and 30 TB of disk storage. We
conducted the experiments on a distributed virtual cluster, which is managed
by Cloudera CDH 6.2.0. This cluster consists of 11 nodes, divided into 1
master / dispatcher node and 10 worker nodes. Each node has 6 VCPUs, 32
GB RAM and 500 GB of hard drive storage. The master node has the same
specifications, yet solely 200 GB of hard drive storage. All nodes operate on
Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS. We installed OpenJDK 8u181, Scala 2.11.12 and used
Apache Hadoop 3.0.0 from Cloudera CDH 6.2.0. The versions from all APs
can be found online1. All settings of the system and APs are left to default.

1https://git.io/Jfe7S
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Datasets
The datasets for the evaluation are categorized into two main groups: The
first group contains the datasets that are used in the offline step for training
the classification model f . The second group contains the datasets that are
used for evaluating the automatic selection process of a suitable AP, i. e.,
those datasets are used for using the classification model in the online step
of our proposed meta-learning approach. Table 3.2 provides an overview of
the used datasets. Note, that we used the same datasets for clustering as
well as for classification, but solely removed the class label from the dataset.
Furthermore, we removed all attributes, which are not required by the
used data mining algorithms, such as IDs, time stamps, or non-numerical
values for clustering. We used publicly available datasets from various
domains with different number of entities and attributes. This way, we
emphasize that ASAP-DM is agnostic to dataset characteristics, yet can select
a well-performing AP for different characteristics and performance criteria
automatically. These datasets are stored in HDFS across all 10 worker nodes
in the CSV format.

Data Mining Tasks
The parameters for each data mining task are fixed throughout our ex-
periments. We conducted all permutations of algorithms, parameters and
datasets on all used APs. For k-Means, we executed the algorithm with k ∈
{3,6, 9,12} in the offline step and with k ∈ {5,10, 15,20} in the online step.
For FP-Growth, we used all permutations of minSuppor t, minConf idence ∈
{0.25,0.5, 0.75,0.99} in the offline step. We executed all permutations of
minSuppor t, minConf idence ∈ {0.3,0.6, 0.9} in the online step. For the
decision tree, the training and testing data are split using random sampling
with fixed ratio of 80 % and 20 % respectively. The above-mentioned im-
plementations of the decision tree algorithm did not require any further
parameters. For the linear regression, we used the complete dataset without
any splits for training and testing data, respectively.

In total, we conducted experiments on 5 APs, executed each combination
three times and present the median values for runtime, CPU usage and RAM
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Data Mining Algorithm Type Name Abbreviation Attributes Instances

Decision Tree

Offline Motion Capture Hand Postures1 MHPCLS 13 77,405
Offline Record Linkage Comparison Patterns1 CMPCLS 10 574,913
Offline Poker Hand1 PKHCLS 11 1,000,000
Offline SUSY1 SUSCLS 19 5,000,000
Offline HIGGS1 HGSCLS 29 11,000,000
Online MoCap Hand Postures1 POSCLS 13 77,405
Online Covertype1 COVCLS 55 581,012
Online Gas Sensors for Home Activity Monitoring1 SENCLS 12 928,991
Online KDD Cup 1999 Data1 KDDCLS 39 4,898,431
Online HEPMASS1 HPMCLS 29 7,000,000

FP-Growth

Offline Chess2 CHSARD 75 3,196
Offline OnlineRetail3 ONRARD 2,604 541,909
Offline T40I10D100K2 TDKARD 942 100,000
Offline Accidents2 ACCARD 467 340,183
Offline USCensus3 USNARD 316 1,000,000
Online Sign3 SIGARD 267 730
Online Retail2 RTLARD 16,470 88,162
Online RecordLink3 RELARD 27 574,913
Online PowerC3 PWRARD 125 1,039,998
Online PAMP3 PMPARD 82 1,000,000

k-Means

Offline Motion Capture Hand Postures1 MHPCLU 12 77,405
Offline Record Linkage Comparison Patterns1 CMPCLU 9 574,913
Offline Poker Hand1 PKHCLU 10 1,000,000
Offline SUSY1 SUSCLU 18 5,000,000
Offline HIGGS1 HGSCLU 28 11,000,000
Online MoCap Hand Postures1 POSCLU 12 77,405
Online Covertype1 COVCLU 54 581,012
Online Gas Sensors for Home Activity Monitoring1 SENCLU 11 928,991
Online KDD Cup 1999 Data1 KDDCLU 38 4,898,431
Online HEPMASS1 HPMCLU 28 7,000,000

Linear Regression

Offline Auto MPG1 MPGREG 8 398
Offline Airfoil Self-Noise1 NOIREG 6 1,503
Offline Bike Sharing Dataset (aggregated per hour)1 BSHREG 15 17,379
Offline Appliances energy prediction1 NRGREG 27 19,735
Offline Gas sensor array temperature modulation1 GASREG 19 591,235
Online Bike Sharing Dataset (aggregated per day)1 BSDREG 14 731
Online Air Quality1 AIRREG 13 9,358
Online Beijing PM2.5 Data1 BPMREG 12 41,758
Online 3D Road Network (North Jutland, Denmark)1 RDNREG 4 434,874
Online Individual household electric power consumption1 IHCREG 7 2,049,280

Table 3.2: Datasets for the evaluation [FSS21].
1 Available at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php.
2 Available at http://fimi.ua.ac.be/data/.
3 Available at http://philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/index.php?link=datasets.php.
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usage for the results. We furthermore stored in the benchmark database, if
a particular data mining task could not be executed, which happened due to
memory limits of certain APs, especially on rather voluminous datasets.

3.6.2 Meta-Learning Evaluation

In order to achieve a promising classification model f for the automatic
selection of our approach, we focus on the runtime to extract meta-features
as well as the subsequent accuracy of f . To this end, we focus on two sets of
possible meta-features.
Meta-feature set A comprises meta-features from the commonly used

library pymfe1. This library distinguishes meta-features into different groups.
We used for all data mining tasks meta-features from the “general” group,
which focuses on general dataset characteristics, like the number of entities
or the number of features. Furthermore, we added the file size as a meta-
feature for all data mining tasks. For FP-Growth, in addition, we used meta-
features from the “information-theoretic” group. Note, that the datasets for
FP-Growth contain so-called transactions. Since not necessarily every feature
is present in every transaction, we calculated the total number of distinct
features as additional meta-feature for FP-Growth tasks. We extracted these
meta-features on the master node via standalone Python.

Meta-feature set B contains a simpler collection of meta-features and was
already used similarly in a previously published work [FMBS19]. Here, we
solely focus on the file size, the number of entities and the number of features
in a dataset across all data mining tasks. Similarly to the above-mentioned
meta-feature set A, we focus again on the total number of distinct features
per dataset for FP-Growth. We extracted these meta-features using Spark on
our above-mentioned infrastructure.
Figure 3.7 summarizes the runtime for extracting both sets of meta-

features across all datasets. The results clearly show that meta-feature
set B can be calculated very fast, i. e., in less than one second in median.
On the other hand, meta-feature set A requires a manifold of the runtime,

1https://github.com/ealcobaca/pymfe
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Figure 3.7: Runtime to extract meta-feature sets A and B over all 10 datasets
per data mining task. Median values are depicted [FSS21].

i. e., up to 163.30 seconds in median for FP-Growth. There are two reasons
for these differences in runtime: i) Meta-feature set A contains more com-
plex meta-features, which require per se a higher runtime than calculating
meta-feature set B. ii) Meta-feature set A is calculated on a single node in
Python, whereas meta-feature set B is calculated on Apache Spark, i. e., on a
distributed computation platform. Thus, the computations can be performed
faster in general on Apache Spark.
However, the quality of the classification model f is also of paramount

interest. Therefore, we investigated the accuracy of f , when using 5 datasets
for the offline step for training f . We cling to the definition of the classifi-
cation model f from Equation 3.1. The extracted meta-feature sets A and
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Decision Tree k-Means FP-Growth Linear Regression
Runtime 80 70 71 100

CPU Usage 20 55 54 100
RAM Usage 100 55 38 100

(a) Meta-feature set A

Decision Tree k-Means FP-Growth Linear Regression
Runtime 80 60 71 60

CPU Usage 40 55 73 100
RAM Usage 100 65 38 100

(b) Meta-feature set B

Table 3.3: Accuracy results in % for both sets of meta-features [FSS21].

B contain the above-mentioned meta-features D as well as parameters of
the data mining task are denoted by M. We focus on the best-performing
AP regarding runtime, CPU and RAM usage. In terms of the runtime, we
focus on the sum of the runtime of the data mining task as well the runtime
for transforming a dataset, such that it can be used by this AP. To create a
promising classification model f , we use auto-sklearn [FKE+15] for training
f and let each training job run for 10 minutes. Subsequently, we use the re-
maining 5 datasets per data mining task in order to investigate the accuracy
on previously unseen datasets.
Table 3.3 summarizes the results. The results show that both sets of

meta-features lead to similarly accurate classification models. The quality
differs solely in very few aspects, such as the achieved accuracy for k-Means
regarding the runtime performance. However, as these differences are only
marginal, it is clear that both sets of meta-features lead to accurate results.
Concluding, we state that using meta-feature set B is more relevant in

real-world scenarios. These meta-features can be extracted in a very short
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period of time and exhibit well-performing classification models in terms of
accuracy. Thus, analysts would prefer set B of the investigated meta-features
over set A. Therefore, we use this set for the further evaluations.

3.6.3 Runtime Evaluation

This section addresses potential runtime savings that can be achieved by
using ASAP-DM. We firstly unveil the overall runtime savings that are achiev-
able by the ASAP-DM framework in our evaluation scenario. Secondly, we
investigate in detail the overhead caused by our approach.

3.6.3.1 Overall Runtime Savings

In order to quantify possible runtime savings when using ASAP-DM, we
compare the overall runtime, i. e., additional steps, such as the meta-feature
extraction, transformation, AP selection as well as the data mining time of
the AP chosen by ASAP-DM, with the runtime of the slowest AP. We select the
slowest AP as baseline, since it can be regarded as a worst-case scenario of
technically inexperienced analysts. Figure 3.8 shows the results per dataset
averaged over all parameters. Note, that the results for ASAP-DM (blue)
show the overall runtime, i. e., the runtime comprising all above-mentioned
steps. In contrast, the runtime of the slowest AP (red) shows solely the
runtime when performing the data mining task on this AP, and neglects
other steps, such as a potentially required transformation for example.

The results clearly emphasize the practical feasibility of ASAP-DM: Long-
running data mining tasks, such as the classification via decision trees or
clustering with k-Means, can highly benefit from ASAP-DM. Here, ASAP-
DM leads to tremendous runtime savings. Especially for k-Means, which is
at the core of exploratory clustering analyses, runtime savings of a single
execution of more than 34 minutes for HPMCLU (or up to 84.18 % for
KDDCLU, which corresponds to speedups of more than 6×) can be achieved
(cf. Figure 3.8c). The highest relative runtime savings achieved in our
evaluation are 94.88 % (speedups of more than 19×) for the SENCLS and
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decision trees, which corresponds to absolute runtime savings of more than
11 minutes (cf. Figure 3.8a). Similar observations can be made for the linear
regression, yet the benefits from ASAP-DM are not as tremendous as for the
above-mentioned data mining tasks, since the runtime of linear regression
tasks is typically smaller.
However, for data mining tasks with only very small runtimes, such as

FP-Growth, ASAP-DM often required longer overall runtimes than the slowest
AP due to the additional required steps. However, it should be noted that the
absolute overhead with less than 5 seconds for the largest dataset PMPARD
is small and can thus be omitted in most real-world scenarios. We defer a
more detailed discussion about this overhead to the next section.
Concluding, we argue that ASAP-DM provides crucial advantages for

analysts in exploration processes. Especially for long-running data mining
tasks, such as classification or clustering tasks, ASAP-DM clearly is of high
benefit. We argue that ASAP-DM can choose promising APs to execute these
data mining tasks faster. Therefore, analysts can explore more data mining
tasks in a shorter period of time.

3.6.3.2 Runtime Overhead

As shown in the previous section, ASAP-DM regularly outperforms the slowest
AP. In this section, we break down the overall runtime of ASAP-DM to its
performed steps. Figure 3.9 unveils the runtime for each step performed
by the ASAP-DM framework. These steps comprise (i) the meta-feature
extraction of the above-mentioned meta-feature set B, (ii) the AP selection,
i. e., using the classification model f to identify on which AP the data mining
task should be executed on, (iii) the transformation of the data, such that it
can be used by the AP, and (iv) the execution of the data mining task. Note,
that steps (i) to (iii) are additional steps, which are introduced by ASAP-DM.
The results clearly show that these additional steps lead to a small over-

head regarding the absolute runtime. For data mining tasks with inherently
long runtimes, such as classification via decision trees (cf. Figure 3.9a) or
clustering via k-Means (cf. Figure 3.9c), these additional calculations by
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Figure 3.9: Runtime caused by the meta-feature extraction, AP selection,

transformation and the execution of the data mining task aver-
aged over all parameters on each “online” dataset from Table 3.2.

the framework are relatively small. However, for simpler data mining tasks,
which exhibit smaller absolute runtimes per se, such as association rule dis-
covery via FP-Growth (cf. Figure 3.9b) or linear regression (cf. Figure 3.9d),
the additional overhead is mostly remarkable.
In total, the overhead can be split into the meta-feature extraction as

well as the transformation time. Since the runtime for the AP selection is
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below 1 second, it can be ignored in most cases. We observe that with an
increasing volume of the dataset, the meta-feature extraction time as well as
the transformation time increases. Regarding the meta-feature extraction,
this observation is evident, since it requires longer runtimes to process more
voluminous datasets. Regarding the transformation, the runtime highly de-
pends on the selected AP and its requirements on the data format. That is, if
only few transformation steps are required, the transformation time is rather
small, and vice versa. Note, that the concrete effort for a transformation
heavily relies on (a) the input data format, which is CSV in our scenario, (b)
the required data format by the AP, as well as (c) the transformation step
itself, i. e., how complex it is and whether it can be parallelized on multiple
CPUs or computing nodes.

Regarding FP-Growth, we observe that the actual data mining task can be
executed very fast, however the meta-feature extraction causes a relatively
high overhead. The reason for this high overhead can be found in specialized
meta-features for FP-Growth. In contrast to other data mining algorithms,
FP-Growth relies on transactions in the used dataset. Hence, not necessarily
every feature is present in every transaction. This is a huge difference in
contrast to other data mining algorithms, where it is expected that every
feature is available for each entity. Therefore, specialized meta-features
should be used when executing FP-Growth, which we also addressed (cf.
Section 3.6.2). Note, that current research focuses on meta-features for
supervised learning problems. A detailed investigation of meta-features for
unsupervised learning problems, especially for meta-features for data mining
algorithms from the area of association rule discovery, is mostly out of scope
of current research. Thus, if more elaborated meta-features arise in this
area, FP-Growth can benefit within ASAP-DM thereof.
Regarding the linear regression, we can clearly state that this is the only

data mining task, where the overhead caused more runtime than the actual
data mining task. There are two reasons for this noticeable overhead: (1)
Performing a linear regression is in most cases a simple task, which can be
done very fast, i. e., the absolute runtime for the data mining task is very
small. (2) Especially for the datasets RDNREG and IHCREG, the overhead by
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the additional steps of ASAP-DM is significant. This correlates to the accuracy
of the classification model f on the used meta-features (cf. Table 3.3b). Here,
solely an accuracy of 60 % was achieved for the runtime criterion and the
data mining task of linear regression. These 60 % correlate to three out of
five datasets, where the prediction was accurate, i. e., it was wrong for the
remaining two datasets, which are the above-mentioned datasets. Hence,
we argue that another classification model f could yield to better predictions
of an AP, and therefore to less overhead by the transformation step. Note,
that this observation applies to other data mining tasks very similarly, i. e., a
more accurate classification model f typically yields to less overhead caused
by ASAP-DM.

3.7 Summary and Future Work

Existing analytical environments, such as they exist in organizations, face
a heterogeneous collection of analytic platforms. Due to this plethora of
multiple platforms, especially analysts without in-depth technical knowledge
often struggle when selecting a specific AP for a certain data mining task.
In this chapter, we introduced the ASAP-DM framework, which is able

to capture this heterogeneity, while providing simple access to several APs.
Thus, analysts can easily switch between several APs without profound tech-
nical knowledge. Furthermore, our framework is also able to automatically
select a promising AP for a certain data mining task, thus achieving for
example tremendous runtime savings or less consumption of resources.
In our comprehensive evaluation, we unveiled that ASAP-DM can lead

to tremendous runtime savings with this automatic selection. Especially
for long-running data mining tasks, such as clustering, the automatically
selected AP by ASAP-DM significantly outperforms the slowest APs, which
may be regularly selected by technically inexperienced analysts. For a single
execution of k-Means, runtime savings of up to 84.18 % (more than 34
minutes) were achieved, which correlates to speedups of more than 6×. This
emphasizes the practical importance of the ASAP-DM framework, since for
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exploratory clustering analyses, where k-Means is repeatedly executed, each
exploration iteration can be significantly accelerated. Thus, the proposed
ASAP-DM framework particularly addresses the first research goal RG1 (cf.
Section 1.2.1), i. e., providing a method to support technically inexperienced
analysts in order to perform efficient exploratory clustering analyses. Yet,
we also showed that other data mining algorithms can similarly benefit from
the proposed ASAP-DM framework.

As our evaluation unveiled, ASAP-DM required for a few data mining tasks
or datasets a noticeable overhead, i. e., for extracting the meta-features and
for transforming the dataset in such a way that it can be used by a certain AP.
Regarding the meta-features, future work should conduct a more detailed
investigation of important meta-features for several data mining algorithms,
such that less meta-features need to be considered. Furthermore, it should
be investigated whether meta-features can be extracted more efficiently, e. g.,
by exploiting parallel systems. Regarding the transformation time, we argue
that future work should address the development of APs, which consider
accepting a unified file format, such as CSV, as a generally accepted input
format, since this would vanish the transformation time to large extents.
Similarly, it should be investigated whether the transformation, if required,
could also be performed more efficiently by exploiting parallel or distributed
systems. This way, the overhead caused by ASAP-DM could be further
reduced.
Furthermore, it is apparent that human-in-the-loop analyses can highly

benefit from ASAP-DM, since data mining tasks can be performed in a shorter
time frame. Future work could therefore address to what extent analysts
benefit from this framework, i. e., whether the achieved runtime savings
lead to more valuable analysis results, since analysts can perform more
exploration iterations in a shorter time frame.
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Efficient Initialization in
Exploration Processes

Current approaches to accelerate exploratory cluster analyses mainly focus
on the clustering algorithm itself (cf. Figure 1.2): Several approaches address
more efficient distance calculations during the clustering iterations [Elk03;
Ham10; KMN+02; PM99], whereas other approaches focus on the conver-
gence step [BB95; Scu10].

However, the initialization of k-center clustering algorithms is undoubtedly
of paramount interest. A well-performing initialization can not only acceler-
ate the whole execution of the clustering algorithm, but also lead to more
valuable clustering results. Recent advancements like k-Means++ [AV07]
or k-Means∥ [BMV+12] achieve such a well-performing initialization, yet
with the trade-off of a higher runtime for the initialization itself. Hence,
addressing the efficient initialization of clustering algorithms in exploratory
clustering analyses promises considerable benefits.
While all of these above-mentioned approaches lead to a more efficient

single execution of a k-center clustering algorithm, they completely neglect
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the underlying exploration process for valuable clustering results. In partic-
ular, they ignore results of previous exploration iterations, which however
can provide beneficial enhancements for subsequent exploration iterations.

In this chapter, we address the second research goal RG2 (cf. Section 1.2.2).
We propose a novel initialization method to exploit clustering results in
order to accelerate repeated executions of the algorithm. This repetitive
execution of a clustering algorithm is a typical procedure in exploratory
analyses, especially for exhaustive exploration methods (cf. Section 2.4).
The overall goal is to significantly accelerate the exploration process that
analysts typically conduct to find valuable clustering results.
Our contributions include the following:

• We examine commonalities across frequently used initialization meth-
ods for k-center clustering algorithms.

• We propose Delta Initialization and detail on its procedure compared
to previous initialization methods.

• We discuss the advantages of Delta Initialization for exploratory clus-
tering analyses.

• Our comprehensive evaluation unveils that tremendous runtime sav-
ings as well as an improved quality of clustering results can be achieved
when using Delta Initialization.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 4.1, we
provide an overview of existing initialization methods. Subsequently, we
introduce our novel initialization method Delta Initialization and discuss its
integration into exploratory clustering analyses in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3,
we unveil the results of our evaluation of Delta Initialization against ex-
isting initialization methods. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 4.4.

This chapter is a revised version of a previous author publication [FS19].
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4.1 Initializing k-center Clustering Algorithms

In this section, several methods to initialize k-center clustering algorithms
are investigated. We discuss their characteristics and unveil important pitfalls
of these methods for exploratory clustering analyses. To this end, we focus
on commonly used initialization methods for k-Means, which are also used
for other k-center clustering algorithms very similarly.
Existing methods for initializing the position of the k centroids differ in

their procedure and their runtime. Furthermore, the initial positions of these
k centroids have crucial effects on the achievable clustering quality [AV07;
BMV+12; HS85; PLL99; SB07]: On the one hand, if the centroids are
located too close to each other, many clustering iterations are required until
the algorithm converges. On the other hand, if the initial centroids are
rather outliers, i. e., far away from agglomerations of entities, the resulting
quality is questionable. For both problems, the clustering algorithm can get
stuck in a local optimum regarding the underlying objective function (e. g.,
Equation 2.1 for k-Means), thus achieving solely moderate clustering results
in terms of compactness and separation.
We distinguish between traditional initialization methods and state-of-

the-art methods, which are commonly used nowadays. In the following, we
present methods from both categories.

4.1.1 Traditional Initialization Methods

As initially proposed by Lloyd [Llo82] and Macqueen [Mac67], a still fre-
quently used initialization method is to choose the k initial centroids at
random. To select these k centroids, solely one round over the dataset is
required, e. g., when choosing the top k entities of a dataset as initial cen-
troids or when choosing k entities based on a different random-based logic
regarding dataset characteristics. However, the quality of the clustering
results remain questionable, since these initial centroids can be located very
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close to each other, i. e., the clustering algorithm can only merely improve
the clustering result throughout several clustering iterations, or requires
many clustering iterations until the algorithm finally converges.
An improvement is the so-called furthest-first method [HS85]. Here,

solely the first centroid is chosen at random from the dataset, whereas the
remaining k− 1 centroids are chosen in a way that they are located furthest
away from already selected centroids. This initialization method requires
k rounds over the dataset and one centroid is selected per round. While
this method mostly achieves better clustering results, it is highly sensitive
to outliers in the dataset because it tends to select these outliers as initial
centroids, which could again lead to bad clustering results. Furthermore,
this method typically requires a higher runtime due to these k rounds over a
dataset, which can be impractical for large datasets or large values for k.

More details about these and other, rather traditional initialization meth-
ods for k-center clustering algorithms, are provided by Peña, Lozano, and
Larrañaga [PLL99] as well as by Steinley and Brusco [SB07].

4.1.2 State-of-the-Art Initialization Methods

Due to the emergence of more voluminous datasets and distributed comput-
ing platforms, several enhancements of initialization methods were proposed.
In the following, we focus on k-Means++ [AV07] and k-Means∥ [BMV+12],
since they are state-of-the-art for initializing k-center clustering algorithms
in several implementations.

k-Means++ is an improvement over the previously introduced initializa-
tion methods and state-of-the-art for initializing k-center clustering algo-
rithms on non-distributed systems. Similar to the furthest-first method, it
takes the position of previously drawn centroids into account. In the first
iteration, one centroid is sampled at random from the dataset. The subse-
quent k−1 centroids are sampled from the dataset based on a probability px ,
which is calculated for each x ∈ X . Equation 4.1 formally denotes px , where
dist2(x ,C) denotes the Euclidean distance from x to the closest centroid in
C and φX (C) denotes the objective function, e. g., the SSE for k-Means.
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px =
dist2(x ,C)
φX (C)

(4.1)

Based on Equation 4.1, the goal of exploiting probability px is to neglect
outliers, yet to choose centroids, which are rather far away from previously
chosen centroids. Note however, that the probability px is adjusted after each
round over the dataset, since a new centroid c is added to the set of already
selected centroids C in each round. Albeit its superior results in contrast
to previous initialization methods, k-Means++ requires k rounds over the
dataset (1 round for the first randomly chosen centroid, k−1 rounds for the
remaining centroids based on px). This is impractical for large datasets or
high values for k due to the resulting high runtime for the initialization step.
Bahmani et al. introduced k-Means∥ as a scalable enhancement of k-

Means++ to tackle the problem of the high number of rounds over a dataset
during the initialization and thus high runtime of k-Means++ [BMV+12].
Instead of requiring k rounds over the dataset, the authors show that less
rounds are sufficient, since multiple entities are sampled in each round,
which later become the k centroids due to certain processing steps. Again,
the first entity is chosen at random from the dataset. According to the
formal evaluation of Bahmani et al., O(log ψ) rounds should be conducted,
where ψ denotes the SSE of the clustering with the single randomly chosen
entity from the first round. In each of the remaining rounds, k-Means∥
samples more than just one entity. To achieve this, the probability px from
k-Means++ is adjusted by adding an oversampling factor ℓ > 1, which
should be defined, e. g., as input variable. Equation 4.2 formally denotes
how k-Means∥ draws on the oversampling factor ℓ for the probability px .

px =
ℓ · dist2(x ,C)
φX (C)

(4.2)

In each round, the entities are chosen from X proportional to the proba-
bility px . Sampling ℓ entities in each round leads to a total of ℓ ∗O(log ψ)
entities, which due to the oversampling factor is typically more than k re-
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quired centroids. Consequently, k-Means∥ proceeds by assigning weights to
the sampled entities. For each c ∈ C, the corresponding weight wc denotes
the number of entities from X closer to c than to any other entity in C.
Finally, these weighted entities are clustered in order to achieve k centroids.
For this step, k-Means∥ draws on k-Means++ for example, which yields
good and fast results since |C| is small.
The authors showed with various experiments that r ∗ ℓ ≥ k leads to

promising results, where r is the total number of rounds during the initial-
ization. Hence, a constant number of rounds over the dataset suffices to
achieve a valuable clustering result, i. e., less than k rounds are necessary
for k-Means∥.

Furthermore, the authors of k-Means++ and k-Means∥ formally analyzed
the quality of the clustering after the initialization step. They came to the
conclusion that both methods lead to an O(log k)-approximation to the
optimum clustering result independent of dataset characteristics. Note, that
additional clustering iterations may further improve this clustering result.
Due to this accurate initialization independent of dataset characteristics,
these two initialization methods are of particular interest as of today.
Both of these approaches solely focus on one single initialization of k-

Means, thus ignoring exploratory clustering analyses. In order to exploit the
underlying exploration process, methods from hierarchy-based clustering
algorithms can be used (cf. Section 2.3), such as Bisecting k-Means [KKS00].
These methods proceed in three steps: Firstly, they cluster the dataset with
two clusters. Secondly, in each clustering iteration, they split the worst
cluster into two clusters. Thirdly, they terminate the clustering algorithm as
soon as k clusters are achieved. The idea of these methods can be similarly
transferred to exploratory clustering analyses, where the worst cluster of a
previous exploration iteration can be split into two clusters in the subsequent
exploration iteration.

There is a fundamental difference when performing k-Means∥ (or respec-
tively k-Means++ due to their similarity) or Bisecting k-Means in each
exploration iteration: The underlying probability px of k-Means∥ (cf. Equa-
tion 4.2) considers in particular the global data distribution, thus achieving
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well-separated initial centroids across the global data space. In contrast,
since Bisecting k-Means solely splits the worst cluster into two clusters,
the initialization mostly affects the local data space of this worst cluster.
Therefore, we argue that the procedure of k-Means∥ leads in general to
better overall clustering results in contrast to Bisecting k-Means. With Delta
Initialization, we aim to exploit the procedure of k-Means∥ by addressing
the global data space for the initialization, yet avoid the high runtime within
exploratory clustering analyses.

4.1.3 Discussion

Figure 4.1 summarizes the commonalities of k-Means++ and k-Means∥.
Both methods require the number of centroids k that should be chosen as
input parameter and return a set C of k centroids. They start by sampling one
single entity at random from the dataset X . Subsequently, these methods
differ throughout each round r (depicted with dashed lines in Figure 4.1) in
order to select the remaining k− 1 entities.
In each round, both methods rely on a probability px to select entities.

The generalized form of px is denoted in Equation 4.2. Note, that ℓ= 1 for
k-Means++ and ℓ > 1 for k-Means∥, since solely k-Means∥ draws on an
oversampling. Therefore, k-Means++ requires k rounds over the dataset
and samples one entity in each round, which become the k centroids. On
the other hand, k-Means∥ requires O(log ψ) rounds and samples ℓ entities
per round. Hence, k-Means∥ draws on additional steps, i. e., clustering in
the initialization itself, for reducing ℓ ∗O(log ψ) entities to k centroids.

The main differences of these two initialization methods become evident,
when regarding them in comparison with a random-based method: A naive
method would be to perform one single round and to select k centroids
within that round, e. g., the first k elements in a dataset. However, this
strategy does not take the position of the chosen centroids into account
and can therefore lead to long runtimes of the clustering algorithm and to
bad final clustering results. k-Means++ performs k rounds and selects one
centroid within each round according to px . While this allows to easily focus
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Figure 4.1: Initialization steps of k-Means++ (left) and k-Means∥ (right).
Identical steps are shown in bold. Dashed lines connect actions
performed in each round of the initialization [FS19].

on the position of previously drawn centroids, the initialization itself is very
time-consuming for large datasets or a large value for k. Note, that k-Means∥
is somewhere between both methods. It requires less than k rounds and
chooses ℓ points within each round, but also according to a probability px .
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4.2 Reusing Clustering Results with Delta Initialization

As discussed in the previous section, state-of-the-art initializationmethods for
k-center clustering algorithms outperform traditional initialization methods
in terms of quality, yet they are rather time-consuming, since they require
several rounds over the dataset. Especially on voluminous datasets or when
clustering with a high value of clusters k, the initialization can require a
high runtime. Consequently, repeatedly performing a k-center clustering
algorithm within exploratory clustering analyses draws on an excessive
runtime for the initialization step, thus impeding the exploration process for
valuable clustering results.

In this section, we introduce our novel method for initializing k-center
clustering algorithms within exploratory clustering analyses. In contrast to
hierarchical approaches like Bisecting k-Means, our method considers the
global data space by exploiting the procedure of k-Means++ and k-Means∥.

4.2.1 Intuition

As explained in Section 4.1.2, state-of-the-art initialization methods have two
characteristics: They (a) rely on the position of already selected centroids,
and (b) address data characteristics by considering a specific probability
function px . When regarding these methods within exploratory clustering
analyses (cf. Figure 1.2), they are solely used within the initialization step
of a k-center clustering algorithm. Thus, we observe two pitfalls: They
neglect the repetitive execution of the clustering algorithm, and the repetitive
initialization itself becomes time-consuming, due to several rounds over the
dataset. With Delta Initialization, we aim to exploit both characteristics of
state-of-the-art initialization methods, while avoiding their pitfalls within
the context of exploratory clustering analysis.
Our premise draws on the idea that k-center clustering algorithms are

executed on a dataset X with increasing values for k, e. g., an exploration
iteration with k − 1 is executed before an exploration iteration with k is
conducted, as this is the typical procedure of exhaustive exploration methods
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for valuable clustering results (cf. Section 2.4). To preserve generality, we
assume that ∆k denotes the number of centroids that should be added to a
clustering result Cprev from a previous exploration iteration, where no further
assumptions on |Cprev | and ∆k are made. Therefore, also other exploration
methods can similarly benefit from Delta Initialization.
Delta Initialization explicitly draws on a previous clustering result, since

this result already comprises (i) centroids located at a (local) optimum
due to the prior execution of the clustering algorithm, as well as (ii) an
assignment for each x ∈ X to the closest centroid c ∈ Cprev. To this end,
Cprev defines the set of centroids and φX (Cprev) the SSE of a previous run
(e. g., with k − 1). These properties of a previous clustering result can be
easily exploited for future executions, since not all k centroids need to be
selected in the initialization process, but just ∆k new centroids should be
added to the previous clustering result. Thus, instead of performing k rounds
over a dataset within a subsequent exploration iteration, Delta Initialization
solely requires ∆k rounds over a dataset, which is a crucial benefit for large
datasets or large parameter search spaces in exploratory clustering analyses.
However, the question remains according to which strategy these ∆k

centroids should be added. To this end, we aim to exploit fundamental
concepts of state-of-the-art initialization methods, such as k-Means++ or k-
Means∥, in order to achieve promising initial centroids and therefore overall
valuable clustering results.

4.2.2 Delta Initialization: Algorithm

Algorithm 2 depicts the functionality of our proposed initialization method
Delta Initialization exemplified for k-Means∥. Note however, due to the
striking resemblance between k-Means++ and k-Means∥ (see Figure 4.1),
Delta Initialization can also be applied to k-Means++ very similarly.

In contrast to the regular k-Means∥ algorithm, Delta Initialization requires
Cprev and the corresponding SSE φX (Cprev) from a previous exploration
iteration as additional inputs. In the first step, the number of clusters ∆k
that should be added to Cprev are calculated (line 1). Furthermore, the
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Algorithm 2: Delta Initialization for k-Means∥ [FS19].
Input: X - dataset, k - number of desired clusters, ℓ - oversampling

factor, Cprev - set of centroids from a previous run, φX (Cprev) -
SSE from a previous run

Output: Cresul t - a set of k centroids
1 ∆k← k− |Cprev |;
2 C← Cprev;
3 Cresul t ← Cprev;
4 for O(log φX (Cprev)) do
5 C′← sample each entity x ∈ X independently with probability px ;
6 C← C ∪ C′;
7 end
8 For c ∈ C, set wc to be the number of entities in X closer to c than any

other entity in C;
9 for ∆k times do

10 C′′← sample centroid according to wc for each entity c ∈ C;
11 Cresul t ← Cresul t ∪ C′′;
12 end
13 return Cresul t ;

SSE φX (Cprev) is required for determining the number of rounds in line
4. In lines 5-6, entities are sampled according to their probability px , i. e.,
ℓ ∗ O(log φX (Cprev)) entities are chosen in total. Since this is typically
more than the required ∆k centroids, further steps are required. Delta
Initialization follows the process of k-Means∥: That is, weights are assigned
for each c ∈ C (line 8), which are subsequently used to reduce |C| to k.
We remember that the clustering result of a previous exploration iteration
already provides (local) optima, i. e., the centroids have a solid position
in the data space. Hence, we solely sample ∆k entities from C according
to their weights (lines 9-12). Note, that it is possible to draw duplicates,
which are already contained in Cresul t . Since the loop in lines 4-7 samples
ℓ ∗O(log φX (Cprev)) entities, it is possible to repeat the loop in lines 9-12
just as often to avoid potential duplicates. Hence, ℓ should be chosen in a
way that ∆k ≥ ℓ ∗O(log φX (Cprev)) in order to avoid duplicate centroids.
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4.2.3 Discussion

In the following, differences between Delta Initialization and existing state-
of-the-art initialization methods k-Means++ and k-Means∥ are emphasized.
The latter two methods proceed by firstly choosing one entity randomly

from the dataset X . The subsequently k− 1 entities are thus chosen based
on this randomly chosen initial entity. Furthermore, the probability px is
calculated in each round with regards to the first randomly chosen entity,
among later added entities. In contrast to that, Delta Initialization exploits
the clustering result of a previous exploration iteration, i. e., the (local)
optimum position of |Cprev | centroids and the SSE. Subsequent calculations
therefore solely add ∆k centroids to a previously available, stable clustering
result and follow the procedure of k-Means++ and k-Means∥.
Hence, exploiting previous clustering results has two advantages: (1)

The centroids of these clustering results are already at a (locally) optimum
position due to the previous execution of the clustering algorithm, and (2)
the probability px , which is used in each initialization round, is based on
multiple entities, thus potentially addressing global data characteristics,
i. e., data agglomerations, better. Therefore, we aim for a faster and more
accurate initialization, which ultimately results in a faster and also more
valuable clustering result in exploratory clustering analyses.

For k-Means++, the benefits of using Delta Initialization become very
evident: Typically, when using k-Means++, k rounds over the dataset are
required in lines 4-7. However, when exploiting a previous clustering result,
only ∆k rounds have to be performed, where ∆k < k, depending on the
used exploration method (cf. Section 2.4). Similar observations can be
made regarding k-Means∥: Here, typically less initialization rounds are
required for Delta Initialization. Yet, the saved number of rounds during
the initialization highly depends on the chosen parameters for ℓ and ∆k
(cf. Section 4.2.2). Especially on large datasets or large values for k, this
obviously leads to huge runtime savings.

Regarding k-Means∥, Bahmani et al. outlined in their work how this initial-
ization method can be parallelized [BMV+12]. They used the MapReduce
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framework [DG04] to demonstrate how these parallel computations can be
performed. They assumed that C is small, thus it fits into each mapper’s
memory. Further, each mapper works on subsets of X , i. e., X ′ ⊆ X . Hence,
each mapper calculates the SSE φX ′(C) on its subset X ′. In the reducer, the
overall SSE will be calculated by adding the aforementioned values. This
overall SSE can be further exploited by each mapper in order to individually
draw samples according to px . Since Delta Initialization does not modify
these steps, it also can be implemented in a parallel way.
Concluding, the proposed initialization method maintains the promis-

ing properties of k-Means++ and k-Means∥, respectively. That is, a well-
performing initialization of the centroids for k-center clustering algorithms
is performed, yet Delta Initialization reduces the runtime of the repetitive
initialization within exploratory clustering analyses.

4.3 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Delta Initialization in order to quantify its
advantages over state-of-the-art initialization methods within exploratory
clustering analyses. We assume that k-Means is performed for all values
of k in a given parameter search space R of possible number of clusters.
Hence, this evaluation addresses in particular the underlying procedure of
exhaustive exploration methods (cf. Section 2.4).
We compare Delta Initialization to two different existing initialization

methods: As a baseline, we use k-Means∥ due to its appealing advantages
over other initialization methods. Note however that similar effects can be
achieved when using k-Means++ as explained in Section 4.2.3. Additionally,
we also compare Delta Initialization to Bisecting k-Means, which can be
transferred for exploratory clustering analyses. As discussed in Section 4.1.2,
Bisecting k-Means splits the worst cluster into two, thus solely addressing
the local data space of the worst cluster. We consider the worst cluster for
Bisecting k-Means as the one with the highest SSE, since k-Means aims to
minimize the SSE as shown in the objective function (cf. Equation 2.1).
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Remember, that in contrast to Bisecting k-Means, Delta Initialization exploits
the characteristics of k-Means∥, i. e., addressing the global data space for
the initialization procedure.

We structure the evaluation as follows: Firstly, we explain the setup, which
we use throughout our experiments in Section 4.3.1. Secondly, we unveil
in Section 4.3.2 the results of the runtime evaluation. In Section 4.3.3,
we finally investigate the achieved quality of the clustering results when
employing each initialization method.

4.3.1 Setup

In this section, we explain the hardware and software setup for our experi-
ments. Furthermore, we describe how we implemented the investigated
initialization methods. Subsequently, we explain the characteristics of the
datasets that we used before we discuss the required parameters.

Hardware and Software
We conduct all of our experiments on a distributed Apache Spark cluster.
This cluster consists of one master node and three worker nodes. The master
node has a 12-core CPU with 2 GHz each and 128 GB RAM. Each worker
has a 6-core CPU with 3.4 GHz each and 256 GB RAM. Each node in this
cluster operates on Ubuntu 18.04. We installed OpenJDK 8u191, Scala
2.11.12 and used Apache Hadoop 3.1.0 as well as Apache Spark 2.3.1.

Implementation
Since we conduct our experiments on Spark, we used the current k-Means∥1
and Bisecting k-Means2 implementations of Spark. Bahmani et al. showed
that only very few rounds are required in the second step of k-Means∥ (cf.
Algorithm 2, lines 4-7) [BMV+12]. Spark’s current implementation sets
this number per default to 2, which we also keep for Delta Initialization.

1https://git.io/KMeansParallel
2https://git.io/BisectingKMeans
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Dataset n d c z

I - III 1,000,000 10 {5; 15; 25} 10 %
IV - VI 1,000,000 50 {10; 50; 100} 10 %
VII - IX 1,000,000 100 {10; 50; 100} 10 %
X - XII 10,000,000 100 {10; 50; 100} 10 %

Table 4.1: Characteristics of datasets used for the evaluation.

Moreover, the oversampling factor is set to ℓ = 2k in the given Spark
implementation of k-Means∥, which we also keep unchanged.

Datasets
We implemented a synthetic dataset generator. This tool generates datasets
based on the following input parameters:

• n: number of entities in the dataset
• d: number of dimensions
• c: number of clusters in the dataset, where each cluster contains n/c

entities
• z: additional noise ratio, which is added uniformly distributed over

the whole data space

Our tool generates datasets with values that lie within the range [−10;10]
for each dimension. Each cluster has a Gaussian distribution with the mean
at the center and a standard deviation of 0.5. The c centers are chosen
randomly. The additional noise ratio adds uniformly distributed noise across
the whole data, where a ratio of 10 % means that 0.1 · n entities are added
as noise on top of the number of entities n.
For the purpose of the evaluation, we set z to 10 %. That is, we consider

datasets with some noise across the whole data space. However, we made
similar observations for datasets with other noise ratios. The remaining
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parameters are subject to change. An overview of dataset characteristics for
this evaluation can be found in Table 4.1.

Parameters
Since Delta Initialization unfolds its potential within exploratory clustering
analyses, we assume that several values for k are executed sequentially. That
is, we assume that a specific value for k is executed after the execution with
k − 1 is finished. Hence, we set ∆k to 1. We regard this assumption as
realistic, since many exploration approaches, especially exhaustive methods,
proceed very similarly (cf. Section 2.4).

Furthermore, we use k-Means as instantiation of a k-center clustering al-
gorithm. Yet, we use different initialization methods: Regarding the inherent
characteristic of Delta Initialization and Bisecting k-Means, both methods
draw on clustering results, which they subsequently use. Hence, we use
k-Means∥ as initialization for k = 2 and employ this result for Delta Initial-
ization and Bisecting k-Means. Therefore, we set the range R of values for k
to execute throughout the experiments to R= [2; 2c], where c denotes the
actual number of clusters in the dataset. Hence, k-Means is executed with
k-Means∥ for k = 2 and for 2 < k ≤ 2c with Delta Initialization, Bisecting
k-Means and k-Means∥ independently from each other.
In addition, we set the maximum number of clustering iterations of each

k-Means execution to 1,000. We explicitly use a rather high number of
clustering iterations, since we want to emphasize possible runtime savings
as well as differences in the quality of the resulting clusters.
We considered each combination of the three initialization methods (k-

Means∥, Bisecting k-Means, Delta Initialization), twelve datasets, and all
values for the parameter k ∈R. Furthermore, we executed our experiments
for all these combinations three times, resulting in more than 1,000 runs.

4.3.2 Runtime Evaluation

Table 4.2 summarizes the accumulated runtimes across the used datasets.
We accumulated the runtimes to denote the overall runtime of an exploration
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Dataset k-Means∥ Bisecting k-Means Delta Initialization
Init (s) Iter (s) #Iter Init (s) Iter (s) #Iter Speedup Init (s) Iter (s) #Iter Speedup

I: 1× 106n, 10d, 5c 8 115 626 2 156 842 0.78 3 169 929 0.71
II: 1× 106n, 10d, 15c 23 1,103 6,226 5 653 3,720 1.71 8 851 4,888 1.31
III: 1× 106n, 10d, 25c 51 2,853 11,238 12 1,741 6,937 1.66 17 1,937 7,704 1.49
IV: 1× 106n, 50d, 5c 6 196 1,310 1 190 1,271 1.05 2 137 919 1.45
V: 1× 106n, 50d, 15c 60 3,298 8,116 11 2,027 5,267 1.65 18 2,044 5,150 1.63
VI: 1× 106n, 50d, 25c 87 6,208 16,665 16 2,883 8,141 2.17 26 3,274 9,278 1.91
VII: 1× 106n, 100d, 5c 7 456 2,649 1 260 1,542 1.77 2 4 24 70.98
VIII: 1× 106n, 100d, 15c 23 1,103 6,226 5 653 3,720 1.71 8 851 4,888 1.31
IX: 1× 106n, 100d, 25c 185 13,211 18,029 29 5,185 8,069 2.57 60 90 144 89.31
X: 1× 107n, 100d, 5c 48 1,632 2,055 7 1,440 1,812 1.16 13 117 151 13.01
XI: 1× 107n, 100d, 15c 243 19,867 12,826 39 18,388 12,429 1.09 77 849 560 21.72
XII: 1× 107n, 100d, 25c 616 56,293 24,113 92 47,383 21,811 1.20 184 5,128 1,955 10.71

Table 4.2: Overview of the runtime results. Median values over 3 runs are
depicted. Bold values indicate the best performing results [FS19].

process. These accumulated runtimes for 2< k ≤ 2c are shown in seconds
for the initialization step (Init) and for the clustering iterations of the k-
Means algorithm (Iter). #Iter depicts the accumulated number of clustering
iterations until convergence. Furthermore, the speedups in contrast to k-
Means∥ in regard to the total runtime are shown for Bisecting k-Means and
Delta Initialization. In general, we make three observations:
1) Bisecting k-Means and Delta Initialization lead to faster clustering

results than k-Means∥. This observation becomes clear, when investigating
the speedup. Solely on the smallest dataset I, they performed worse than
k-Means∥. For the remaining datasets, the speedups range from 1.05× to
89.31×. These values can be achieved since the initialization time as well as
the iteration time required by the clustering algorithm itself are shorter for
both methods compared to k-Means∥.

2) Bisecting k-Means is generally the fastest method for the initialization
step itself. The reason for this is the simple technique of splitting the worst
cluster into two. Moreover, the runtime for the clustering iterations until
convergence is typically smaller than for k-Means∥, since solely one cluster is
split into two clusters and the remaining clusters remain mostly unchanged.
This leads to speedups ranging from 1.05× to 2.57× in contrast to k-Means∥,
when omitting dataset I.

3) Delta Initialization initializes slower than Bisecting k-Means, yet still
considerably faster than k-Means∥. Furthermore, Delta Initialization initial-
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izes the centroids closer to an optimum, such as agglomerations of entities.
Thus, fewer clustering iterations are required in many cases, which subse-
quently leads to shorter overall runtimes. To this end, remarkable overall
speedups from 1.31× to 89.31× in contrast to k-Means∥ were achieved,
when ignoring dataset I. Especially for the largest dataset XII, Delta Ini-
tialization achieves absolute runtime savings of more than 14 hours, when
aggregating the runtime for the initialization and the iterations, i. e., the
runtime is reduced from 15.8 hours (for k-Means∥) to roughly 1.5 hours.

Hence, Bisecting k-Means and Delta Initialization significantly outperform
the overall runtime of k-Means∥ for exploratory clustering analyses. While
both initialization methods are en par for lower dimensional datasets, Delta
Initialization tends to perform significantly better than Bisecting k-Means for
higher dimensional andmore voluminous datasets. This observation becomes
evident, if we observe the results of datasets with 100 dimensions (datasets
VII-XII). Here, Delta Initialization is several orders of magnitude faster than
Bisecting k-Means. There are two reasons for this observation: (a) Bisecting
k-Means mainly focuses the local data space of the worst cluster, i. e., the SSE
for each cluster. Subsequently the cluster with the highest SSE is chosen and
k-Means with k = 2 is applied solely on this cluster. To this end, Bisecting
k-Means places these two centroids within this cluster symmetrically distant
to the centroid of the previous exploration iteration. Albeit this is a simple
method for the initialization of centroids, it neglects data characteristics, i. e.,
agglomerations of entities in the global data space. (b) Delta Initialization
initializes the centroids closer to the optimum solution by addressing global
characteristics, i. e., the agglomeration of entities. This is evident due to two
observations: Firstly, Delta Initialization proceeds analogue to k-Means∥
regarding the underlying probability px , thus achieving similar benefits.
Secondly, it is also indicated by the significantly smaller accumulated number
of clustering iterations Delta Initialization needs in comparison to the two
other initialization methods.
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Figure 4.2: SSE Quotient and SEP Quotient for Bisecting k-Means and

Delta Initialization in contrast to k-Means∥ (dashed line). Note,
that values greater than 1 indicate an improvement over k-
Means∥ and vice versa [FS19].
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4.3.3 Quality Evaluation

For the qualitative evaluation, we base our observations on the generally
accepted definition of a valuable clustering result: A valuable clustering
result should have a high compactness within each cluster and a high sepa-
ration between the clusters. The separation (SEP) between clusters can be
measured as distance between the centroids. For the compactness, we draw
on the SSE, since a low SSE indicates a high compactness (cf. Equation 2.1).
To this end, we compare the SSE and the separation between both methods
in contrast to k-Means∥ as baseline.
Figure 4.2 shows the results across all k-Means executions between 2<

k ≤ 2c. Here, SSE Quotient and SEP Quotient denote the quotient of the
sum of squared errors and of the separation for Delta Initialization and
Bisecting k-Means (dubbed as incremental in the equations) in contrast to
the clustering result of k-Means∥. Equations 4.3 and 4.4 formalize these
quotients. Note, that we flipped dividend and divisor in a way that values
higher than 1 show a better result compared to k-Means∥ and vice versa.
This modification is required, since a low value for SSE describes compact
clusters, whereas a high value for SEP describes better separated clusters.

SSE Quotient =
SSEk−Means∥

SSEincremental
(4.3)

SEP Quotient =
SEPincremental

SEPk−Means∥
(4.4)

The results in Figure 4.2 unveil that both methods produce different
clustering results than k-Means∥. Albeit these differences vary depending
on the dataset, we observe that the clustering results are still comparable to
the results of k-Means∥, since the values are very similar.

When considering Figure 4.2a, it is clear that both initialization methods
tend to create clustering results which are slightly less compact than the
baseline. However, the median values of both methods are very close to
each other and also very close to the clustering result when using k-Means∥.
Especially for datasets IV-XII, the median values barely differ from the
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baseline. The median values for the SSE Quotient for Delta Initialization
(Bisecting k-Means) range from 0.76 (0.99) to 1.00 (1.13). That is, Bisecting
k-Means typically generates more compact clustering results than Delta
Initialization. However, these differences are most often very small.

In contrast, when considering the SEP Quotient in Figure 4.2b, we make
a different observation. Here, it is clear that Delta Initialization frequently
creates better separated clusters than Bisecting k-Means and even k-Means∥.
This becomes very evident, when regarding datasets V-XII. This observation
can be traced back to the algorithm itself: Since |Cprev | centroids are used
instead of solely one randomly chosen centroid (cf. line 2 in Algorithm 2),
the entities in X are assigned to centroids at a (local) optimal position. These
positions were achieved because of a previous execution of k-Means with
another value for k. Subsequently, the calculated weight wc per entity c ∈ C
provides a greater dispersion. Therefore, the sampled entities according
to these weights provide a better separation due to the previous clustering
result. The median values for the SEP Quotient for Delta Initialization
(Bisecting k-Means) therefore range from 0.97 (0.90) to 1.37 (1.00).

Putting the observations from Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b together, we
conclude that Delta Initialization creates clusters, which are almost as com-
pact as clusters created by Bisecting k-Means and k-Means∥. However, the
generated clusters are clearly better separated. When following the defini-
tion of a valuable clustering result at the beginning of this section, these
observations lead to the fact that the clustering result achieved by Delta
Initialization is better than the clustering result achieved by Bisecting k-
Means and k-Means∥. Furthermore, the separation between clusters is of
paramount interest for exploratory clustering analyses on high-dimensional
datasets, since this enables analysts to analyze differences between several
clusters more easily. Thus, Delta Initialization is superior to the state-of-
the-art methods Bisecting k-Means and k-Means∥ for exploratory clustering
analyses.
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4.4 Summary and Future Work

As already shown in Section 2.4, exploration methods for valuable clustering
results repeatedly execute a clustering algorithm. Especially performing the
clustering algorithm in each exploration iteration requires a tremendous
runtime. Furthermore, these exploration iterations are typically performed
independently from previous exploration iterations, i. e., there are no rela-
tions between them.

In this chapter, we presented Delta Initialization as initialization method
for k-center clustering algorithms in exploratory clustering analyses. The
goal of Delta Initialization is to exploit clustering results from previous
exploration iterations in order to enhance subsequent initializations of k-
center clustering algorithms. Therefore, Delta Initialization proceeds as
follows: On the one hand, it exploits fundamental characteristics of state-
of-the-art initialization methods for k-center clustering algorithms, such
as addressing data agglomerations in the global data space in order to
achieve promising positions of the centroids during the initialization. On
the other hand, Delta Initialization modifies certain calculations within
the procedure of state-of-the-art initialization methods by exploiting the
underlying exploration process of exploratory clustering analyses. Therefore,
repetitive calculations in such scenarios can be tremendously reduced.

Our comprehensive evaluation unveiled that in contrast to existing meth-
ods, speedups of more than 89× are possible, which correlate to more than
14 hours of absolute runtime savings. For the state-of-the-art, we measured
runtimes of 15.8 hours in this scenario. Delta Initialization required in
this scenario almost 1.5 hours, thus significantly outperforming state-of-
the-art. Especially for high-dimensional datasets, the investigated runtime
savings are significant. At the same time, we showed that Delta Initialization
provides high qualitative clustering results. Our evaluation unveiled that
Delta Initialization achieves up to 1.37× better separated clusters than the
respective baseline, which is of particular interest for analysts in order to
find differences between clusters.
Future work in this area could address three different directions.
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Firstly, it should be investigated if other k-center clustering algorithms
similarly benefit from Delta Initialization in terms of speedups and quality of
the clustering results. To this end, it should be investigated if the underlying
probability function px addresses the specifics of the corresponding k-center
clustering algorithm properly, or if it should be adjusted to a certain degree.
Secondly, the core idea behind Delta Initialization could be exploited by

the other steps of k-center clustering algorithms (cf. Section 2.3.2). That is,
it should be investigated if particular aspects from the “improve clustering”
step or the “check for convergence” step can be exploited from previous ex-
ploration iterations in order to enhance subsequent ones. Similar approaches
are currently used within a single execution of a clustering algorithm, which
draw on caching for the “improve clustering” step [Ham10]. This is a rea-
sonable approach, since this step comprises many distance calculations from
entities to centroids. However, such an approach is very specific regarding
the underlying objective function of each k-center clustering algorithm, i. e.,
they are not as generic as Delta Initialization.
Thirdly, as Delta Initialization achieves significant speedups and better

clustering results, future work should address whether these benefits can be
exploited by human-in-the-loop analyses. Hence, it should be investigated
by performing user studies throughout several application domains to what
extent analysts benefit from the proposed method in terms of runtime savings
and improved quality of the clustering results.
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As shown in the previous chapter, a well-performing initialization can achieve
tremendous speedups within exploratory clustering analyses. Yet, another
question remains open: How many iterations of a k-center clustering are
required to achieve a valuable clustering result?
Macqueen and Lloyd proposed to perform k-Means until the centroids

do not change their position anymore [Llo82; Mac67]. However, when
considering many entities or dimensions, numerous clustering iterations
have to be performed until the algorithm finally converges. An easy approach
to reduce the runtime of the clustering algorithm is to allow a fixed number
of clustering iterations which should be conducted. However, it is challenging
to choose a promising value for this threshold: Too few clustering iterations
lead to a insufficient result, whereas too many clustering iterations lead to a
high runtime. Besides that, a generic threshold is not feasible, because of too
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many influencing factors, such as the feature space or data distribution of the
used dataset. Furthermore, when considering the repetitive execution of the
clustering algorithm as part of a certain exploration method (cf. Section 2.4),
it is not clear how such a fixed threshold for the clustering iterations affects
the overall exploration process. That is, it is not clear in advance if 2, 20 or
even more than 200 clustering iterations are required to achieve valuable
clustering results in exploratory clustering analyses.

Especially for the purpose of exploratory clustering analyses, analysts are
typically interested in fast, yet adequately accurate approaches that can be
used to gain a fundamental understanding for interpreting the results. Thus,
finding perfectly accurate clustering results, which are mostly achieved after
a remarkable number of clustering iterations, such as after the convergence
of the algorithm, is often not their primary focus.
Previous scientific work in this area from Mexicano et al. focuses on the

displacement of the centroids after each iteration [MRC+16]. They assume
that the maximal centroid displacement happens in the first iteration. Hence,
they propose to stop the clustering algorithm once the centroid displacement
is less than 5 % of the maximum centroid displacement and thereby neglect
to explicitly set a maximum number of iterations. However, they did not
address in detail why this coefficient is set to 5 % and how their approach
correlates to the final clustering quality.
Some implementations allow to set a threshold for the change of the

centroids between two subsequent clustering iterations, such as Python’s
scikit-learn1 or Apache Spark’s MLlib2. Albeit they use a value of 1×10−4 for
this variable, this value appears to be arbitrary: For high-dimensional datasets
with large values for each feature, such a low value for this variable can lead
to tremendous runtimes, since the actual clustering result improves only
marginally throughout several clustering iterations. Contrary, for datasets
with very small feature values, this value can be for example met in the first

1This variable is called tol in the current implementation (see https://scikit-learn.
org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.KMeans.html).

2This variable is called epsilon in the current implementation (see
https://spark.apache.org/docs/2.4.0/api/java/org/apache/spark/mllib/
clustering/KMeans.html).
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clustering iteration already, since the feature values are smaller than this
value, thus obliterating better clustering results. Hence, analysts require a
more tangible way for terminating clustering algorithms, which can be used
independent of dataset characteristics.
Our contributions in this chapter address RG2 (cf. Section 1.2.2) and

include the following:

• We present two novel methods to terminate k-center clustering al-
gorithms based on a notion of quality, which is tangible for novice
analysts. The underlying goal is to trade off a certain loss of quality,
yet achieve faster clustering results.

• We show that both methods can be seamlessly integrated into the
generic procedure of k-center clustering algorithms with only minor
changes and lead to a negligible runtime overhead.

• In our comprehensive evaluation, we demonstrate that both methods
lead to significant runtime savings over a state-of-the-art termination
criterion, while mostly achieving the predefined qualitative demand.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 5.1, we
propose “Approximation via Meta-Learning” (MTL) as an approximation
of clustering results based on principles of meta-learning (cf. Section 2.5).
That is, we aim to learn when to stop the clustering algorithm based on a
predefined qualitative demand. In Section 5.2, we propose an advancement
over MTL for an ad-hoc exploratory context, which is called “Generic
Qualitative Approximation” (GQA). For GQA, we aim to keep pleasing
aspects of MTL, yet we explicitly avoid the preparation overhead of the
meta-learning approach. Thus, GQA is a strong fit for ad-hoc exploratory
clustering analyses. In Section 5.3, we compare both methods in regards
to the overall runtime and the achieved quality of the clustering results.
Finally, we conclude this chapter and present future work in Section 5.4.

This chapter is a revised and composite version of several previous author
publications [FBS19; FTS20; FTS21].
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5.1 Approximation via Meta-Learning (MTL)

The first method to terminate a k-center clustering algorithm based on a
predefined qualitative demand draws on meta-learning. Remember, that
meta-learning aims to adapt (machine learning) algorithms to a certain
context, such as for certain dataset characteristics, thus enhancing the quality
of the result or the runtime of the algorithm itself (cf. Section 2.5).
Previous approaches, which use meta-learning for clustering problems,

focus on the selection of the clustering algorithm [DPS+08; FC12; NPDC09;
SLD09]. While this is an interesting problem on itself, previous work ignores
meta-learning to approximate clustering results so far, which is also crucial
to perform exploratory clustering analyses in a reasonable time frame.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows: In Section 5.1.1, we
unveil how principles from meta-learning can be transferred for approximat-
ing clustering results for k-center clustering algorithms. Subsequently, we
show how these principles can be incorporated into the generic procedure
of k-center clustering algorithms in Section 5.1.2. Finally, we evaluate our
method regarding its practicability in Section 5.1.3.

5.1.1 Intuition

As described in Section 2.5, meta-learning typically comprises two distinct
steps: In an offline step, meta-knowledge is created by executing the algo-
rithm, which is subject to improvement by applying meta-learning. Here, the
algorithm is typically executed in various contexts, e. g., with several datasets
or parameters. In the subsequent online step, the created meta-knowledge
is applied to a novel context, such as on a previously unseen dataset or with
previously unseen parameters.

The performance of the online step highly depends on the contexts, which
are analyzed in the offline step. If solely a few and very similar contexts
are analyzed in the offline step, we argue that the subsequent online step
can only benefit if very similar contexts are analyzed again. Vice versa, if
a magnitude of various contexts are analyzed in the offline step, we argue
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that also different contexts in the online step can benefit thereof. However,
current research on meta-learning does not provide a clear statement of the
(a) variety and (b) number of different contexts to analyze in regard to the
performance of the online step.
For the purpose of our novel approximation method, we stick to both of

the above-mentioned steps from meta-learning. Hence, in an offline step, we
perform a k-center clustering algorithm on various contexts, i. e., datasets
with varying characteristics and parameter values. We choose several, yet not
further specified, datasets and parameter values, i. e., our method preserves
generality regarding dataset characteristics and parameter values. To provide
an as practicable as possible solution, we assume however that the chosen
contexts cover a large range of datasets and parameter values, such that our
method preserves as much generality as possible.

In each clustering iteration i of the clustering algorithm, we track a cluster-
ing validity measure CVM (cf. Section 2.4.1.1), since this measure provides
crucial insights of these intermediate clustering results. As several clustering
validity measures can be highly influenced by the value range of the features
from the used datasets, these CVM values are mostly unbounded, i. e., do not
lie in a predefined interval like [0;1]. Thus, in order to make CVM values
comparable across several datasets, we focus on their change rate between
two subsequent clustering iterations i. Equation 5.1 formally denotes this
change rate θ for an iteration i.

θi =

�

�

�

�

CV Mi−1 − CV Mi

CV Mi−1

�

�

�

�

(5.1)

Note, that the absolute value is considered, since there are CVMs which
are minimized throughout several clustering iterations, i. e., a small value
indicates a promising clustering result, and vice versa. By considering the
absolute value, our method can handle both types of CVMs.

In order to make θi tangible for analysts, we introduce the notion of qual-
ity: Since k-center clustering algorithms minimize their notion of variance
depending on the underlying objective function throughout several cluster-
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ing iterations, we also keep track of this variance for each iteration. We
denote this variance of a clustering iteration i as φi(C), analogue to the
specific objective function (cf. Equation 2.1 for the objective function of
k-Means). However, as the smallest variance exhibits once the clustering
algorithm converges, i. e., after the last clustering iteration ilast , the quality
of an intermediate clustering iteration can only be defined in retrospective.
Equation 5.2 formally denotes our notion of quality, which can be regarded
as the relative error of the variance of a clustering iteration i in contrast
to the variance after the final clustering iteration ilast . This quality ranges
between an interval of [0; 1], i. e., between 0 % and 100 %.

Quali t y(i) = 1− φi(C)−φilast
(C)

φilast
(C) (5.2)

Putting both equations together, we are now able to analyze the relation-
ship between the change rate for a certain CVM (cf. Equation 5.1) and the
quality of an iteration in retrospective (cf. Equation 5.2). Figure 5.1 unveils
the relationship between both equations for an exemplary context.

In order to formalize this relationship, a so-called meta-learner is typically
used (cf. Section 2.5). To this end, several regression functions r can be
used, such as linear or polynomial regression techniques as well as spline
curves. Hence, finding the best formalization for this relationship poses an
optimization problem, which should be addressed in the offline step.
In the subsequent online step, previously unseen contexts are analyzed,

such as previously unseen datasets or parameter values. Hence, the rela-
tionship in terms of the regression r from the offline step is exploited to
approximate clustering results based on a qualitative demand. We use r to
approximate the quality based on the CVM change rate to terminate the
algorithm earlier than convergence. Hence, an analyst exploits the regres-
sion r by setting a qualitative demand q ∈ [0; 1] in order to terminate the
clustering algorithm, as soon as this qualitative demand is expected to be
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Figure 5.1: Exemplary relationship between the change rate of a given CVM

and the achieved quality. Black dots represent measurements
from the offline step, whereas the red curve depicts a possible
meta-learner for these measurements [FBS19].

met. This defines a novel convergence criterion, which is formally denoted
in Equation 5.3.

r(q)≥ θi (5.3)

This equation states that the clustering algorithm should terminate as
soon as θi between two subsequent clustering iterations is below or equal
to the given qualitative demand q for a given regression function r. Thus,
a clustering result with an equal or even better quality than q should be
achieved by this approximation.

5.1.2 MTL: Algorithm

Since we split our method into distinct offline and online steps, we describe
the algorithms for these two steps also separately. For both steps, we outline
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how the generic procedure of k-center clustering algorithms (cf. Algorithm 1)
is adjusted. This way, we emphasize that our method is agnostic regarding
the concrete instantiation of a k-center clustering algorithm.

5.1.2.1 Offline Step

Algorithm 3: Offline step for k-center clustering algorithms.
Input: X - dataset, k - number of clusters
Output: S - A set comprising each clustering iteration i as well as the

corresponding CVM and variance
/* initialize centroids */

1 C← initialize a set of k centroids;
2 S ← ;;
3 i← 0;
4 repeat

/* improve clustering */
5 for ∀x ∈ X do
6 K← {x ◦ c}, where c denotes the closest centroid to x

according to an objective function;
7 end
8 φi(C)← 0;

/* change centroids */
9 for ∀c ∈ C do

10 c,φ(c)← new c and its corresponding variance according to
an objective function, where {x ◦ c} ∈K;

11 φi(C)← φi(C) +φ(c);
12 end
13 CV Mi ← calculate clustering validity measure for K;
14 S ← S ∪ {(i, CV Mi ,φi(C))};
15 i← i + 1;
16 until convergenceReached(); // check for convergence
17 return S;

In the offline step, the clustering algorithm is executed on several datasets
and with varying parameters. Algorithm 3 shows the procedure of k-center
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clustering algorithms modified for the offline step of our method. The
changes in contrast to the regular procedure of k-center clustering algorithms
are underlined and limited to a few lines: In line 2, the result set S for the
output is defined. In line 8, the variable for the variance of the current
clustering iteration i is defined. Since φi(C) comprises the variance for each
single cluster φ(c), it is the sum of these single values (cf. line 11). In line
13, the clustering validity measure is calculated for the current clustering
result. Note, that this is solely a placeholder for a concrete instantiation
of a CVM. In line 14, the result of the current iteration is appended to S.
Finally, the result of the algorithm is the set S. This output - alongside with
the output for other runs of the clustering algorithm with other datasets or
parameters - can subsequently be used to create the meta-learner, i. e., the
regression function r.
Note the function conver genceReached() in line 16: For the offline step,

we aim to collect as many data of the clustering iterations as possible. Hence,
we perform the clustering algorithm until a certain convergence criterion is
met. However, another approach might be to limit the number of iterations i
to an arbitrary (preferably large) value. Since this limitation may influence
the regression r and the underlying optimization problem, we do not make
any further assumptions on the number of clustering iterations in the offline
step. Note however, that a possible large value for the number of iterations
in the offline step might lead to a long overall runtime. However, as our goal
is to approximate clustering results in the subsequent online step, we accept
this trade-off, especially since the offline step is typically performed only
once and the results can be used for multiple previously unseen datasets.

5.1.2.2 Online Step

Algorithm 4 outlines how the proposed online step can be incorporated into
the procedure of k-center clustering algorithms. Here, the proposed method
aims to lead to shorter runtimes, yet with a predefined qualitative demand
of the clustering results.
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Algorithm 4: Online step for k-center clustering algorithms.
Input: X - dataset, k - number of clusters, q - qualitative demand, r -

regression function
Output: K - a combination (◦) between X and the assigned centroid

for each entity
/* initialize centroids */

1 C← initialize a set of k centroids;
2 i← 0;
3 repeat

/* improve clustering */
4 for ∀x ∈ X do
5 K← {x ◦ c}, where c denotes the closest centroid to x

according to an objective function;
6 end

/* change centroids */
7 for ∀c ∈ C do
8 c,φ(c)← new c and its corresponding variance according to

an objective function, where {x ◦ c} ∈K;
9 end

10 if i > 0 then
11 CV Mi−1← CV Mi;
12 CV Mi ← calculate clustering validity measure for K;
13 if i > 0 then
14 θi = |(CV Mi−1 − CV Mi)/CV Mi−1|;
15 i← i + 1;
16 until i > 1 and r(q)≥ θi; // check for convergence
17 return K;

In the following, the changes in contrast to the regular procedure of k-
center clustering algorithms are discussed: The qualitative demand q as
well as a regression function r are required as additional inputs. Note,
that q is typically defined by analysts, whereas r is the meta-learner from
the offline step. In line 12, the CVM for the current clustering iteration is
calculated. If there was already a prior iteration conducted, then CV Mi−1

stores the CVM value of the last iteration (cf. lines 10-11). Hence, if a
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previous clustering iteration was already conducted, the CVM change rate
θi of the current iteration i can be calculated in lines 13 and 14. Finally, the
convergence criterion in line 16 is adjusted: Firstly, at least two iterations
need to be conducted, since we need the CVM change rate of at least two
subsequent clustering iterations. Secondly, another convergence criterion
is defined according to Equation 5.3, which only becomes valid if at least
two clustering iterations were performed. This criterion defines that the
clustering algorithm should terminate when the demanded quality q is met
or exceeded by comparing r(q) and the CVM change rate θi .

Since we focus on the CVM change rate instead of CVM values, our method
is agnostic to different values in the feature space, e. g., if the offline step
comprises datasets with values in the feature space in [1000;5000], whereas
datasets in the online step may comprise values in [−10; 10]. However, there
is no theoretical guarantee that the convergence criterion in Equation 5.3
always holds, especially if very specific datasets are chosen in the offline and
online steps. Hence, in order to avoid this particular problem, we propose
to additionally implement an optional convergence criterion in a practical
setting, which eventually holds true after a certain number of clustering
iterations in order to bypass an infinite loop in Algorithm 4.
Moreover, it should be noted that our method is agnostic regarding the

used initialization method. That is, several initialization methods, like Delta
Initialization, can be used in line 1 of Algorithm 4 in order to further accel-
erate k-center clustering algorithms within exploratory clustering analyses.

5.1.3 Evaluation

The purpose of our evaluation is to emphasize the feasibility of the proposed
meta-learning method in a possible real-world scenario. To this end, we
investigate the effects of several commonly used clustering validity mea-
sures on real-world datasets from various domains in order to approximate
clustering results.
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5.1.3.1 Experimental Setup

Hardware and Software
We used different systems for the offline and online steps. By doing so, we
illustrate that both steps can be implemented independent from another,
which may be important when considering underlying hardware costs for
the systems. We conduct all of our experiments on an IBM PureFlex cluster
managed by OpenStack. This cluster has 11 compute nodes with 256 GB
RAM each. 7 nodes have 24 Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs with 2.30 GHz each.
The remaining 4 nodes run on 48 Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 CPUs with 2.50 GHz
each. Albeit we use shared resources, the results allow us to make general
assumptions about the feasibility and runtime observations. Since we record
CVM values and runtime measurements in comparison to the overall runtime
repeatedly, we minimize the possibility of skewed assumptions throughout
our experiments.

For the offline step, we set up a virtual machine with 16 VCPUs, 50 GB of
RAM, 150 GB of hard drive storage and Ubuntu 14.04 as operating system.
Our implementation of the k-Means algorithm is based on Java 8. In order
to create the required meta-knowledge, we applied k-Means with a random
initialization of the centroids and converged, when no entities change their
membership to another cluster anymore. We executed k-Means with varying
values for k from 5 to 50 in steps of 5 and recorded several CVMs for each
clustering iteration until convergence for all datasets.
For the online step, we used a distributed Apache Spark cluster. The

cluster consists of 11 nodes, divided into 1 master / dispatcher node and
10 worker nodes. The master node has 10 VCPUs, 16 GB RAM and 1 TB
hard drive storage. Each worker has 6 VCPUs, 32 GB RAM and 150 GB
hard drive storage. All nodes operate on Ubuntu 16.04 and Cloudera
CDH 5.14.0 is installed to manage cluster services. We installed OpenJDK
8u152 and Scala 2.11.11 in order to install Spark 2.2.0 Release 2 on top
of Cloudera CDH. Spark is installed on top of Apache Hadoop 2.6.0, i. e.,
the used datasets are stored in HDFS. All settings are left to default. We
used Spark’s implementation of the k-Means algorithm with initialization
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Abbreviation Name Normalized
CJI Coggins-Jain Index ✗
COM Compactness ✗
DBI Davies-Bouldin Index ✗
DUI Dunn Index ✗
SEP Separation ✗
SIL Silhouette coefficient ✓
SSE Sum of squared errors ✗

Table 5.1: Clustering validity measures used in the experiments [FBS19].

via k-Means∥ [BMV+12]. This implementation terminates the clustering
algorithm either as soon as a specific number of clustering iterations are
performed or as soon as the centroids change less than epsilon= 1× 10−4

in the Euclidean space within two subsequent clustering iterations. We set
the maximum number of clustering iterations to 25,000 and clustered all
datasets with k = 5 as an arbitrary number of clusters. We performed 10
runs per dataset and present median values in the results.

Clustering Validity Measures
We focus on commonly used clustering validity measures to evaluate our
method. Table 5.1 summarizes the used CVMs alongside with their abbrevi-
ations that we use for referring them in our experiments.
Regarding the used CVMs, solely the silhouette coefficient is normal-

ized [Rou87], where values lie between [-1; 1]. It measures for each entity
in the dataset whether it is assigned to the closest cluster (silhouette co-
efficient of 1) or whether another cluster would be a better fit (silhouette
coefficient of -1). A silhouette coefficient of 0 indicates that both clusters are
equally good candidates for this entity. The remaining CVMs used in this
evaluation are per se not normalized.
A more detailed discussion about CVMs can be found in Section 2.4.1.1.
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Abbreviation Dataset n d c
HAR Heterogeneity Activity Recognition 33,741,500 5 6
HIG HIGGS 11,000,000 28 2
HEP HEPMASS 10,500,000 28 2
GSA Gas sensor array under dynamic gas mixtures 8,386,765 19 -
SUS SUSY 5,000,000 18 2
KDD KDD Cup 1999 Data 4,898,431 33 23
CEN US Census Data (1990) 2,458,285 68 -
IHE Individual household electric power consumption 2,049,280 7 -
POK Poker Hand 1,025,010 10 10
SKI Skin Segmentation 245,057 3 2

Table 5.2: Overview of the 10 datasets for the evaluation, where c denotes
#classes, where available [FBS19].

Datasets
We use datasets from the UCI machine learning library1, which are commonly
used to benchmark new algorithms. They differ in size, number of entities,
number of attributes, origin, and domain. In order to use k-Means, we
removed any non-numeric attributes as well as class labels andmissing values,
if available. Table 5.2 unveils the used datasets and their characteristics after
these modifications.

5.1.3.2 Evaluation of the Offline Step

In the offline step, we focus on the feasibility of several commonly used
CVMs for our proposed meta-learning method. Firstly, we investigate the
runtime of these CVMs. Secondly, we investigate the performance of a simple
meta-learner, i. e., a regression function r.
Note, that the overall runtime of the offline step is out of scope

for this evaluation, since this highly depends on several aspects, like
the number of datasets, parameter values, or the runtime to train
a meta-learner. Hence, this offline step can be performed as prepara-
tion, e. g., when the underlying resources are barely used, such as over night.

1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
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CVM Min Runtime (ms) Median Runtime (ms) Max Runtime (ms) Averaged Overhead per Iteration (%)
CJI 0.38 84.81 562.14 4.05× 10−4

COM 0.38 82.46 370.46 4.04× 10−4

DBI 0.38 82.55 556.54 4.07× 10−4

DUI 0.39 84.50 347.74 4.04× 10−4

SEP 7.90× 10−5 2.99× 10−3 1.14 2.80× 10−8

SSE 0.38 84.16 825.51 4.06× 10−4

Table 5.3: Comparison of the runtime per CVM throughout all clustering
iterations on the provided datasets [FBS19].

Runtime of CVMs
Since CVMs are calculated within each clustering iteration, they are a crucial
aspect of our method. In our evaluation, we solely regard CVMs that require
less runtime than the actual clustering iteration, since an analyst is typically
interested in fast results. Our evaluation unveils that the silhouette coefficient
requires typically more run time than each clustering iteration. Furthermore,
for the CEN dataset, the silhouette coefficient could not be calculated within
24 hours in the used infrastructure. This observation can be explained
by the O(n2) runtime behavior of the silhouette coefficient [VCH10] for
n entities in a dataset, thus making this CVM infeasible for voluminous
datasets. Therefore, we neglect the silhouette coefficient (SIL) from further
considerations as CVM for approximating clustering results.
Table 5.3 unveils the runtimes of the remaining CVMs per clustering

iteration throughout all datasets. Furthermore, the averaged overhead per
iteration is shown in this table. The results clearly show that calculating these
CVMs leads to an overhead of several (hundred) milliseconds per clustering
iteration and adds only little relative overhead per iteration. Especially for
SEP, the highest overhead is 1.14 ms, which is barely noticeable in most
cases. The averaged overhead per iteration with 2.80× 10−8 % emphasizes
this observation, making the separation the fastest CVM.
In fact, it is expected that SEP exhibits only negligible runtimes, since it

measures the distance between the k centroids in a dataset. Therefore, SEP
can be computed in O(k). On the other hand, other CVMs also focus on the
compactness, i. e., the position of each entity, thus having a lower-bound
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Figure 5.2: Boxplot per CVM when demanding a quality of 90 %. Median
values are depicted in the boxplots [FBS19].

runtime complexity in O(n). Since k is typically a small number (k≪ n),
we argue that the shorter runtimes of SEP are in general expected. Yet,
since all investigated CVMs lead to a runtime overhead with less than one
second at highest, we argue that they can all be used for our purposes.

Performance of a Simple Meta-Learner
We analyze the performance of several CVMs in combination with a simple
meta-learner. To this end, we use the results from the 10 datasets (cf.
Table 5.2) for each CVM. Next, we perform 10 runs: In each run, we choose 5
datasets randomly for training a meta-learner and the remaining 5 datasets
for testing, i. e., for determining the actual quality of the approximated
clustering result. For each run, we permuted the selection for training and
testing randomly and created a simple second-degree polynomial regression
as instantiation of a meta-learner.

Figure 5.2 reveals the results per CVM with a qualitative demand of 90 %,
i. e., q = 0.9. We use 90 %, since this depicts a reasonable accurate clustering
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result, which also enables analysts to make further decisions based on a
mostly correct clustering result. Again, note that our method is generic and
other choices for q might also provide reasonable accurate clustering results
depending on the underlying goals of an analyst.

The results unveil that all CVMs achieve in median even better clustering
results than the demanded quality of 90 %. Note, that it is rather unlikely
to achieve exactly a quality of 90 %, since the quality of clustering results
can change very strongly between two subsequent clustering iterations.
Thus, clustering results with a higher quality than q are typically achieved.
Moreover, it should be emphasized that even the lower quartiles are relatively
close to the demanded 90 % of quality for all CVMs. Yet, SEP exhibits in
median the highest quality with 95.69 %.

Putting the observations from the runtime of the CVMs as well as the per-
formance of the regression functions together, we argue that all used CVMs
can be used for a quality-driven approximation of clustering results. However,
the separation (SEP) provides in general the most promising advantages: It
can be computed the fastest, thus adding only negligible overhead to each
clustering iteration (cf. Table 5.3). Furthermore, SEP achieves in general the
highest median quality when exploiting our method (cf. Figure 5.2). Hence,
we use SEP for the subsequent evaluation of the online step.

5.1.3.3 Evaluation of the Online Step

In the online step of our method, an analyst is typically interested in fast
results with an adequate quality satisfying the given qualitative demand.
We compare our method with Apache Spark’s implementation of k-Means,
which is the baseline for our experiments. As a concrete instantiation of
a meta-learner, we use one randomly chosen regression function from the
offline step, which is trained on 5 datasets chosen at random.
We firstly investigate the runtime between our method and the baseline,

i. e., Spark’s convergence. Figure 5.3 summarizes the results of these exper-
iments. The results clearly show that our meta-learning method leads to
tremendous runtime savings. For all datasets, the proposed method was ei-
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Figure 5.3: Runtime comparison between the proposed meta-learning
method with q = 0.9 and Spark’s convergence [FBS19].

ther faster than the Spark baseline, or achieved the same runtime. Especially
on the most voluminous HAR dataset, our meta-learning method terminated
the clustering algorithm after 1.41 seconds, whereas the Spark convergence
criterion required more than 1,200 seconds, i. e., absolute runtime savings
of more than 20 minutes for a single execution of k-Means can be achieved.
Thus, a relative speedup of more than 880× was achieved for this dataset.
For the remaining datasets, the meta-learning approximation stopped the
clustering algorithm mostly around 1 second of runtime. On the other hand,
Spark typically requires a multiple of runtime until the algorithm converges.
Yet, since we trade off runtime with quality, an in-depth analysis of the

achieved quality is essential at this point. Figure 5.4 unveils the achieved
quality for each dataset, when applying the proposed meta-learning method.
The results unveil that the demanded quality of 90 % is clearly met for
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Figure 5.4: Achieved quality when demanding a quality of 90 % [FBS19].

8 of 10 datasets. For the remaining two datasets, the achieved quality is
with 86.84 % and 88.24 % in the area of the demanded 90 % of quality.
Since our method misses the demanded quality by only 3.16 % and 1.76 %
respectively, we argue that our approximation can indeed be used to achieve
promising approximations of clustering results.
Putting the results of the runtime savings and the achieved quality in

the online step together, we can clearly state that our novel meta-learning
approximation method for clustering results is of paramount interest for
analysts. Not only does our method achieve huge runtime savings, but also
the demanded quality of the clustering results is achieved in most cases.
Especially for voluminous datasets, these effects are of particular interest
for analysts, since this approximation method can accelerate an exploratory
clustering analysis on these datasets tremendously due to the repetitive
execution of a k-center clustering algorithm.
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5.2 Generic Qualitative Approximation (GQA)

As seen in the previous section, the meta-learning method provides an
accurate approximation of clustering results based on CVMs. However, prior
to applying the meta-learning method to previously unseen datasets, a long-
running offline step has to be conducted first. Therefore, this method is not
feasible for ad-hoc exploratory clustering analyses.

In the following, we present a generic approximation of clustering results
for k-center clustering algorithms, which does not rely on meta-learning or
a previously conducted offline step. This method draws on the notion of
variance of k-center clustering algorithms, which can be derived from the
corresponding objective function, which is (a) at the core of each k-center
clustering algorithm, and (b) reduced throughout clustering iterations of
the clustering algorithm.
In Section 5.2.1, we present the underlying intuition of this method.

Subsequently, we present how this method can be incorporated into k-center
clustering algorithms in Section 5.2.2. In Section 5.2.3, we formally analyze
our method and unveil that the overhead caused by this method is negligible,
since it solely reuses specifics of k-center clustering algorithms, which are
already computed by the regular algorithm.

5.2.1 Intuition

We draw on two properties, which are valid independent of datasets and
eventualities of k-center clustering algorithms. Thus, our method preserves
generality and can be used independent of dataset characteristics and a
concrete instantiation of a k-center clustering algorithm.

Property 1: The variance, which is at the core of the objective function of k-
center clustering algorithms (cf. Equation 2.1 for k-Means) is monotonically
decreasing per each clustering iteration. This property becomes obvious
when regarding the steps “change centroids” and “improve clustering” from
the generic procedure of k-center clustering algorithms (cf. Section 2.3.2).
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In the latter step, the entities from the dataset x ∈ X are assigned to the
closest centroid c ∈ C. Subsequently, in the “change centroids” step, the
centroids are moved to the center of each cluster, hence minimizing the
intra-cluster variance. Putting both effects together, the variance decreases
per clustering iteration and eventually finds a (local) minimum, i. e., the al-
gorithm converges. Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze discuss the monotonic
decrease for k-Means in more detail [MRS08], which can be analogously
transferred to other k-center clustering algorithms.

Since the variance is monotonically decreasing, we derive that the quality
of the clustering is becoming better in each clustering iteration according
to the underlying objective function. Hence, we can formulate the gain
in quality as changes of the variance between two subsequent clustering
iterations. To this end, we focus on the quotient σi of the variance between
two subsequent iterations i, i. e., σi = φi−1(C)/φi(C). Finally, k-center
clustering algorithms converge as soon as φi−1(C) = φi(C), hence σi = 1,
i. e., the variance cannot be reduced any further. As σi typically becomes
smaller per iteration and since we do not make any further assumptions
on the dataset X and its variance in order to preserve generality, we can
conclude that σi ∈ [1;∞].

Property 2: Similarly to the meta-learning method, we also draw on a
qualitative demand q ∈ [0; 1] of the approximated clustering result. This
qualitative demand q can be specified by an analyst, where the choice of q
has impact on the clustering result. Hence, q can be selected based on the
underlying goal of the analyst: If the analyst is interested in a very accurate
clustering result, q should be set larger than for exploratory purposes, where
already potentially moderate results can lead to valuable insights.
In contrast to the meta-learning method, we avoid time-consuming pre-

vious executions of the clustering algorithm in an offline step in order to
create a meta-learner in form of a regression function. Yet, the question
remains how to combine the qualitative demand q ∈ [0;1] of the approx-
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imated clustering result with σi ∈ [1;∞]. We aim to combine q with σi

on-the-fly during the execution of a k-center clustering algorithm in order
to achieve a generic qualitative approximation of clustering results.

Putting both properties together, we can formalize our method as follows:
Perform the clustering algorithm as usual, yet apply our convergence crite-
rion. To this end, σi (and therefore the variance of the clustering result after
each clustering iteration i) has to be calculated first. Subsequently, check
for convergence and stop the algorithm when Inequality 5.4 is satisfied.

1− q ≥ σi − 1 (5.4)

Inequality 5.4 denotes that the qualitative demand q should be greater
or equal than σi between two subsequent iterations. Remember, that σi

typically becomes smaller per clustering iteration and converges to 1, as soon
as no changes in the clustering results of two subsequent clustering iterations
appear. Thus, as these clustering results become more similar, σi is slightly
higher than 1, i. e., σi − 1 < 1 in these cases. The other aspect considers
the qualitative demand q ∈ [0;1], where higher values indicate a higher
qualitative demand. Assuming a qualitative demand of 90 %, i. e., q = 0.9,
then the left-hand side of the given inequality would become 1− 0.9= 0.1.
Therefore, σi − 1 should change less than 0.1 between two subsequent
clustering iterations, denoting a quality of 90 %.

Contrary to existing methods for clustering approximations, Inequality 5.4
provides a generic relationship between the qualitative demand and when to
stop the algorithm. Hence, no fixed number of iterations or other convergence
criteria need to be defined, which are complex to understand for analysts, or
based on a time-consuming offline step for meta-learning (cf. Section 5.1).

5.2.2 GQA: Algorithm

Algorithm 5 outlines how the proposed method can be incorporated in the
generic procedure of k-center clustering algorithms. Changes in contrast to
regular procedure of k-center clustering algorithms are depicted underlined.
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Algorithm 5: Procedure of k-center clustering algorithms with GQA.
Input: X - dataset, k - number of clusters, q - qualitative demand
Output: K - a combination (◦) between X and the assigned centroid

for each entity
/* initialize centroids */

1 C← initialize a set of k centroids;
2 i← 0;
3 repeat

/* improve clustering */
4 for ∀x ∈ X do
5 K← {x ◦ c}, where c denotes the closest centroid to x

according to an objective function;
6 end
7 φi(C)← 0;

/* change centroids */
8 for ∀c ∈ C do
9 c,φ(c)← new c and its corresponding variance according to

an objective function, where {x ◦ c} ∈K;
10 φi(C)← φi(C) +φ(c);
11 end
12 if i > 0 then
13 σi ← φi−1(C)/φi(C);
14 φi−1(C)← φi(C);
15 i← i + 1;
16 until i > 1 and 1− q ≥ σi − 1; // check for convergence
17 return K;

The sole additional input to the k-center clustering algorithm is the quali-
tative demand q, which is typically defined by analysts. As the variance φ(c)
for each single cluster is calculated in line 9, the overall variance for the
current clustering iteration φi(C) is solely the sum of these individual values.
Subsequently, σi is calculated in line 13, if a previous clustering iteration
was already performed. It is necessary to check this state, since GQA draws
on the change of variances between two subsequent clustering iterations of a
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k-center clustering algorithm. After σi is calculated, the variance is adjusted
properly for the next iteration, i. e., the variance of the previous iteration is
set as the variance of the current iteration. Finally, the convergence criterion
is set according to Inequality 5.4 in line 16. Note, that this convergence
criterion can only be met after at least 2 iterations are performed, since σi

draws on the variance of two subsequent iterations. Hence, we introduce
the additional check for i > 1 in line 16.

Since the variance decreases and finally converges to 1 (cf. Property 1), the
given convergence criterion is always met after a certain clustering iteration,
i. e., there are no cases where an infinite loop may occur in Algorithm 5.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the proposed GQA method is also

agnostic to the initialization step. That is, several initialization methods can
be used in line 1 of Algorithm 5, such as Delta Initialization for example.

5.2.3 Complexity Analysis

For the purpose of the analysis of our method, we focus on k-Means as
instantiation of a k-center clustering algorithm. Note, that the analysis of
other k-center clustering algorithms leads to similar effects, since they also
minimize their notion of variance throughout several clustering iterations.
The runtime complexity of k-Means as proposed by Lloyd [Llo82] is

O(kndω) [MRS08], where ω denotes the number of iterations performed.
Due to its appealing runtime behaviour in practice, k-Means is commonly
used for analyzing voluminous datasets. Hence, the goal of our method is to
keep additional calculations as cheap as possible. Since n and d are given
for a certain dataset and k is set as a (promising) parameter for a k-center
clustering algorithm, our method aims to reduce the number of clustering
iterations ω until the algorithm terminates.
As already mentioned, the computations required by our method are

underlined in Algorithm 5. The computations rely on (a) allocations of
variables (lines 7, 10, 13 and 14), (b) comparisons (lines 12 and 16), as well
as (c) arithmetic operations (lines 10, 13, 16). Allocations and comparisons
can be performed in O(1). For the arithmetic operations, we reuse by-
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products of the k-center clustering algorithm, such as the variance. These
values are used throughout several clustering iterations with simple additions
(line 10), divisions (line 13), or subtractions (line 16). Therefore, the
runtime complexity for the arithmetic operations is also O(1).

Concluding, the additional runtime complexity of our method within the
procedure of k-center clustering algorithms isO(1), since it reuses previously
calculated values and solely performs allocations, comparisons, and simple
arithmetic operations. Hence, our method keeps the pleasing runtime com-
plexity of a k-center clustering algorithm and does not rely on a significant
runtime overhead for its calculations.

5.3 Comparative Evaluation

In our comparative evaluation, we investigate the benefits of both approx-
imation methods for exploratory clustering analyses. Since both methods
are agnostic regarding the initializaton step, we compare MTL and GQA
regarding different commonly used initialization methods. Moreover, we use
synthetic datasets in order to preserve generality regarding the effects of the
evaluation. To this end, we focus on the resulting quality of the clustering
results as well as on the runtime until a result is available. Furthermore, we
also conduct experiments on real-world datasets in order to assess possible
effects in real-world scenarios. Throughout the experiments, we compare
both approximation methods and a regular execution of a k-center clustering
algorithm, i. e., with default values for terminating the clustering algorithm.
We firstly present the experimental setup that we use throughout the

evaluation, before presenting possible runtime savings. Finally, we address
the quality of the approximated clustering results.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

Hardware and Software
We conducted all of our experiments on a distributed Apache Spark cluster.
This cluster consists of one master node and six worker nodes. The master
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Dataset n d c

I - III 10,000 10 {10; 50; 100}
IV - VI 10,000 50 {10; 50; 100}
VII - IX 10,000 100 {10; 50; 100}
X - XII 100,000 10 {10; 50; 100}

XIII - XV 100,000 50 {10; 50; 100}
XVI - XVIII 100,000 100 {10; 50; 100}
XIX - XXI 1,000,000 10 {10; 50; 100}

XXII - XXIV 1,000,000 50 {10; 50; 100}
XXV - XXVII 1,000,000 100 {10; 50; 100}

Table 5.4: 27 Datasets used for the evaluation [FBS20; FTS21].

node has a 12-core CPU with 2.10 GHz each and 192 GB RAM. Each worker
has a 12-core CPU with 2.10 GHz each and 160 GB RAM. Each node in this
cluster operates on Ubuntu 18.04. We installed OpenJDK 8u191, Scala
2.11.12, Apache Hadoop 3.2.0 as well as Apache Spark 2.4.0.

Synthetic Datasets
For our evaluation, we reuse our synthetic dataset generator from Sec-
tion 4.3 in order to perform a systematic evaluation with controlled dataset
characteristics. The used datasets and their characteristics are shown in
Table 5.4. Note, that we set z = 0, i. e., no noise is added to these datasets,
i. e., the effects on pure Gaussian datasets are investigated.

Real-world Datasets
We also perform a comprehensive evaluation on several real-world datasets.
We use the same datasets as for the evaluation of MTL (cf. Section 5.1.3),
which originate from the UCI machine learning library and are commonly
used to benchmark algorithms. Table 5.2 summarizes the characteristics of
these datasets. Note, that not all of them have class labels, i. e., the number
of classes is unknown for some datasets.
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Implementation
We base our implementation on Apache Spark and use k-Means as instantia-
tion of a k-center clustering algorithm. On default, the Spark implementation
uses k-Means∥ [BMV+12] for the initialization step, performs at most 20
clustering iterations or terminates, as soon as the centroids change less than
epsilon= 1× 10−4 in the Euclidean space within two subsequent clustering
iterations. Note, that the values for epsilon as well as the maximum number
of iterations for terminating the clustering algorithm appear to be arbitrarily
chosen by the developers and not based on scientific works or the like. For
our evaluation, we implemented several methods to terminate k-Means.

The baseline (BASE) for our evaluation is the Spark implementation with
the default value for epsilon and no threshold for the number of clustering
iterations, since we want to explicitly highlight the differences in quality
when performing k-Means until convergence.

For the meta-learning method (MTL) from Section 5.1, training a well-
performing regression function r is itself an optimization problem. However,
for synthetic datasets, we have followed a pragmatic method similarly to the
evaluation in Section 5.1.3: For the training of the regression function, we
used datasets from Table 5.4 where d = 50. We clustered these datasets with
k in 11 equidistant values in [2; 2c] and let each clustering run until Spark’s
convergence criterion regarding epsilon is met. We performed 3 runs per
value of k. For each clustering iteration, we measured the SSE (= variance
for k-Means) as well as the SEP between the centroids, since we achieved
the best results with the SEP metric (cf. Section 5.1.3.2). Subsequently, we
trained a second-degree polynomial regression between the change rate θi

of the SEP in contrast to the relative error of the SSE regarding the current
iteration and the final iteration. The whole process, which is performed in
the offline step, took 11.17 hours. Regarding the real-world datasets, we
use the same regression function as in Section 5.1.3 for the SEP clustering
validity measure. The meta-learning process on those real-world datasets
required several days, which emphasizes the high runtime for the offline
step of MTL.
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Furthermore, we implemented the generic qualitative approximation
method (GQA) as described in Section 5.2.
For MTL and GQA, we set the respective qualitative demands to 90 %

and 99 % in order to achieve valuable results. Hence, we compare Spark’s
implementation to MTL-90, MTL-99, GQA-90 and GQA-99.
In addition, we evaluated our methods regarding different initialization

methods: For synthetic datasets, we used random initialization and initializa-
tion via k-Means∥ to investigate the differences regarding the initialization
step of k-Means. For real-world datasets, we solely use k-Means∥ for the
initialization. We run k-Means with k = c for each dataset, where c is known.
For each method, we performed three runs and present median values.

5.3.2 Runtime Evaluation

Figure 5.5 summarizes the results with random initialization and Figure 5.6
addresses the results with the initialization via k-Means∥. While both of
them show the results on synthetic datasets, Figure 5.7 unveils the results
for k-Means∥ initialization on real-world datasets.
On the one hand, speedups can be achieved for all synthetic datasets

when using random initialization in contrast to k-Means∥. Since random
initialization does not provide theoretical guarantees about the quality of the
initial centroids, typically more clustering iterations are necessary than for
k-Means∥. Hence, MTL and GQA lead to remarkable speedups for random
initialization of up to 190.3× (MTL) and 134.7× (GQA).
On the other hand, k-Means∥ initializes the centroids close to their opti-

mum position. Therefore, speedups of up to 164.6× (MTL and GQA) are
achieved, yet for fewer synthetic datasets (cf. Figure 5.6). Again, this is
expected, since this initialization selects more promising initial positions,
hence only few clustering iterations are often necessary until the clustering
algorithm converges. However, as shown in Figure 5.6, if the data volume
increases, more datasets benefit from MTL and GQA even for k-Means∥.

Regarding the results of the real-world data (cf. Figure 5.7), we make very
similar observations. For most datasets, significant speedups can be achieved.
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synthetic datasets with random initialization [FTS21].

Especially for the largest real-world dataset HAR, tremendous speedups of
up to 669.0× (MTL) and 444.7× (GQA) can be observed, which corresponds
in both cases to absolute runtime savings of more than 55 minutes for a
single execution of k-Means.
In general, MTL and GQA achieve similar speedups, yet MTL is faster in

some cases. Note, that MTL addresses the SEP, whereas GQA addresses the
SSE (= variance for k-Means) in order to approximate clustering results.
Since the SEP typically changes more significantly in the first few clustering
iterations than the SSE, we conclude that GQA requires a few additional
clustering iterations, thus leading to smaller speedups than MTL.
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synthetic datasets with initialization via k-Means∥ [FTS21].

Regarding the different qualitative demands, we observe only small de-
viations in the resulting speedups. These differences mostly occurred for
GQA. Here, the higher qualitative demand of 99 % requires more clustering
iterations and therefore leads to lower speedups.
We conclude that both methods are well-suited for rather voluminous

datasets, since clustering algorithms require more clustering iterations on
these datasets until convergence. Especially these long running executions
are addressed in particular by MTL and GQA, since both methods focus
on the clustering quality after each clustering iteration, thus tremendously
reducing the overall runtime.
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real-world datasets with initialization via k-Means∥ [FTS21].

5.3.3 Quality Evaluation

Since MTL and GQA are able to accelerate the execution of a clustering
algorithm significantly, the question remains how these approximations
affect the resulting clustering quality.
As clustering aims to provide compact and well-separated clusters, we

focus on the compactness and the separation (SEP), i. e., the distance of the
centroids. We choose the sum of squared errors (SSE) as instantiation of
the compactness, since the smaller the SSE for k-Means, the less variance
in the clusters, and thus the more compact are the clusters. For a better
comparison, we focus on the relative error δ of SSE and SEP of the clustering
results of MTL and GQA in contrast to the Spark baseline.
Figure 5.8 summarizes the results for MTL and GQA over all datasets.

Figure 5.8a depicts the results for the random initialization, whereas Fig-
ure 5.8b shows the results for initialization via k-Means∥. As both of these
figures show the results over all synthetic datasets, Figure 5.8c shows the
results when using k-Means∥ on real-world datasets. Note the different
y-axes throughout the figures.
The results unveil that the qualitative demands of 90 % and 99 % are

mostly met in average for MTL and GQA. Note, that the qualitative demand
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(a) Random initialization, synthetic datasets

(b) k-Means‖, synthetic datasets.

(c) k-Means‖, real-world datasets.
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6
Figure 5.8: Relative error δ of SSE and SEP compared to the baseline. Aver-

age values over all datasets are depicted. The smaller the values,
the more similar are the results to the baseline [FTS21].

q of GQA addresses the SSE (left part of Figure 5.8), whereas the qualitative
demand of MTL addresses the SEP (right part of Figure 5.8). A more de-
tailed investigation of the results unveiled that for all synthetic datasets, the
respective qualitative demands are always met. Regarding the real-world
datasets, MTL and GQA rarely terminated the clustering algorithm too early,
thus omitting better clustering results. It turned out, that this happened for
both methods only once for a qualitative demand of 90 % and twice for a
qualitative demand of 99 % out of 21 runs in total per qualitative demand (=
7 datasets × 3 repetitions). This observation supports the practical feasibility
of GQA, i. e., addressing the decreasing trend of σi (cf. property 1 from
Section 5.2.1) leads to high qualitative clustering results in practice.
The quality of the clustering results achieved by MTL and GQA differ

only marginally from the baseline, i. e., the regular execution of k-Means.
Furthermore, the initialization via k-Means∥ leads to more compact and
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better separated clustering results than initializing at random, since the
values for δSSE and δSEP are mostly smaller (cf. Figure 5.8a and b). Hence,
this initialization is better suited for exploratory clustering analyses, since it
allows more correct insights into clustering results.
Moreover, the results achieved by GQA are always better than the corre-

sponding pendant of MTL in terms of SSE and SEP. The reason can be found
in the additional clustering iterations that GQA performed in contrast to
MTL (cf. Section 5.3.2), which lead to better clustering results.

Summarizing the whole comparative evaluation, we can clearly state that
MTL and GQA perform similar in terms of runtime, yet GQA does not rely on
a previously conducted offline step for meta-learning. Remember, that MTL
required several executions of a k-center clustering algorithm on several
datasets, which required more than 11 hours for synthetic datasets and
several days for real-world datasets in our scenario. Furthermore, MTL and
GQA lead to compact and well-separated clustering results. However, GQA
achieves better clustering results because it typically requires a few more
clustering iterations than MTL.

We therefore conclude that both methods have their advantages in certain
scenarios: If analysts are interested in an approximation based on a certain
clustering validity measure, such as the SEP, we unveiled that the meta-
learning approximation (cf. Section 5.1) provides mostly accurate results
and leads to tremendous runtime savings. However, if analysts are interested
in ad-hoc clustering analyses without a prior meta-learning step, they should
prefer GQA, which is able to achieve similar, yet slightly lower, speedups
than MTL, however does not require a prior meta-learning step.
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5.4 Summary and Future Work

Since the repetitive execution of a clustering algorithm is at the core of
exploratory clustering analyses, we investigated in this section how we can
effectively reduce the number of clustering iterations for a single execution
of a clustering algorithm, i. e., reducing its runtime, by trading off quality to
a certain extent. We presented two methods, namely MTL and GQA.
MTL relies on meta-learning in order to learn the typical progress of

quality throughout several clustering iterations. Subsequently, this can be
formalized in a regression function and exploited for previously unseen
datasets. We showed that several clustering validity measures can be used
and that this method leads to negligible overhead in runtime.
GQA can be used for ad-hoc exploratory clustering analyses, since it

does not rely on a previous meta-learning step. This method addresses the
underlying objective function of a k-center clustering algorithm and stops
its execution as soon as subsequent clustering iterations provide only minor
benefits to the overall result. We showed that this method reuses by-products
of the clustering algorithm, which are already calculated. Hence, only very
cheap additional calculations are required, which can be performed in O(1)
as formally shown.
We evaluated both methods in comparison and unveiled that both (a)

can be used with different initialization methods, and (b) provide similar
results regarding the quality and runtime savings. That is, considerable
speedups of 669× (more than 444×) for MTL (GQA) are achieved, which
correlate to more than 55 minutes of runtime savings of a single execution
of a k-center clustering algorithm, while trading off quality to a certain
degree. Furthermore, we observed that the higher the qualitative demand,
the higher is the runtime of the k-center clustering algorithm.

We conclude that both methods are of particular interest for analysts: If a
specific clustering validity measure is of paramount interest for a clustering
result, e. g., based on past experiences, MTL can be used, yet with the cost of
an additional meta-learning step. The evaluation has shown that this approx-
imation holds in most cases and provides slightly faster results than GQA. If
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however no specific CVM is of interest and an analyst is solely interested in
a generic acceleration of the clustering algorithm in an exploration process,
GQA can be used. Since this method does not rely on meta-learning, it can
be used for a generic ad-hoc exploratory clustering analysis, yet with slightly
less runtime savings than MTL.

Future work in this area should investigate to what extent other k-center
clustering algorithms achieve similar effects as shown in our evaluation
for k-Means. Especially for MTL, it should be investigated what clustering
validity measures lead to promising results for other k-center clustering
algorithms. Furthermore, future work should address how these methods can
be incorporated into human-in-the-loop processes for exploratory clustering
analyses and what benefits can be achieved within such processes.
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LOG-Means: Efficient
Exploration in Large

Parameter Search Spaces

In the previous chapters, we provided several promising methods to accel-
erate a single execution of a k-center clustering algorithm in exploratory
settings. As these methods lead to tremendous speedups for the execution
of the clustering algorithm itself, the question remains which values for k in
a given parameter search space R should be executed in the first place for
achieving valuable clustering results within exploratory clustering analyses.
Several exploration methods have been proposed to explore valuable

clustering results for k-center clustering algorithms in previously unseen
datasets [CH74; CJ85; DB79; Dun74; HE04; PM00; Rou87; SJ03; TWH01].
These exploration methods execute a clustering algorithm with varying
values for k within a given parameter search space R, evaluate the results,
and finally provide an estimate regarding the number of clusters k in a
dataset.
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Figure 6.1: Possible search strategies A, B and C for exploration methods
for an exemplary search space R= [2;50]. C analyzes only few
selected values for k in R.

The search space R is typically defined by analysts. In the worst case,
this search space is R = [2; n − 1], where n is the number of entities in
a dataset, since clustering aims to group similar entities. With k = 1, all
entities are in the same cluster and with k = n, all entities are in their own
clusters, i. e., no purposeful grouping was performed in both cases. In order
to reduce this search space, we have to distinguish between experienced
and novice analysts: Experienced analysts may use their strong domain
knowledge and their potential long-standing expertise to reduce R to a
manageable size. In contrast, especially novice analysts typically lack in-
depth domain knowledge and thus often define larger search spaces, because
of the underlying uncertainty. Particularly when considering voluminous
datasets, where data characteristics are hard to grasp, this uncertainty
becomes even more severe.
Figure 6.1 outlines three fundamental search strategies of exploration

methods for valuable clustering results in R. Strategy A implies an exhaus-
tive search in the given search space, thus following the idea of exhaustive
exploration methods (cf. Section 2.4). For voluminous datasets, complex al-
gorithms or large search spaces, this strategy often becomes time-consuming
or even infeasible. A commonly used exploration method following this
search strategy is the elbow method [Tho53]. CVMs, which assess the
internal structure of a clustering result, such as the Calinski-Harabasz In-
dex [CH74] are often used very similarly by evaluating each result in R.
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The idea of search strategy B is to perform an ascending search in R
starting from the lowest element, until the clustering results of adjacent
values for k ∈R differ only marginally. Hence, this search strategy is used
by methods that perform a non-exhaustive search in R. Common methods
following this approach are G-Means [HE04] or X-Means [PM00]. While this
seems reasonable at the first glance, this strategy has two major drawbacks:
(1) It stops at the first point where the stop condition is met. Hence, possibly
more significant results at a later point in the search space are not considered
at all. (2) Again, many executions of the clustering algorithm may be
necessary, which can still result in long runtimes, in particular if many
executions for k ∈R are conducted due to a large search space.
Especially for large search spaces, as they are often defined by novice

analysts, these two search strategies lead to long runtimes, since in the
worst case, the clustering algorithm needs to be executed with all |R| values.
Furthermore, each single execution is costly, since for example k-Means
as concrete instantiation of a k-center clustering algorithm has a super-
polynomial worst-case runtime in the input size [AV06]. Because of excessive
executions of costly k-center clustering algorithms, existing exploration
methods are not suitable for analyzing large datasets or large search spaces.
Therefore, these existing exploration methods do not particularly address
the uncertainty of novice analysts.

The issues of strategies A and B are addressed by search strategy C. Here,
the search space is efficiently narrowed down from both sides, i. e., without
an exhaustive or ascending search in R. Hence, the clustering algorithm
is only executed for a few selected values k ∈ R in a greedy manner. To
the best of our knowledge, there is currently no exploration method for the
number of clusters in datasets following this search strategy.
A similar approach for exploring valuable results of machine learning

algorithms without an exhaustive search arose in the research area of
hyper-parameter optimization [FKH18; LJD+18; SLA12]. For supervised
learning problems, these concepts were successfully applied in the area
of AutoML [GCE+16; GSB+19] with corresponding tools, such as auto-
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sklearn [FKE+15] or Auto-WEKA [KTH+16; THHL13]. However, for clus-
tering analyses, there are solely very few works in this area [TFS21], mainly
since ground-truth labels are missing for unsupervised learning problems.
In this chapter, we propose LOG-Means, which is able to overcome the

pitfalls of existing exploration methods. Similarly to existing methods,
LOG-Means draws on individual clustering results from R, yet aims for
significantly fewer executions of a clustering algorithm until an estimation for
valuable clustering results can be made (cf. search strategy C in Figure 6.1).
LOG-Means proceeds in a greedy manner and is therefore able to provide
estimates for the number of clusters with a sublinear number of executions
of a k-center clustering algorithm regarding the search space R. Thus, it is
of particular interest for large datasets or large search spaces, as they might
be defined by novice analysts. LOG-Means addresses therefore in particular
the third research goal RG3 of this thesis (cf. Section 1.2.3), i. e., the efficient
exploration in large parameter search spaces.
The contributions of this chapter include:

• We analyze characteristics and procedures of the elbow method and
discuss its advantages and pitfalls, since this exploration method pro-
vides a crucial foundation for LOG-Means.

• We propose our new exploration method LOG-Means and discuss
its characteristics in comparison to existing exploration methods. In
particular, we illustrate how LOG-Means proceeds in a greedy manner
to efficiently estimate the number of clusters in datasets.

• We analyze LOG-Means and demonstrate that it scales sublinearly with
the search space, thus being a strong fit for large datasets and large
parameter search spaces.

• A comprehensive experimental evaluation shows that LOG-Means out-
performs existing exploration methods regarding runtime and accuracy.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the most systematic comparison,
since we address more exploration methods, larger datasets and larger
search spaces than related work.
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The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: We present the
elbow method in Section 6.1, since we derive relevant properties from
this exploration method for LOG-Means. Subsequently, we provide an
intuition of how our method works in Section 6.2, before presenting the
algorithm of LOG-Means in Section 6.3 and an in-depth analysis of it in
Section 6.4. In Section 6.5, we discuss the results of our experimental
evaluation of LOG-Means in contrast to existing exploration methods for
valuable clustering results. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 6.6.

This chapter is a revised version of a previous author publication [FBS20].

6.1 Elbow Method

The elbow method was first discussed by Thorndike [Tho53] and is a semi-
automatic, exhaustive exploration method (cf. Section 2.4.3). It comprises
four steps: (1) Execute k-Means for each k ∈R, (2) calculate the SSE for
each clustering result, (3) plot the results in a graph, and (4) select the bend
in the graph. As the first two steps are fully automated and do not differ
from existing exhaustive methods (cf. Section 2.4.1), we focus on the latter
two steps in the further discussion.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of an elbow graph, as it is created in the

third step. Here, k ∈R is depicted on the x-axis and the corresponding SSE
values are shown on the y-axis. The intuition of this graph is to visually
show after which k ∈R the reduction of the SSE becomes negligible with
an increasing value for k. This point can be seen as a “bend” in the graph,
similarly to the bend of the human’s elbow. That is why practitioners coined
the name elbow method for this exploration method. The intuition of finding
this bend is that higher values for k do not significantly reduce the SSE, i. e.,
they do not provide significant improvements. Hence, it is the task of the
analyst to select this bend in the fourth step (depicted in red in Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Elbow graph. Red circles depict possible bends that may be
selected by analysts [FBS20].

In conclusion, the elbow method consists of automated parts (steps 1-3) and
parts that require human interaction (step 4) in order to determine valuable
clustering results.
One important characteristic of the elbow method is the usage of SSE as

the clustering validity measure, since it can directly be derived from the goal
of the objective function φX (C) of the k-Means algorithm (cf. Equation 2.1).
Other existing clustering validity measures mainly focus on combinations of
compactness and separation of the clusters. Undoubtedly, these are important
characteristics of clustering results, yet they require additional computations.
Remember, that k-Means aims to reduce the variance (= sum of squared
errors) of the resulting clusters. A similar objective function can be denoted
for other k-center clustering algorithms as well. Hence, we argue that the
SSE is generally more applicable than other validity measures because it
measures how well the objective function has performed.

Furthermore, the elbow method itself can easily be used by analysts with
different expertises and domain knowledge background. Since solely the
fourth step of selecting the bend in the elbow graph is performed by the
analyst, the complexity is clearly manageable. The elbow method is also
generally applicable, since finding the bend in the graph requires no profound
technical knowledge.
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Albeit these appealing advantages of the elbow method, there are also
striking downsides. In the first place, it is an exhaustive method, i. e., it
requires an exhaustive execution and subsequent calculation of the SSE for
each k ∈R. Consequently, the overall time until an estimation can be made
is very large, in particular if R is large. Secondly, the manual part of the
elbow method must be treated with caution. Several problems arise, if for
example no clear bend can be seen or if multiple bends exist. The selection
of a bend in a graph is the personal decision of an analyst, which potentially
makes several selections possible (cf. red circles in Figure 6.2). Hence, the
estimated value for k depends on the personal and subjective decision of
an analyst. These pitfalls are also confirmed by our user study of the elbow
method (cf. Section 6.5.4.1).

6.2 Intuition

The elbow graph provides interesting properties, which can be exploited by
specialized search strategies. The intuition of LOG-Means relies in particular
on two properties of this graph. Since these properties are valid independent
of datasets and the size of search spaces, LOG-Means preserves generality
by exploiting these properties. We define these properties in addition to
properties 1 and 2 from Section 5.2.1, i. e., we continue the enumeration.

Property 3: In general, the sum of squared errors (SSE) follows a decreasing
trend with an increasing value for k. This can be shown based on the
objective function in Equation 2.1, assuming that a global optimum can be
found by the clustering algorithm. We proof this property by induction,
where the base case is |C| = |X |, i. e., we cluster with as many clusters as
entities in X . The goal of k-center clustering algorithms is to assign entities
x ∈ X to centroids c ∈ C, which are closer to ci than to any other c j with
ci ̸= c j ∈ C. Hence, for the base case of the induction, each entity x is its
own centroid c, thus having no errors regarding the objective function, i. e.,
φX (C) = 0. Proving the induction step is trivial based on Equation 2.1: We
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argue that if we remove one centroid from an arbitrary C′ with 1< |C′| ≤ |X |,
the SSE increases, since the distances between entities and their closest
centroids increase. Turning these observations the other way around, we
conclude that the SSE decreases with an increasing value for k. A more
detailed discussion, which also addresses possible local optima of the
clustering algorithm, is deferred to Section 6.4.

Property 4: The bend describes a significant change in the elbow graph.
Thorndike describes the bend as the sudden drop of the SSE between
two adjacent values for k [Tho53], yet left a clear definition for the
terms “sudden” and “drop” open. Following his statement on the visual
representation of the bend, we formalize the decrease of the SSE as
SSEratiok = SSEk−1/SSEk. This ratio can be exploited to investigate the
SSE throughoutR. Themost significant bend is denoted by max(SSEratiok).
Figure 6.3a shows the SSE ratio for all k ∈R for an exemplary search space
R. Here, the highest SSE ratio is between k = 8 and k = 9, i. e., the most
significant bend is at k = 9.

Putting both properties together, we aim to avoid an exhaustive search by
calculating the SSE ratio (cf. property 4) for areas of non-directly adjacent
values of k ∈ R. Due to the decreasing character of the elbow graph (cf.
property 3), these areas provide a meaningful insight of the SSE ratio, even
if these SSE values may suffer from local optima of the clustering algorithm.
Hence, the SSE ratio can be used to iteratively halve these areas in a greedy
manner and subsequently find the bend without an exhaustive search in R.
The general idea of LOG-Means is depicted in Figure 6.3b. Similarly to

the generic procedure of exploratory clustering analysis (cf. Figure 1.2),
LOG-Means also performs several exploration iterations i until an estimation
can be made. For each iteration, crosses show for which values k ∈ R
a clustering algorithm is executed, whereas dots indicate where the SSE
is already available from previous iterations. After each execution of the
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Figure 6.3: Relation between SSE and SSE ratios is shown. LOG-Means
iteratively halves areas with highest ratios [FBS20].
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clustering algorithm, the corresponding SSE value is calculated. Since the
SSE ratio is a relative measure between two subsequent clustering results, it
is updated whenever new adjacent SSE values for k ∈R become available.
For i = 1, k<1>

low = min(R) − 1 and k<1>
high = max(R) and the clustering

algorithm is executed for these two values. Note, that min(R) must be
reduced by one in order to keep the possibility to predict min(R) as the
value for k due to the definition of the SSE ratio. Next, the middle element
k<1>

mid halves the area between k<1>
low and k<1>

high . Subsequently, k-Means with
k = k<1>

mid is executed and the SSE ratios of adjacent values of k<1>
mid are

calculated, i. e., the ratios for (k<1>
low , k<1>

mid ) and (k<1>
mid , k<1>

high). This allows
to identify the next area with the highest SSE ratio. In Figure 6.3b, the
highest ratio is found in the area of (k<1>

low , k<1>
mid ). Hence, for i = 2, the ratios

(k<2>
low , k<2>

mid ), (k<2>
mid , k<2>

high) and (k<2>
high , k<1>

high) are calculated, where the latter
is equal to (k<1>

mid , k<1>
high) (note the different y-axes). Note, that previously

calculated ratios are kept, if they are not adjacent to k<i>
mid . Subsequently, the

same procedure is iteratively applied to the area with the highest ratio.
The search stops as soon as the low and high elements are directly adjacent.

In this area, the transition from a strong to a weak decrease of the elbow
graph is expected to be the highest (cf. property 4). We denote the value for
k with the highest SSE ratio of klow and khigh of the last iteration as kbend ,
since we expect the bend of the underlying elbow graph here.

It can be seen that no exhaustive search in the search space is conducted.
However, the idea is to approach the area of the bend from the left- and the
right-hand side of the elbow graph by following principles from logarithmic
search. To this end, the search space is efficiently narrowed down around
the highest SSE ratio and only few selected values are executed.
As the evaluation in Section 6.5 unveils, an optional additional step may

further increase the accuracy of estimates. The reason for this is that kbend

may be only a local optimum. Yet, the global optimum, i. e., max(SSERatio),
is typically within a small ϵ environment. To this end, the ϵ environment
around kbend can be optionally evaluated in an exhaustive manner. Hence,
an estimation for the number of clusters can be made in two manners: (1)
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estimate the number of clusters based on the logarithmic search idea of the
first step, or (2) optionally search for higher SSE ratios within a given ϵ
environment of kbend to further improve the quality of LOG-Means.
Note, that this general procedure of LOG-Means can also be applied to

other k-center clustering algorithms, since they also minimize their specific
notion of variance. To this end, the notion of the SSE should be replaced by
the variance as defined by the objective function φX (C) of the corresponding
k-center clustering algorithm (cf. Section 2.3.2).

6.3 LOG-Means: Algorithm

Algorithm 6 outlines the pseudo code for LOG-Means. The algorithm is
separated into 5 parts, which are explained in the following.
In the first part, key-value data structures are defined (lines 2 and 3).

These data structures keep track of already evaluated values within LOG-
Means. V stores tuples of executed values for k and the corresponding SSE
value. W stores tuples of k and the corresponding SSE ratio between k and
the left adjacent value.
In the second part, i. e., from lines 4 to 7, k-Means is executed for klow

and khigh. The clustering results are evaluated according to the SSE measure
and stored in V.
The third part ranges from lines 8 to 20 and narrows down the search

space around the estimated bend in the elbow graph. Here, the middle
element is defined, k-Means is executed, the SSE is calculated and stored in
V (lines 9-11). Subsequently, the SSE ratios are calculated in lines 12 and
13. These calculated SSE ratios are stored in W (lines 14 and 15). Since the
area with the highest SSE ratio is halved in each iteration, the corresponding
values in W are either stored or updated, if calculated previously. At the end
of each iteration, new values for klow and khigh are set in such a way that
the area between these values localize the highest SSE ratio (lines 16 and
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Algorithm 6: LOG-Means [FBS20].
Input: X - dataset, klow - minimum number of desired clusters, khigh - maximum number of

desired clusters, ϵ - number of neighbors to evaluate
Output: kest - estimated number of clusters for X

1 klow ← klow − 1;
2 V ← ;;
3 W ← ;;
4 SSElow ← SSE from k-Means with klow;
5 V ← V ∪ {(klow, SSElow)};
6 SSEhigh ← SSE from k-Means with khigh;
7 V ← V ∪ {(khigh, SSEhigh)};
8 while klow and khigh are not directly adjacent do
9 kmid ←

�

(khigh + klow)/2
�

;
10 SSEmid ← SSE from k-Means with kmid ;
11 V ← V ∪ {(kmid , SSEmid )};
12 rat iole f t ← SSElow/SSEmid ;
13 rat iori ght ← SSEmid/SSEhigh;
14 W ← store or update {(kmid , rat iole f t )};
15 W ← store or update {(khigh, rat iori ght )};
16 khigh ← k with highest ratio from W;
17 klow ← left adjacent value of khigh from V;
18 SSEhigh ← SSE for khigh from V;
19 SSElow ← SSE for klow from V;
20 end
21 if ϵ > 0 then
22 kbend ← k ∈ [klow, khigh] with highest ratio in W;
23 klow ← kbend − ⌊ϵ/2⌋;
24 khigh ← kbend + ⌊ϵ/2⌋;
25 for ∀k ∈ [klow; khigh] do
26 SSEkprev ← SSE of kprev from V;
27 if k ∈ V then
28 SSEk ← SSE for k from V;
29 else
30 SSEk ← SSE from k-Means with k;
31 V ← V ∪ {(k, SSEk)};
32 end
33 rat iok ← SSEkprev /SSEk;
34 W ← store or update {(k, rat iok)};
35 end
36 kest ← k ∈ [klow, khigh] with highest ratio in W;
37 return kest ;

17). Subsequently, the SSE values for klow and khigh are retrieved from V for
the calculation of the SSE ratios in the next iteration (lines 18 and 19). The
loop stops as soon as klow and khigh are directly adjacent.
The fourth part ranges from lines 21 to 35 and is optional, if an ϵ > 0

environment is given. To this end, the highest SSE ratio between klow and
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khigh is retrieved from W in line 22. As the bend is expected to be here,
this point is called kbend . Subsequently, the ϵ environment around kbend is
defined (lines 23 and 24). Within this ϵ environment, the SSE values are
determined for each value of k. If available in V, the corresponding SSE
is retrieved, otherwise it will be calculated and stored in V (lines 27-32).
Subsequently, the SSE ratio is calculated and stored in W (lines 33-34).

Finally, the algorithm provides an estimate in line 36 by selecting the value
for k with the highest SSE ratio in W. Note, that with ϵ = 0, this would be
the same result as when ignoring the optional fourth step from lines 21 - 35.

6.4 Analysis

For a detailed analysis of LOG-Means, we focus on the properties of the
elbow graph from above. Property 3 states that the elbow graph follows a
decreasing trend for increasing values of k ∈R. However, as k-Means is solely
a heuristic to the NP-hard k-center clustering problem, the objective function
in Equation 2.1 may comprise local optima, i. e., the centroids are not at
the globally best position. Hence, the SSE does not necessarily decrease
monotonously. Yet, it has been proven that enhanced initialization algorithms,
such as k-Means++ [AV07] or k-Means∥ [BMV+12], provide an O(log k)-
approximation to the optimal clustering result w.r.t. the error (SSE) from
the objective function in Equation 2.1 independent of dataset characteristics.
Similar observations can be made for other k-center clustering algorithms
regarding their initialization step. Thus, when focusing on the SSE as result of
the objective function, we preserve generality and assume a similar behavior
for other k-center algorithms as well due to their common procedure when
minimizing their objective function. Despite these local optima, the SSE ratio
(property 4) still provides crucial insights into how the elbow graph changes
between two values for k ∈R. The O(log k)-approximation becomes more
noticeable the closer the values for k ∈R are evaluated.
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For far-distant values for k, the approximation error has only slight impact
on the SSE ratio, thus predicting large areas with high SSE ratios mostly
correct. Hence, LOG-Means can efficiently narrow down large search spaces
around areas with high SSE ratios.
For closer distant values for k, especially for direct neighbors of k ∈ R,

the SSE and therefore the SSE ratio can be more strongly influenced by
local optima of the clustering algorithm. This can be seen for example in
Figure 6.3a at k = 5, where the SSE does not tend to decrease between two
subsequent values for k, before it decreases rather strong at k = 6. Since
LOG-Means keeps all areas and compares them in each iteration regarding
their SSE ratio, we argue that using these “false” elbows for an estimation
is rather unlikely. Yet, since the areas become smaller in each iteration,
LOG-Means becomes most sensitive towards the O(log k)-approximation in
the last iteration, resulting solely in a minor deviation from the optimum
number of clusters. We argue and show in the evaluation in the next section
that with the O(log k)-approximation of state-of-the-art approaches of
k-Means, LOG-Means is able to provide reasonable accurate estimates,
yet no perfect estimates in every scenario. By analyzing an optional ϵ
environment around the expected bend, the effect of the local optima of the
clustering algorithm can be further reduced (cf. Section 6.5.5).

Complexity Analysis
Exploration methods typically proceed in three steps (cf. Section 2.4): (1)
Identifying which parameter to consider next, i. e., defining the settings for
the clustering task, (2) executing k-Means with the determined parameter,
and subsequently (3) evaluating the result. As already discussed, existing
exploration methods typically perform an ascending or even worse an ex-
haustive search in the search spaceR (cf. Figure 6.1). Hence, the complexity
of existing exploration methods lies in O(|R|). Furthermore, the evaluation
step can be costly due to a complex metric, which may lead to an even worse
complexity class. Hence, these strategies require a huge overall runtime until
an estimation can be made. Especially for large search spaces or complex
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algorithms that are repeatedly executed on potentially large datasets, these
problems become even more severe, making these exploration methods
infeasible in a reasonable time frame.

On the contrary, LOG-Means promises a better runtime complexity regard-
ing the search space R. To analyze this complexity, we focus on LOG-Means
with ϵ = 0 and address the above-mentioned three steps.

(1) Identifying which parameter to execute next can be done inO(1)when
exploiting matching data structures. In Algorithm 6, these observations apply
to lines 16 and 17, where the highest SSE ratio is identified. The middle
element in this area is calculated in line 9, which can also be done in O(1),
since it is only an arithmetical division.
(2) Executing k-Means. Due to the principle of logarithmic search, only

O(log|R|) executions of the clustering algorithm are required. However, as
we do not eliminate areas with lower SSE ratios, LOG-Means could proceed
with logarithmic search in eliminated and non-eliminated areas within each
iteration. That is, O(log|R|+ log|R|) =O(2∗ log|R|) executions of k-Means
are performed at highest, which can be reduced to O(log|R|) again.

(3) Evaluating a single clustering result via the SSE metric can be done in
linear time for a single clustering result with k = |C| clusters because the SSE
depends linearly on the number of clusters in the dataset (cf. Equation 2.1),
i. e., the complexity lies in O(k). However, since solely O(log|R|) clustering
results are evaluated, the complexity of evaluating the results also lies in
O(log|R|).

Concluding, the overall complexity of LOG-Means isO(1+log|R|+log|R|),
which can be reduced to O(log|R|).

6.5 Evaluation

The purpose of our comprehensive evaluation is to systematically compare
LOG-Means with existing methods to estimate the number of clusters in
datasets. As they are divided into exhaustive and non-exhaustive exploration
methods (cf. Section 2.4), we compare LOG-Means to commonly used
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methods of both categories. The two main questions for this evaluation are:
(1) How is the runtime behavior of LOG-Means compared to other exploration
methods? (2) How is the quality of the estimates provided by LOG-Means
compared to those of other exploration methods? We also conducted a user
study to evaluate the semi-automatic elbow method because we exploit its
properties for LOG-Means.
This section is structured as follows: Firstly, we discuss the experimen-

tal setup in Section 6.5.1. Secondly, Section 6.5.2 deals with the runtime
behavior across various exploration methods. Thirdly, we present in Sec-
tion 6.5.3 the accuracy of these methods. Fourthly, based on the results of
our user study, we compare LOG-Means to the elbow method in more detail
in Section 6.5.4. Fifthly, we discuss in Section 6.5.5 the impact of different
ϵ environments for LOG-Means. Finally, while all previous results focus
on synthetic datasets, we also present in Section 6.5.6 results on several
real-world datasets from various domains.

6.5.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we present the hardware and software setup for our
experiments. Furthermore, we detail the characteristics of the datasets that
we used throughout the evaluation, before we discuss the implementation
and details of the experiments. Finally, we explain the details of the user
study that we conducted to evaluate the performance of the elbow method.

Hardware and Software
We conducted all of our experiments on the same distributed Apache Spark
cluster as in the evaluation of MTL and GQA (cf. Section 5.3.1).

Synthetic Datasets
Existing work on methods to estimate the number of clusters in datasets
focuses on rather small datasets [CH74; CJ85; DB79; Dun74; PM00; Rou87;
SJ03; TWH01]. They rely on synthetic datasets with different numbers of
entities (up to 36,000), dimensions (up to 10), and clusters in the dataset
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(up to 150, however for small datasets). Furthermore, the distribution of
the used datasets varies: some use a Gaussian distribution for each cluster,
others create a 2-dimensional dataset and create clusters manually by placing
entities close to each other.
For our evaluation of LOG-Means, we conduct a comprehensive com-

parison across many existing exploration methods that considers more
voluminous datasets and is more systematic with respect to varying
dataset characteristics. For this purpose, we use the synthetic datasets
from the evaluation of the previous chapter (cf. Section 5.3.1). Table 5.4
depicts the characteristics of the 27 synthetic datasets used for the evaluation.

Real-World Datasets
In addition to the synthetic datasets, we also used 5 real-world classification
datasets mostly from the UCI machine learning library1, which are regularly
used to benchmark new algorithms. In order to use these datasets for clus-
tering, we removed any non-numeric and symbolic values, IDs, timestamps,
class labels and empty values. Table 6.1 summarizes the datasets’ character-
istics after these modifications. Note, that these datasets exhibit similar or
even larger characteristics as the synthetic datasets regarding n and d.

Abbr. Dataset n d c

A Avila 10,430 10 12
B Dataset for Sensorless Drive Diagnosis 58,509 48 11
C MNIST 60,000 784 10
D KDD Cup 1999 Data 4,898,431 34 23
E KITSUNE 21,017,597 115 10

Table 6.1: Real-world datasets and their characteristics, with n as #entities,
d as #dimensions, and c as #classes [FBS20].

Implementation
Besides LOG-Means, we implemented several exploration methods on
Apache Spark. This includes very commonly used exhaustive and non-

1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
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Abbr. Name Parameters Characteristic

ELM Elbow Method [Tho53] exhaustive,
semi-automatic

AIC Akaike Information Criterion [Aka74]

exhaustive,
automatic

BIC Bayesian Information Criterion [Sch78]
CHI Calinski-Harabasz Index [CH74]
CJI Coggins-Jain Index [CJ85]
DBI Davies-Bouldin Index [DB79]
DUI Dunn Index [Dun74]
JUM Jump Method [SJ03] Y = r/2
SIL Silhouette coefficient [Rou87]

GAP Gap Statistic [TWH01] b = 5 non-exhaustive,
ascending,
automatic

GME G-Means [HE04] α= 0.0001
XAI X-Means (AIC) [PM00]
XBI X-Means (BIC) [PM00]

LOG LOG-Means [FBS20] ϵ = 0
non-exhaustive,
logarithmic,
automatic

Table 6.2: Overview of exploration methods for the evaluation [FBS20].

exhaustive exploration methods. Table 6.2 summarizes the 14 methods that
we used throughout the evaluation. The table also shows the abbreviations
that we use for referring to these methods in the discussion of the experi-
mental results. Since some exploration methods draw on parameters, we
used recommendations provided by the authors of the respective exploration
method, where available. The names of the parameters cling to the definition
of the corresponding authors and can be found in Table 6.2. For BIC and X-
Means, we used an existing implementation1. Since multiple scoring criteria
can be used for X-Means, we used the Akaike Information Criterion (XAI)
and the Bayesian Information Criterion (XBI) separately. For the Silhouette

1https://git.io/Je1sm
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coefficient, we used Spark’s variation of it1. Regarding LOG-Means, we set
ϵ = 0, i. e., only logarithmic search is performed. However, we discuss the
effects of various ϵ environments in Section 6.5.5.
For each run of k-Means, we used the default Apache Spark implemen-

tation. That is, we used k-Means∥ [BMV+12] for the initialization due to
its proven O(log k)-approximation and performed at most 20 iterations.
Further improvements of the clustering algorithm for exploration methods,
such as Delta Initialization (cf. Chapter 4) or approximations of clustering
results (cf. Chapter 5) are out of scope for this evaluation. If an exploration
method failed to provide an estimation within a predefined time budget
of 30 minutes, we stopped the execution and mark the corresponding esti-
mation as failed. Hence, this time budget solely includes the runtime for
identifying which parameter to execute and to evaluate the clustering result,
and not the runtime for the repetitive execution of k-Means. We stopped
these long running estimations, since analysts are typically interested in fast
estimates. Furthermore, we performed each run three times and present
median values in the results.

Regarding the search space, we conducted two different experiments. For
each experiment, we will present the runtime measurements as well as the
accuracy results.

Experiment 1: The goal of this experiment is to simulate rather strong
domain knowledge of the analyst. Based on this domain knowledge, the
analyst can drastically reduce the search space. We simulate this by setting
the search space R to [2; 2c] for all exploration methods, where c denotes
the actual number of clusters in a dataset. In total, we performed more than
1,100 runs (= 27 datasets × 14 exploration methods × 3 repetitions).

Experiment 2: Here, we simulate less prior knowledge of the analyst,
as it is typical for novice analysts. The goal is to demonstrate the
benefits of LOG-Means for rather inexperienced analysts, who have

1https://git.io/JfnPa
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only little domain knowledge and can therefore limit the search space
only very vaguely. Therefore, we set the search space R to [2;10c] and
perform solely LOG-Means with ϵ = 0. Furthermore, we keep the time
budget for the exploration method (without k-Means executions) to
30 minutes. In total, 81 runs (= 27 datasets × 1 exploration method,
i. e., LOG-Means × 3 repetitions) are performed. The results for experi-
ment 2 are marked with an asterisk (LOG*) in the presentation of the results.

User Study on the Elbow Method
As described in Section 6.1, the elbow method, as a semi-automatic ex-
ploration method, consists of two parts: an automatic part and a manual
part. We conducted the automatic part of the elbow method and presented
the elbow graph to participants of a user study. Since we performed each
exploration method three times, we also performed the automatic steps 3
times. Subsequently, we presented 81 graphs (27 synthetic datasets × 3
repetitions) to the participants. Their task was to select the most significant
bend in the elbow graph. We captured the selected bend and measured
the time until the selection was completed. If the participants did not see
a significant bend, they could skip and proceed with the next elbow graph.
The graphs appeared in a random order for each participant. For this user
study, we had 15 participants, which mostly had a background in computer
science. As their task was simply to select a bend in the elbow graph, we
considered also non-technical participants as suitable for this user study.

6.5.2 Runtime

Figure 6.4 shows the runtime for each exploration method over all synthetic
datasets. Figure 6.4a shows the overall runtime until an estimation was
made. This includes the necessary executions of k-Means. The runtime of
the core steps of the exploration method is presented in Figure 6.4b. This
comprises solely the runtime for evaluating the clustering result for a specific
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(b) Runtime of the exploration method only
(without k-Means runtimes).
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9
Figure 6.4: Runtime of successful estimations across all synthetic datasets.

Median runtimes are depicted in box plots. Note the different
logarithmic y-axes. Percentages in a) depict the relative amount
of failed estimates within the given time budget. The dashed
line depicts the separation of exhaustive exploration methods
(left) and non-exhaustive exploration methods (right) [FBS20].
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parameter value as well as the runtime for determining the next parameter
value to be used for executing k-Means. Details of both steps depend on the
respective exploration method (cf. Section 2.4).
For the elbow method ELM, we included the median runtimes over all

participants of the user study. Regarding the estimation runtime of ELM
in Figure 6.4b, we aggregate the runtime of the calculation of the SSE as
well as the selection of the bend via the participants and present the median
values. We make the following five observations:

1) Exhaustive exploration methods require in general more runtime until
an estimation can be made than non-exhaustive exploration methods (cf.
Figure 6.4a). The median runtime of exhaustive methods ranges from
254 seconds (BIC, without failed estimations) to 544 seconds (DUI). On
the other hand, non-exhaustive exploration methods range from 26 seconds
(LOG) to 307 seconds (GME). These runtime savings were expected, since
non-exhaustive exploration methods do not necessarily perform k-Means for
each k ∈R.

2) Regarding the runtime of the core steps of an exploration method, we
make a similar observation. The general trend is that exhaustive exploration
methods require a longer runtime than non-exhaustive methods. However,
the differences are not as drastic as for the first observation. That is, for
exhaustive methods, the runtime of the exploration method itself ranges
from 20 seconds (ELM) to 245 seconds (DBI). Non-exhaustive methods
are faster, i. e., they range from 2 seconds (LOG) to 57 seconds (GME).
The reason is that non-exhaustive methods do not need to evaluate each
clustering result in the search space. Yet, they can draw on more complex
evaluation metrics or employ complex strategies on how to select the next
value for k ∈R, which can be time-consuming. Note, that the runtime of
the core steps for LOG-Means can be further reduced: That is, if the SSE
would be already calculated in the “change centroids” steps of the clustering
algorithm as shown in Algorithm 5, the core steps of LOG-Means would only
require simple arithmetical calculations for the calculation of the SSE ratio,
which can be computed even faster.
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Figure 6.5: Overall runtime until an estimation was made on selected syn-
thetic datasets with varying values for n, d and c [FBS20].

3) The relative amount of failed estimations due to the given time budget
is depicted at the top of Figure 6.4a. These numbers clearly show that
only exhaustive exploration methods were regularly not able provide an
estimation within the given budget. Especially AIC (63 %), BIC (63 %),
CJI (44 %), DBI (70 %) and JUM (44 %) provide a high number of failed
estimations. The reason for this is that these methods draw on complex
evaluation metrics, which require long runtimes. However, non-exhaustive
methods were able to provide an estimate within the given time frame for all
datasets, because they did not evaluate every single element in the search
space. Figure 6.5 details this observation. This figure shows the overall
runtime until an estimation was made for several dataset characteristics.
It can be seen that for more entities n and larger search spaces (due to
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the higher number of clusters c in the dataset), an increasing number of
exhaustive exploration methods fail to provide an estimate in the given time
frame. Especially for the largest dataset XXVII in Figure 6.5l, only 7 out of
14 methods are able to provide an estimate within the given time frame.

4) In median, our new exploration method LOG-Means is the fastest
method regarding the overall runtime (cf. Figure 6.4a) as well as for the run-
time of the core steps of the exploration method (cf. Figure 6.4b). Regarding
the latter, LOG-Means benefits from the SSE that can be calculated very fast.
Furthermore, the computational overhead of the method itself with 2 sec-
onds in median is negligible compared to the overhead of other exploration
methods (cf. Figure 6.4b). However, for specific datasets, LOG-Means is not
the fastest method with respect to the overall runtime. Figure 6.5 shows that
for a few datasets, such as for example datasets III, IX, XXI, and XXVII, other
exploration methods were faster. For these datasets, either the X-Means
variants XAI and XBI or GAP achieved faster estimates. However, as the later
evaluation of the accuracy of the methods will reveal, the faster estimates
of XAI, XBI and GAP are very inaccurate. Therefore, concrete statements of
possible speedups have to be considered very detailed. A thorough inves-
tigation unveiled that for specific datasets, LOG-Means is able to achieve
speedups between 0.04× and almost 170×. Note, that for speedups less
than 1×, the above-mentioned non-exhaustive exploration methods achieve
faster estimates than LOG-Means, yet these estimates are very imprecise.
Compared with the slowest exploration method, which however achieves
accurate estimates, LOG-Means achieves speedups of almost 170×, which
corresponds to more than 7 hours of runtime savings.

5) Comparing the results of LOG-Means from experiment 1 and experiment
2, we observe that the runtime roughly triples (see results for LOG and LOG*
in Figure 6.4), whereas the search space is increased by a factor of 5. This
emphasizes the benefits of the logarithmic complexity of LOG-Means. Hence,
we conclude that LOG-Means can also be employed in large search spaces,
such as they might be defined by novice analysts.
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6.5.3 Accuracy

Since we created synthetic datasets, the actual number of clusters c for
each dataset is known. For our evaluation, we exploit this and define the
accuracy as relative error shown in Equation 6.1, where kest denotes the
estimation provided by the respective exploration method, i. e., the closer to
0, the more accurate are the estimations. This notion of the relative error
allows us to identify to what extent certain exploration methods tend to
under- or overestimate the number of clusters. Note, that δk solely addresses
successful estimations, i. e., estimations within the given time budget.

δk = (kest − c)/c ∗ 100 (6.1)

Figure 6.6 summarizes the results across all investigated exploration meth-
ods and synthetic datasets. It is evident that some exploration methods
regularly fail to provide an estimate within the given time frame. These
methods are AIC, BIC, CJI, DBI and JUM. While some of them were able to
provide actually reasonable estimates in the given time frame for a small
search space, these methods fail for higher search spaces. Hence, we argue
that these methods are not feasible for large search spaces.
Other methods lead to imprecise results, such as GAP, GME or both X-

Means variants. The gap statistic tends to underestimate the number of
clusters in datasets. Since its authors did not provide details about the choice
of the parameter b, other values for b may lead to better results. However,
this solely transfers the problem of finding well-performing parameters of
k-center clustering algorithms to finding parameters for the exploration
method instead. G-Means (GME) on the other hand tends to overestimate
the number of clusters. The reason is that it repeatedly searches for Gaussian
distributions and stops if all clusters follow a Gaussian distribution or a
specified upper-bound is met. For the investigated datasets, GME regularly
hits the upper-bound for high-dimensional datasets, i. e., where d = 50 and
d = 100. For datasets with d = 10, GME provides accurate estimates. Both X-
Means variants XAI and XBI regularly provide a valuable estimate. However,
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the accuracy of exploration methods. δ̄k shows
the average relative error across all synthetic datasets [FBS20].
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for some datasets, the estimation was very imprecise. For these datasets
X-Means performed an ascending search and stopped at the first element
kest = 2, i. e., splitting into more clusters did not improve the AIC or BIC
scoring criterion, respectively. Hence, X-Means was the fastest exploration
method for these datasets (cf. Figure 6.5), but at the same time suffers from
an imprecise estimation for them.
The remaining exploration methods provide acceptable estimations re-

garding their accuracy. Figure 6.6n shows that the estimates of LOG-Means
are very accurate and only exhibit minor deviations. The highest deviation
is δk = −8 %, which is still significantly lower than the deviation for other
exploration methods (up to 100 % for GME, XAI and XBI). Very similar obser-
vations are made for the results of experiment 2 in Figure 6.6o. It should be
highlighted that, similarly to the elbow method (ELM), LOG-Means provides
accurate estimates independent of data characteristics. The reason for this
can be found in the similarity of these methods, since both rely on the SSE.
This measure provides appealing characteristics, such that it remains reliable
regardless of the data volume and the search space.

Figure 6.6 also depicts the average relative error δ̄k across all datasets for
the investigated exploration methods. Solely CHI, SIL and LOG achieve an
average relative error below 2 %, hence provide very accurate estimates in
general. However, as shown in Figure 6.4, the runtimes of CHI and SIL are
significantly higher than for LOG. Interestingly, δ̄k for LOG* is also below
2 %. Hence, LOG-Means is able to provide very accurate estimates even for
large search spaces as they might be defined by novice analysts.

6.5.4 Comparison with the Elbow Method

Since LOG-Means exploits the advantages of the elbow method, we compare
both methods in this section. Figure 6.7 depicts their typical behavior. We
focus on a single dataset, however the results for the other datasets are very
similar. The values for the SSE are shown in black and the corresponding
runtimes for k-Means are depicted in green. Figure 6.7a shows the results for
ELM, where k-Means is executed for all values of k and the SSE is calculated
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between the elbow method (ELM) and LOG-Means

(LOG) regarding k-Means executions [FBS20].

for each of the clustering results. As the measurements show, the runtime of
k-Means increases with growing values for k. This is the typical behavior as
the larger k is, the more distance calculations are necessary. The consequence
for ELM is that large parts of the overall runtime are caused by executions of
k-Means after the bend at k ≈ 100, where the SSE barely changes, i. e., no
crucial additional information is gained. However, these executions are very
costly in terms of the overall runtime. Even before the bend, some executions
can be saved, since the gradient is decreasing very strongly and does not
tend to flatten.
As Figure 6.7b clearly demonstrates, LOG-Means proceeds much more

efficiently and tremendously narrows down the search space around the
bend. This way, many executions of the clustering algorithm can be saved,
which is in particular true for the most expensive executions of k-Means, i. e.,
those with large values for k. Despite these runtime savings, the accuracy of
the estimation is not affected in a negative way by this search strategy, as
the experimental results in Figure 6.6n clearly show.

6.5.4.1 Results of the User Study

As the analyst has to select the bend in the elbow graph (cf. Section 6.1),
the time until such a selection is made is also of paramount interest for this
exploration method. Figure 6.8a shows the time the participants of the user
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Figure 6.8: Results of the user study of the elbow method [FBS20].

study needed until a decision was made for all synthetic datasets. These
results show that the median time to select the bend is around 2 seconds.
Here, it is of particular interest that data characteristics apparently have no
impact on this time. We assume that the reason for this can be found in the
simplicity of the elbow graph: As the SSE denotes the variance of the resulting
clusters, it appears that the elbow graph is a reasonable representation and
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allows to easily select the estimated number of clusters independent of the
dataset characteristics. However, in contrast to the overwhelming runtime of
the repeated execution of the clustering algorithm (cf. ELM in Figure 6.4),
the time to select the bend with 2 seconds is rather negligible.

Figure 6.8b shows the variance of δk for each dataset for the elbowmethod.
The deviations are rather small, as they are below 15 %. Strong deviations
appear for a few datasets, e. g., II, III, XI, XIX and XXI. The sole similarity
between these datasets is the low dimensionality of d = 10 and the rather
high number of actual clusters in the dataset. Our observation of the elbow
graphs reveals that they flatten slowly without a clearly significant bend.
Hence, we assume that the participants were insecure about their decision,
which makes their selection not as accurate as for the other elbow graphs
with clearly significant bends.

Figure 6.8c outlines the failed estimations within the user study. We
marked an estimation as failed if the participant could not find a bend in
the elbow graph. Most of the time a selection could be made, but with an
increasing number of clusters in the dataset (and therefore an increasing
search space in our experiments), the participants more frequently could not
provide an estimate. This observation can be seen for example when regard-
ing datasets I-III. Here, the data characteristics remain unchanged, except for
the number of clusters. Remember, that we set the search space in relation to
the actual number of clusters in a dataset, i. e., R= [2; 2c]. Hence, the more
clusters a dataset has, the larger the search space. The results imply that for
a larger number of clusters or a larger search space, participants struggle to
provide a clear estimate. We assume that the problem mainly arose due to
the larger search space. Here, the participants required more time, because
more possible choices for the bend were available. Furthermore, only for
few datasets (cf. datasets II, III, XI, XII, XXI), the participants could not
find a bend in the graph more regularly than for the others. Interestingly,
these observations correlate with a longer time until a decision was made
(cf. Figure 6.8a), as well as with a lower accuracy of successful estimates (cf.
Figure 6.8b).
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Concluding the observations of the user study of the elbow method, we
unveiled three main problems: (1) As an exhaustive exploration method,
the elbow method requires a huge overall runtime until an estimation can
be made. The main reason can be found in the repetitive executions of
k-Means, especially for large values of k. The time until a decision was
made by an analyst requires approximately 2 seconds, which is negligible
in contrast to the huge overall runtime of this exploration method. (2) For
datasets, where the corresponding elbow graph did not provide a clearly
significant bend or the search space was large, the participants struggled
with an estimation. If, however, an estimation was made for these datasets,
the estimations across all participants differ. Especially for dataset XXI in
Figure 6.8b δk lies between -14 % and 8 %, which is a remarkable difference
in the estimations. (3) For some datasets, the participants were not able
to provide an estimate in up to 40 % of all cases (cf. Figure 6.8c). This
correlates with the observation of the datasets from problem (2).

6.5.4.2 Benefits of LOG-Means

LOG-Means is able to overcome the aforementioned problems. As shown in
Figure 6.7, LOG-Means executes the clustering algorithm only for few values
k ∈R. Hence, tremendous runtime savings can be achieved in contrast to
existing exploration methods due to fewer executions of k-Means.

Furthermore, as LOG-Means is an automatic method, it requires no human
interaction. To this end, two promising advantages can be achieved: The first
advantage is that LOG-Means provides an objective estimate in contrast to the
elbow method. Due to the formal definition of LOG-Means (cf. Section 6.3),
it proceeds in a clear sequence of steps. On the other hand, the elbowmethod
suffers from the perception and the subjectivity of the analyst, which can
lead to inaccurate estimates, when for example the elbow graph provides
multiple bends or no clear bend at all.

The estimates of LOG-Means reflect a high SSE ratio, i. e., a change from a
strong to a weak decrease of the SSE. Hence, it provides accurate estimates
even for datasets with an ambiguous elbow graph. That is, LOG-Means
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Figure 6.9: Results for different ϵ environments. Left: Relative error δ̄k.

Right: Overall runtime until an estimation was made. Median
values over all 27 synthetic datasets are depicted [FBS20].

achieved accurate results in terms of δk for datasets II (-4 %), III (0 %), and
XXI (-2 %), whereas the participants of the user study struggled to provide
accurate estimates.

6.5.5 Analysis of ϵ Environments

As LOG-Means with ϵ = 0, i. e., without an ϵ environment, already provides
very accurate results with a relative error below 2 % (cf. Figure 6.6n), there
is only little space for improvement. Yet, we repeated experiment 1, where
R = [2; 2c], with two additional ϵ environments. With ϵ > 0, LOG-Means
firstly proceeds with the logarithmic search in R until the low and the high
elements are directly adjacent. At this point, the bend of the elbow graph is
expected to be. Next, an exhaustive search in the ϵ environment is conducted.
These neighbors are considered when searching for the highest SSE ratio (cf.
Section 6.3). We selected these ϵ environments as relative proportions of the
size of the search space R. That is, if R= [2; 100], then |R|= 99. Hence, if
we set ϵ = 5 %, then ⌊0.05× 99⌋= ⌊4.95⌋= 4 additional elements next to the
expected bend are executed. In our experiments, we set ϵ to 5 % and 10 %
respectively. As the results in Figure 6.9 show, the average relative error δ̄k
can be indeed further reduced, yet with the trade-off of a higher runtime.
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To this end, LOG-Means is able to provide estimates with an average relative
error of δ̄k = −0.26 % for ϵ = 10 % and is therefore the most accurate
exploration method in our experiments (cf. Section 6.5.3). Compared with
the results in Figure 6.6, LOG-Means achieves between 2.88× (compared to
SIL) and more than 329× (compared to GAP) more accurate results than
existing exploration methods regarding δ̄k.

The reason for more accurate estimates with ϵ environments is that with
ϵ = 0, the area where the bend is expected to be can be efficiently narrowed
down. Yet, there might be higher SSE ratios in a ϵ near-by area, which can
only be found when focusing on this area in detail. When analyzing this
ϵ environment, we observe a rise of the overall runtime. That is, with an
increasing ϵ environment, k-Means is executed multiple times with varying
values for k until the ϵ environment is analyzed completely. Hence, the
median overall runtime until an estimation can be made by LOG-Means
with ϵ = 10 % rises to 52 seconds. However, this is still faster than existing
exhaustive and non-exhaustive exploration methods (cf. Figure 6.4). Thus
LOG-Means is of particular importance for novice analysts.

Note, that the question remains how to choose a promising value for ϵ. A
thorough analysis of our results unveiled that even more accurate estimates
can be achieved by analyzing the ϵ environment for elbow graphs with several
bends, i. e., high values for the SSE ratio, in a nearby location. This can be
traced back to theO(log k)-approximation of the clustering algorithm falling
into a local optimum, thus resulting in several bends for closer distant values
for k ∈R (cf. Section 6.4). Hence, increasing ϵ can reduce the effect of these
local optima on the SSE ratios, thus providing more accurate estimates. Yet,
prior to execution, it is typically unclear whether the clustering algorithm
provides a local optimum. Furthermore, the choice of ϵ also depends on
the underlying goals of the analyst: If the analyst is interested in rather fast
and sufficiently accurate estimates, which are still more accurate than most
estimates from existing exploration methods (cf. Section 6.5.3), setting ϵ = 0

is a good choice. On the other hand, if the analyst wants even more accurate
estimates, increasing ϵ a little may increase the accuracy by reducing the
effect of local optima of the clustering algorithm around the bend, yet with
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Method δk (%) Runtime (s)
A B C D E A B C D E

AIC 58 100 -50 52 - 70 115 981 1,667 -
BIC -8 100 -50 52 - 68 114 977 1,660 -
CHI -50 18 -50 52 100 32 51 401 310 1,626
CJI 100 -45 90 -52 -50 38 63 559 660 2,214
DBI 58 27 - - - 167 306 - - -
DUI 50 -45 90 -9 -50 31 49 386 292 1,557
JUM -50 -55 -50 -52 -50 38 64 562 674 2,303
SIL -42 -45 -20 -52 -50 32 52 412 380 1,766
GAP -33 -45 - -39 - 28 60 - 571 -
GME 100 100 100 100 100 26 54 101 221 616
XAI 100 100 -50 100 100 43 51 49 226 1,460
XBI 100 100 -50 100 100 95 46 50 282 1,462
LOG 0 -9 -40 0 -25 7 13 115 75 538

Table 6.3: Median values of relative error δk (left) and overall runtime
(right) over 3 runs. Bold values indicate best results per dataset,
“-” indicates an exceedance of the time budget [FBS20].

the cost of a higher runtime. Hence, we argue that there is no “best” ϵ for
all scenarios, since we regard ϵ as a parameter on a continuum trading off
runtime with even more accuracy, which depends on the analysts’ goals.

6.5.6 Evaluation on Real-World data

While all previous experiments were performed on synthetic datasets, we
also investigated the effects of LOG-Means on real-world datasets. For this
evaluation, we use datasets from Table 6.1 and set R = [0.5c; 2c], since
we assume prior knowledge, i. e., that the datasets comprise multi-class
problems instead of binary classification problems. Furthermore, due to its
apparent superiority over existing exploration methods, we set ϵ = 0, i. e.,
only apply the logarithmic search alike part of LOG-Means.
Table 6.3 unveils the results for all exploration methods on real-world

datasets A-E. The left-hand side of the table shows the relative error in terms
of δk, whereas the overall runtime until an estimation was made is shown
on the right-hand side.
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The results clearly show that LOG-Means is in most of the cases the fastest
and the most accurate method. Solely for dataset C, LOG-Means was the
second most accurate method. Furthermore, the more accurate method
for this dataset required a multiple of runtime compared to LOG-Means.
Also, LOG-Means was in almost all cases the fastest exploration method.
For dataset C, GME and both X-Means variants XAI and XBI were faster, yet
heavily over- and underestimated the number of clusters.

Concluding, our experiments unveil that LOG-Means is also able to achieve
accurate and fast estimates on real-world datasets as well, thus regularly
outperforming existing exploration methods for the number of clusters.

6.6 Summary and Future Work

Several k-center clustering algorithms require a definition of their parameters
prior to execution. This is a tremendous pitfall for novice analysts, since they
usually have to define large parameter search spaces because of their lack
of in-depth domain knowledge. Existing exploration methods for valuable
clustering results require an excessive execution of a clustering algorithm
(cf. Section 2.4), which makes them unacceptable for large datasets or large
search spaces regarding the overall runtime until they provide an estimation.

In this chapter, we presented LOG-Means, which is based on formal prop-
erties of elbow graphs and scales in sublinear time regarding the parameter
search space due to its greedy logarithmic procedure. Thus, it is a strong fit
for analyzing large datasets and large search spaces. In our comprehensive
evaluation, we compared LOG-Means with 13 commonly used exploration
methods on large datasets and large search spaces. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the most systematic comparison of exploration methods as of
today. The results unveil that LOG-Means significantly outperforms existing
exploration methods in terms of runtime and accuracy. That is, LOG-Means
provides speedups of almost 170× (correlating to more than 7 hours) in
contrast to other exploration methods, while it is more than 329× more
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accurate than existing exploration methods in certain cases. Furthermore,
we showed that LOG-Means provides accurate estimates even in very large
search spaces and is therefore of paramount interest for novice analysts.

Currently, LOG-Means automatically decides in a greedy manner through-
out several iterations about the next parameters, which should be used to
execute k-Means. Future work could address to what extent user interaction
with an analyst could be incorporated, resulting in a human-in-the-loop
exploratory clustering analysis. Such a process could potentially lead to
more valuable results in an even shorter period of time, since LOG-Means can
benefit from the analyst’s domain knowledge and perception of the results
throughout several iterations.
In addition, it should be investigated if concepts of LOG-Means can con-

tribute to the research area of AutoML for clustering analyses. To this end,
it should be investigated if the greedy logarithmic search procedure of LOG-
Means can be exploited by certain hyperparameter optimization techniques,
which are at the core of AutoML tools.
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Evaluation in Exploratory
Clustering Analyses

In previous chapters, we presented our novel methods for enhanced ex-
ploratory clustering analyses. Delta Initialization (cf. Chapter 4) and the
two methods MTL and GQA (cf. Chapter 5) aim to reduce the runtime of the
clustering algorithm, whereas LOG-Means (cf. Chapter 6) is able to efficiently
explore large parameter search spaces. We unveiled for these methods that
tremendous runtime savings are possible, while achieving (a) comparable or
even better clustering results in terms of compactness or separation (Delta
Initialization, MTL, and GQA), or (b) very accurate estimates for the number
of clusters in a dataset (LOG-Means).
Prior related work in this area either focuses on the aspects of (a), i. e.,

acceleration of k-center clustering algorithms, or (b), i. e., proposing novel
exploration methods, yet completely neglect the effects they have on each
other. Therefore, drawing conclusions of exploration methods using improve-
ments of k-Means as an instantiation of a k-center clustering algorithm is an
open challenge as of today.
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In this chapter, we investigate the interdependency of our proposed meth-
ods. We systematically analyze to what extent combinations of the previously
presentedmethods, i. e., (i) Delta Initialization, MTL, GQA in order to acceler-
ate the execution of k-center clustering algorithms on large datasets, as well
as (ii) LOG-Means in order to explore large search spaces efficiently, among
existing automated exploration methods, lead to enhanced exploratory clus-
tering analyses. Thus, we especially address RG4 (cf. Section 1.2.4).
Our contributions in this chapter include the following:

• We investigate runtime savings of combinations of our proposed meth-
ods within exploratory clustering analyses.

• We unveil how these methods affect the quality of automated explo-
ration methods regarding the achieved clustering result.

• We analyze benefits for exploratory clustering analyses on large param-
eter search spaces and large datasets. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first systematic evaluation addressing both aspects in detail.

We intentionally neglect the promising benefits of the ASAP-DM framework,
which can automatically select a well-performing AP. We solely use Apache
Spark in this evaluation to make the results comparable, i. e., without the
effects of varying analytic platforms. Note, that ASAP-DM may lead to even
more speedups for exploratory clustering analyses, as shown in Section 3.6.3.
This chapter is structured as follows: We discuss the experimental setup

in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, we investigate the runtime benefits of the
proposed methods. We analyze how our methods influence the quality of
the exploration in Section 7.3. We verify these results on several real-world
datasets from various domains in Section 7.4. In Section 7.5, we perform an
in-depth analysis of the results on a large parameter search space and a
large dataset in order to unveil benefits for exploratory clustering analyses
for both aspects. Finally, we conclude this evaluation in Section 7.6.

Some details of this evaluation are presented in previous author publica-
tions [FBS20; FTS20].
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7.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we present the experimental setup. Since the setups of the
experiments in the previous chapters differ, we conduct in this chapter a sys-
tematic evaluation on the same setup to make the overall results comparable.

Hardware and Software
We conducted all of our experiments on the same distributed Apache Spark
cluster as in the evaluation of MTL and GQA (cf. Section 5.3.1) and as in the
evaluation of LOG-Means (cf. Section 6.5.1).

Datasets
In this evaluation, we use synthetic and real-world datasets from our prior
evaluations. In total, 32 datasets were used throughout this evaluation,
which are described in the following.

Table 5.4 summarizes the 27 synthetic datasets for this evaluation, which
we also used for the evaluations of the qualitative approximations of clus-
tering results and LOG-Means (cf. Section 5.3.1 and Section 6.5.1). These
datasets differ in the number of entities n, the number of dimensions d and
the number of clusters c. Especially the largest dataset with n= 1, 000,000

entities, d = 100 features, and c = 100 clusters (cf. dataset XXVII in Ta-
ble 5.4) can be used to gain interesting insights for exploratory clustering
analyses on voluminous datasets.

Table 6.1 shows the characteristics of the used 5 real-world datasets. These
datasets are publicly available, and they are commonly used to benchmark
new algorithms.
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Exploration Methods
We implemented 13 exploration methods for valuable clustering results
on Apache Spark, comprising 12 existing exploration methods as well as
our novel exploration method LOG-Means. For this purpose, we use the
same exploration methods from our prior evaluation for LOG-Means (cf.
Section 6.5.1). Table 6.2 summarizes the used exploration methods as
well as the abbreviations that we use for referring to these methods in the
discussion of the experimental results. Note, that we did not use the elbow
method ELM, since this is a semi-automatic method and the purpose of
this evaluation is to compare fully automated exploration methods. Note
however, that the used methods to perform k-Means can indeed be used
within the elbow method.

The remaining details regarding the used exploration methods are the
same as for the evaluation of LOG-Means: We use the same parameters
for exploration methods, if required. For LOG-Means, we set ϵ = 0, i. e.,
solely the logarithmic search alike procedure is performed due to its
superb performance (cf. Section 6.5.5). Throughout our experiments,
we use k-Means as instantiation of a k-center clustering algorithm. For
synthetic datasets, we set the parameter search space for the number of
clusters to R = [2;2c], where c denotes the actual number of clusters in
a certain dataset. For real-world datasets, we set the parameter search
space to R = [0.5c; 2c] analogue to the evaluation of LOG-Means (cf.
Section 6.5.6). We stopped the execution of an exploration method and
mark the corresponding estimation as failed if it does not provide an
estimate within 30 minutes, yet without the runtime for performing k-Means.

k-Means Methods
As shown in Figure 1.2, exploration methods repeatedly execute a k-center
clustering algorithm. For each of such an execution, we can employ our
previously presented methods Delta Initialization, MTL or GQA at the ini-
tialization step or at the convergence step, respectively. This enables us to
investigate the benefits for several exploration methods. In the following,
we present the k-Means methods, which are used in this evaluation.
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• BASE: The baseline for our evaluation is the default Apache Spark
implementation of k-Means, which uses k-Means∥ [BMV+12] for the
initialization and performs at most 20 clustering iterations. Further-
more, this implementation stops the clustering algorithm, as soon as
the centroids between two subsequent clustering iterations change
below epsilon = 1 × 10−4 in the Euclidean space. Note, that these
values seem to be arbitrarily chosen by the developers and do not base
on scientific works or the like.
This k-Means method is the foundation of the others, i. e., the pro-
posed methods in this thesis build on top of BASE, yet use another
implementation for the initialization or the convergence.

• DELTA: Here, we use the proposed Delta Initialization method for a
subsequent initialization of a k-center clustering algorithm in an ex-
ploration process (cf. Chapter 4). That is, we use k-Means∥ for the first
initialization and Delta Initialization for all subsequent initializations.
For exhaustive exploration methods, we set ∆k = 1, i. e., solely one
centroid is added to a previous clustering result. For non-exhaustive
exploration methods, our implementation uses the infimum value for
k, which was already analyzed in previous exploration iterations and
calculates ∆k appropriately. That is, if for example k-Means with
k ∈ {5; 14;23;42; 69} was already executed and the non-exhaustive
exploration method will perform the clustering algorithm with k =
37 next, then the corresponding infimum of the previously analyzed
parameter values is k = 23, thus ∆k = 37− 23= 14.
Note, that Delta Initialization can only be used for exploration methods
where the underlying dataset does not change in subsequent explo-
ration iterations. Since X-Means splits in each exploration iteration
the clusters into multiple, more fine-grained clusters, we therefore
neglect this exploration method for Delta Initialization. For G-Means,
we apply Delta Initialization solely for the refinement step, i. e., when
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k-Means is calculated on the whole dataset (cf. Section 2.4.2). Here,
we set the previously used value for k to refine the overall clustering
result as infimum.

• MTL-90 & MTL-99: These methods focus on the meta-learning
method for a qualitative approximation of clustering results as a con-
vergence criterion (cf. Section 5.1). We reuse the meta-learner, which
was created in the offline step of the experiments in Section 5.3. Note,
that this meta-learner was created on some datasets that we also use
for this evaluation. In the online step, i. e., during this evaluation, we
set the qualitative demands to 90 % and 99 %, as we assume that these
are reasonable accurate quality requirements for clustering results.

• GQA-90 & GQA-99: These k-Means methods implement the generic
qualitative approximation as presented in Section 5.2 as a convergence
criterion. This method aims to measure the quality of two subsequent
clustering iterations based on the objective function of the k-center clus-
tering algorithm without a previously conducted meta-learning step.
Again, we set the qualitative demand to 90 % and 99 %, respectively.

• DELTA+GQA-90 & DELTA+GQA-99: Here, we combine Delta Initial-
ization with the generic qualitative approximation of clustering results.
Note, that this is a combination of the previously explained k-Means
methods, where Delta Initialization addresses the initialization step
and GQA addresses the convergence step of k-Means.

In total, we used 32 datasets, 13 exploration methods, 8 k-Means methods
and repeated each experiment 3 times. This results in almost 10,000 runs,
which required in total almost 100 full days. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the most systematic comparison of exploration methods in combination
with several k-Means methods as of today. For a concise presentation of
the results, we focus on median values out of these above-mentioned 3
repetitions to avoid outliers.
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Figure 7.1: Median overall runtime until an estimation is made in seconds
over all synthetic datasets is presented per box plot. DELTA
cannot be used within X-Means (XAI, XBI), since the used dataset
changes per exploration iteration for X-Means.
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7.2 Runtime Evaluation

Figure 7.1 summarizes the runtime results of our evaluation on synthetic
datasets. For presentation purposes, we limit the y-axis to 3,600 seconds
(60 minutes), since most exploration methods provide estimates within this
time frame. We show the corresponding value of the cut-off whiskers on top
of the figures.
Figures 7.1a-h show the results for the exhaustive methods, whereas

Figures 7.1i-m unveil the runtime results for non-exhaustive exploration
methods. The percentage of the failed estimations due to the given time
budget is depicted at top of each subfigure. Note, that this reflects the
failed estimations for BASE. For the remaining k-Means methods, we solely
investigated those datasets, where BASE was able to provide an estimate
within the given time budget to make the results comparable. We make the
following four observations:

1) In general, all exploration methods benefit from our methods in terms
of runtime. While Delta Initialization led in most cases to rather smaller
runtime savings, both MTL and GQA achieved stronger runtime savings.
This is expected, since the goal of MTL and GQA is to reduce the number
of clustering iterations, where in each clustering iteration several distance
calculations are performed. Hence, especially on more voluminous datasets,
this leads to more significant runtime savings. Note, that the increased
qualitative demand for MTL and GQA leads to slightly higher runtimes in
most cases, as more clustering iterations have to be performed.
DELTA+GQA achieved the most tremendous runtime savings for most

exploration methods. This is expected, since DELTA re-uses previous cluster-
ing results and provides therefore a faster initialization (cf. Section 4.3.2),
whereas GQA leads to less clustering iterations (cf. Section 5.3.2). Hence, es-
pecially for exhaustive exploration methods (Figures 7.1 a-h), DELTA+GQA
was in most cases the fastest k-Means method. The sole exception to this
rule is AIC and BIC, where Delta Initialization without GQA led to the fastest
results. However, as our later evaluation unveils, the results of these methods
are quite inaccurate.
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For non-exhaustive exploration methods (Figures 7.1 i-m), the results must
be considered in a more differentiated manner. Remember, that methods in
Figures 7.1i-l perform an ascending search in the underlying search space R
and stop as soon as subsequent clustering results differ only marginally. For
GAP, we observe a rise of the runtime for all k-Means methods compared
to BASE. As the later evaluation unveils, these longer runtimes however
lead to more precise estimates. For GME, XAI and XBI, the runtime savings
are rather smaller, since they split the clusters into smaller clusters in each
exploration iteration. Hence, the clustered data becomes smaller in each
exploration iteration, i. e., there are less possibilities for improving each
clustering step.

For LOG, k-Means methods with Delta Initialization lead to rather longer
runtimes. Since ∆k is rather large for the underlying logarithmic search
alike procedure of LOG, we argue that adding the missing ∆k centroids
to the infimum of already performed clustering results is not a promising
approach for this exploration method. However, reducing the number of
clustering iterations via MTL and GQA lead to promising runtime savings
compared to BASE.
2) For exhaustive exploration methods, the percentage of failed estima-

tions correlates to potential runtime savings. For CHI and DUI (cf. Fig-
ures 7.1c and f), solely 4 % and respectively 0 % of all estimations failed,
i. e., almost all estimations were successful within the given time budget.
For the remaining exploration methods, failed estimations mostly appeared
on datasets with a high number of entities or on high-dimensional datasets,
i. e., those are per se not feasible for an automated exploration process on
voluminous datasets. Some exploration methods, such as AIC, BIC, or DBI
require a long runtime, hence only a few explorations were successful at all.
For CHI and DUI, BASE requires in median the longest overall runtime,

because these methods were able to explore voluminous datasets as well, i. e.,
only very few estimations failed. Regarding the k-Means methods for these
two exploration methods, it is clear that the proposed k-Means methods lead
to significant runtime savings for each execution of a clustering algorithm.
We argue that for the remaining exploration methods, the actual runtime
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improvement for each k-Means method would also be significant as shown
in the previous chapters, if we did not limit the runtime for the exploration
method to 30 minutes.
3) LOG-Means (LOG) tremendously outperforms existing exploration

methods for exploratory clustering analyses (cf. Figure 7.1m). Even for
BASE as k-Means method, LOG leads to faster results than all other explo-
ration methods combined with our proposed k-Means methods. As already
discussed, using Delta Initialization for LOG-Means leads to longer runtimes
due to the underlying search strategy of LOG-Means, i. e., reusing previous
clustering results for LOG is not beneficial. However, both MTL and GQA are
able to further reduce the runtime of LOG-Means even more. That is, the
runtime is almost halved by these k-Means methods to a median runtime
of solely 15 to 16 seconds. In addition, LOG also exhibits lower variances
regarding the runtime compared to the remaining exploration methods, as
the box plots clearly show.

4) In order to quantify the benefits of the proposed methods of this thesis,
we compare the state-of-the-art with the methods proposed in this thesis. To
this end, we define the state-of-the-art as all existing exploration methods
(cf. Figure 7.1a-l) with BASE as k-Means method. We compare this baseline
with LOG-Means as exploration method (cf. Figure 7.1m) and the different
k-Means methods. A detailed investigation unveiled that the combination of
LOG-Means and the k-Means methods achieves speedups between 0.12×
and more than 654× for specific datasets. The highest absolute runtime
savings in our experiments are almost 7.5 hours. Again, note that speedups
less than 1× only happened, when comparing LOG-Means with existing non-
exhaustive exploration methods, which however achieved very imprecise
estimates.

These results emphasize that especially the combination of (i) novel explo-
ration methods, which reduce the number of exploration iterations, and (ii)
novel k-Means methods, which reduce the number of clustering iterations
lead to significant runtime savings compared to state-of-the-art methods for
exploratory clustering analyses.
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Figure 7.2: Accuracy over all synthetic datasets. The average relative error
δ̄k over all datasets is shown per box plot (denoted with ⋄).
DELTA cannot be used within X-Means (XAI, XBI), since the used
dataset changes per exploration iteration for X-Means.
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7.3 Quality Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the quality of the estimates. We firstly focus on
the accuracy of the exploration methods, i. e., investigate whether they are
able to predict the number of clusters correctly. Secondly, we analyze the
quality of the clustering results achieved by each k-Means method.

7.3.1 Accuracy of Exploration Methods

Since we use synthetic datasets for our evaluation, the actual number of
clusters c for each dataset is known. Hence, we exploit this and define
the accuracy as relative error δk as in Equation 6.1 for the evaluation for
LOG-Means in Section 6.5.3. The closer this relative error is to zero, the
more accurate is the estimation. Furthermore, δ̄k denotes the averaged
relative error over all datasets. Figure 7.2 summarizes the results regarding
the accuracy. Again, note that Figures 7.2a-h show the accuracy for exhaus-
tive exploration methods, whereas Figures 7.2i-m focus on non-exhaustive
exploration methods. We make the following four observations:
1) All exploration methods mostly benefit from our proposed k-Means

methods, since the accuracy of the estimates typically increases. For most
exploration methods, the averaged relative error is minimized to δ̄k < 1 %,
i. e., very accurate estimates are achieved when using the proposed k-Means
methods. This observation becomes obvious when regarding for example
DUI with different k-Means methods in Figure 7.2f. Here, δ̄k = −3.81 % for
BASE can be reduced to δ̄k = −0.11 % for DELTA+GQA-99. There are two
reasons for these gains in accuracy, which can be derived from observations
of the previous evaluations of our methods:

Firstly, as we have shown in Chapter 4, Delta Initialization leads to better
clustering results. The resulting clusters are similar compact, yet better
separated compared to performing the initialization from scratch in each
exploration iteration (cf. Section 4.3.3). Depending on the exploration
method and its metric for the evaluation, this can lead to more accurate
results regarding the estimated number of clusters.
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Secondly, as we have shown in Chapter 5, MTL and GQA reduce the number
of clustering iterations, i. e., they perform a regularization. Regularization is
often used for supervised learning algorithms. The goal of regularization is to
avoid overfitting of a model to the data, while keeping the underlying model
simple at the same time1 [BNS05; SSB18]. Similar to that, the achieved
clustering results of MTL and GQA are slightly less precise regarding the
compactness or the separation (cf. Section 5.3.3), yet the corresponding
exploration methods achieve more accurate estimates.
A possible reason for the increase in accuracy when using regularization

via MTL and GQA can be found in the used initialization for k-Means. For
BASE, MTL and GQA, we use k-Means∥ for the initialization, which is known
to achieve anO(log k)-approximation to the final clustering result regarding
the objective function [AV07; BMV+12]. However, k-Means∥ was first
proposed in 2012 and its predecessor k-Means++, which also achieves an
O(log k)-approximation, in 2007. On the other hand, the latest exploration
method GME was proposed in 2004 (except for LOG-Means). Hence, we
argue that the corresponding authors of existing exploration methods could
not investigate the effects of very accurate clustering results, which are
achieved by an elaborated initialization via k-Means∥ or k-Means++. Yet,
as our results unveil, using MTL and GQA as regularization can lower the
runtime (cf. Section 7.2) and at the same time increase the accuracy of
exploration methods.
2) Putting the effects of Delta Initialization and GQA together, we

mostly observe the most accurate estimates for all exploration methods
(cf. DELTA+GQA-90 and DELTA+GQA-99 in Figure 7.2). Here, the explo-
ration benefits from a better initialization via Delta Initialization and a
regularization from GQA. Furthermore, the increased qualitative demand
of 99 % from DELTA+GQA-99 mostly leads to even more precise estimates
than the qualitative demand of 90 % from DELTA+GQA-90. Hence, Delta
Initialization and GQA are a strong fit for exploratory clustering analyses.

1Regularization techniques often refer to “Occam’s razor”, which is a well-known principle
formulated by William of Occam in 1320. This principle, which is also called “law of parsimony”,
states that a simple solution should be preferred over a complex solution for a certain problem.
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3) The non-exhaustive exploration methods GME, XAI, and XBI mostly
benefit little from our proposed k-Means methods. Remember, that for
GME, we can apply Delta Initialization as well as MTL and GQA when
refining the overall clustering result, whereas for both X-Means variants
XAI and XBI, we can solely apply MTL and GQA, since X-Means does not
refine the overall clustering result. However, as both approaches proceed
in a hierarchical manner by clustering smaller subsets of the data in each
exploration iteration, we observe only small improvements of the overall
accuracy. This is especially true for X-Means, since we cannot use Delta
Initialization to achieve better clustering results in subsequent executions of
the clustering algorithm. However, since we can use Delta Initialization as
well as GQA in some steps of GME, we achieve better clustering results and
thus more accurate estimates as for BASE.
4) Regarding LOG-Means (LOG), we observe very similar results when

using MTL or GQA, as the average relative error δ̄k remains very similar.
However, using Delta Initialization leads to worse estimates, since ∆k is very
large due to the underlying greedy logarithmic search strategy. Hence, Delta
Initialization unfolds its potential when using rather small values for ∆k,
which is especially true for exhaustive exploration methods.

7.3.2 Quality of Clustering Results

For the evaluation of the clustering results for each k-Means method, we
analyze the results for k = c, i. e., we focus on the clustering results where
we cluster each dataset with the actual number of clusters c. To this end, we
focus on the internal structure of the clustering results in terms of compact-
ness (SSE) and separation (SEP). To this end, we exploit the SSE Quotient
(cf. Equation 4.3) as well as the SEP Quotient (cf. Equation 4.4) as de-
fined in Section 4.3.3. These two quotients set the SSE and SEP of each
k-Means method in relation to BASE, where a value greater than 1 denotes
an improvement and vice versa.
Figure 7.3 summarizes the results. The results unveil that the quality

of the clustering results achieved by each k-Means method remains mostly
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Figure 7.3: SSE Quotient and SEP Quotient over all 27 datasets for all k-
Means methods in contrast to BASE (dashed line), where k = c.
Values greater than 1 indicate an improvement over BASE and
vice versa. Median values are shown per box plot. Note the
different y-axes.

similar to the baseline. While there are severe improvements in specific cases
for the SSE, i. e., an SSE Quotient of more than 3, the SEP Quotient exhibits
only very minor changes, which are smaller than 0.98 and 1.02.

Furthermore, we observe the highest improvement of the SSE inmedian for
DELTA+GQA with an SSE Quotient of 1.70 and 1.88, respectively, while the
separation is in median equal to BASE. Hence, the clustering results achieved
by DELTA+GQA are in median superior to the results achieved by BASE. As
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our later evaluation unveils, the regularization effect of DELTA+GQA allows
to find more compact and similarly separated clusters with k = c, i. e., when
the model fits the data well (cf. Section 7.5.3).

7.4 Evaluation on Real-World Data

In this section, we briefly summarize the observations regarding the runtime
and the accuracy of the estimates on real-world datasets. In general, we
make similar observations as previously on synthetic datasets, i. e., similar
effects can be achieved on real-world datasets, too.

7.4.1 Runtime

Figure 7.4 summarizes the runtime of exploration methods with the used
k-Means methods on real-world datasets. It can be seen, that the effects
of exploration methods and k-Means methods between the synthetic and
the real-world datasets are comparable. Note, that the runtimes and the
number of failed estimations on real-world datasets are smaller than on
synthetic datasets, since the absolute size of the parameter search space |R|
is smaller for real-world datasets than for synthetic datasets. Remember, that
we set R relative to the actual number of clusters or classes c in a dataset (cf.
Section 7.1). Since c is smaller for the used real-world datasets (cf. Table 6.1)
in contrast to the synthetic datasets (cf. Table 5.4), |R| is smaller.
Exhaustive exploration methods (cf. Figures 7.4a-h) exhibit longer run-

times than non-exhaustive methods (cf. Figures 7.4i-m). However, using the
proposed k-Means methods can reduce the runtimes of exhaustive and non-
exhaustive methods significantly. Again, DELTA+GQA achieves the fastest
results in most cases. The runtimes of non-exhaustive exploration methods
are mostly comparable among each other. LOG-Means outperforms most
exploration methods, except GAP with BASE, which achieves the lowest
runtime with 15 seconds in median, yet with an moderate accuracy as we
will discuss later. Furthermore, using LOG-Means with MTL or GQA can
again halve the runtime in comparison with BASE.
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Figure 7.4: Median overall runtime until an estimation is made in seconds
over all real-world datasets is presented per box plot. DELTA
cannot be used within X-Means (XAI, XBI), since the used dataset
changes per exploration iteration for X-Means.
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7.4.2 Accuracy

Figure 7.5 unveils the accuracy of the estimates across all exploration meth-
ods and k-Means methods on real-world datasets. We can clearly state that
the estimates are less accurate than on synthetic datasets (cf. Figure 7.2).
The reason for this observation is that real-world datasets have different
characteristics than the used synthetic datasets. Remember, that each cluster
in the synthetic datasets follows a Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, there
is no noise in the used synthetic datasets. In contrast to that, the used real-
world datasets originate from various domains. Hence, they typically do not
follow a Gaussian distribution per class. Moreover, as it is very prevalent in
real-world scenarios, there might be noise in the data, which often impedes
to achieve valuable clustering results.
Exhaustive exploration methods (cf. Figures 7.5a-h) typically achieve

more accurate estimates than non-exhaustive methods (cf. Figures 7.5i-
m), since they investigate each value for k ∈ R. However, as shown in
Section 7.4.1, they require a multiple of the runtime in comparison to non-
exhaustive exploration methods. Again, DELTA+GQA typically achieves the
most accurate estimates across all exploration methods.
LOG-Means with BASE achieves accurate estimates with δ̄k = −11.72 %,

thus outperforming existing non-exhaustive exploration methods. Even
LOG with GQA, which has very short runtimes (cf. Figure 7.4m), achieves
more accurate estimates than most non-exhaustive exploration methods in
combination with the proposed k-Means methods. This emphasizes again
that LOG-Means is often superior to other exploration methods in terms of
accuracy. Interestingly, LOG-Means with DELTA+GQA-90 achieves evenmore
accurate estimates with δ̄k = 6.44 %, whereas DELTA+GQA-99 achieves
rather imprecise estimates with δ̄k = −28.93 %. These differences in terms
of accuracy point out, that clustering real-world data with complex class
distributions and noise is a difficult task.
In order to further investigate the effects of exploration methods and

k-Means methods, we focus on synthetic datasets with predefined character-
istics in subsequent sections.
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Figure 7.5: Accuracy over all real-world datasets. The average relative error
δ̄k over all datasets is shown per box plot (denoted with ⋄).
DELTA cannot be used within X-Means (XAI, XBI), since the used
dataset changes per exploration iteration for X-Means.
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7.5 Large Datasets and Parameter Search Spaces

Since the initial motivation for this thesis is to enhance exploratory clustering
analyses especially on large datasets and large parameter search spaces, we
focus on the largest dataset and search space throughout our evaluation in
detail. In this section, we focus on the most voluminous synthetic dataset
used in our evaluation across all exploration methods (cf. dataset XXVII
in Table 5.4), which has n = 1,000, 000 entities, d = 100 features, and
c = 100 clusters. Remember, that we define the search space relative to the
actual number of clusters c, such as R= [2; 2c]. Here, R ranges for c = 100

between [2;2× 100], i. e., R = [2; 200]. Therefore, the size of the search
space is in this case |R| = 199. Note, that other datasets may have larger
characteristics regarding either n or d, yet are smaller in terms of c and thus
imply a smaller parameter search space regarding |R| in our scenario.

7.5.1 Runtime

Figure 7.6 unveils the results of the runtime for all exploration methods
and k-Means methods on dataset XXVII. Note, that Figures 7.6a-h cover the
results of exhaustive exploration methods, whereas Figures 7.6i-m show
the results for non-exhaustive exploration methods. We make the following
three observations:

1) From all exhaustive methods, solely DUI was able to provide an estimate
in the given time budget of 30 minutes for the core steps of the exploration
method itself. Remember, that this time budget solely comprises the runtime
of the exploration method, i. e., it does not address the repetitive execution
of k-Means. For DUI, we observe very high runtimes for BASE of more than
27,000 seconds, which equals to 7.5 hours. Yet, with our proposed k-Means
methods, especially with DELTA+GQA-90, we can significantly reduce the
overall runtime to 4,999 seconds (approx. 1.4 hours), i. e., runtime savings
of more than 83 % are possible. With these tremendous speedups, DUI as an
exhaustive exploration method can compete with existing non-exhaustive
exploration methods.
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Figure 7.6: Overall runtime until an estimation was made for dataset XXVII.

Median values over 3 runs are depicted.

2) Regarding the runtime of existing non-exhaustive exploration methods
(cf. Figures 7.6i-l), we make similar observations as for the overall runtime
evaluation (cf. Section 7.2).
For GAP, we observe a rise in the runtime, yet - as the later evaluation

unveils - with a gain in accuracy. Note, that the estimations for DELTA and
DELTA+GQA-99 failed. Since GAP performs an ascending non-exhaustive
search in R (cf. Section 2.4.2), this exploration method did not stop for
DELTA and DELTA+GQA-99 as early as for BASE, i. e., performed more
exploration iterations, which required more runtime. Because of the same
reason, we observe a rise of the runtime for DELTA+GQA-90.
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For GME, XAI, and XBI, we observe only small runtime changes when
using our proposed k-Means methods. These small runtime benefits can be
explained by the hierarchical procedure of these methods, which leave little
space for improvement.
3) Our proposed exploration method LOG-Means (LOG) is in most cases

the fastest method. Especially for MTL and GQA, LOG was able to achieve
estimates for the number of clusters in less than 500 seconds, i. e., in less
than 9 minutes. Note, that other exploration methods require a multiple of
this runtime, such as DUI (up to 63.03× slower), XAI (up to 14.36× slower),
or XBI (up to 15.64× slower). Similar to the overall runtime evaluation (cf.
Section 7.2), Delta Initialization is not a good fit for LOG-Means. Due to the
logarithmic search alike procedure, ∆k is in most cases very large, which
makes Delta Initialization inappropriate for LOG-Means.

7.5.2 Accuracy

In addition to the runtime, we also analyzed the accuracy across all explo-
ration methods and k-Means methods for dataset XXVII. Figure 7.7 unveils
the accuracy of the estimates. Again, we make very similar observations to
the overall accuracy evaluation from Section 7.3:
The accuracy often increases with our proposed k-Means methods. An

especially remarkable increase of accuracy was achieved for GAP. Here,
DELTA+GQA-90 lead to δk = 2 %, whereas GAP performed very poorly
for BASE. With MTL and GQA, some improvements were made, yet the
combination between Delta Initialization and GQA increased the accuracy
tremendously for this exploration method. Note, that the increase in accuracy
comes however with a higher runtime (cf. Figure 7.6i).

G-Means (GME) performs poorly for this dataset as well. This exploration
method always met the upper bound of the search space, i. e., estimated
max(R). As further evaluations unveiled, GME regularly met the upper
bound of R for high-dimensional datasets. For datasets with d = 100, GME
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Figure 7.7: Accuracy (δk) across all exploration methods and k-Means meth-

ods for dataset XXVII. Median values over 3 runs are depicted.

always met the upper bound, and for datasets with d = 50, GME met the
upper bound for 8 out of 9 datasets. Hence, this exploration method cannot
be used in a reliable way for high-dimensional datasets.
The remaining exploration methods achieved already very accurate es-

timates with BASE. That is, DUI, XAI, XBI and LOG achieved very similar
estimates when using our novel k-Means methods.
Regarding the quality of the clustering results with k = c in terms of

compactness and separation, our investigations unveiled very similar results
as presented in Section 7.3.2.

7.5.3 Regularization Analysis

In the previous sections, we unveiled that the accuracy of the estimates
may increase and the quality of the clustering results remains similar or
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becomes even better when using our proposed k-Means methods. Since
especially our k-Means methods MTL and GQA approximate clustering
results in exploratory clustering analyses in contrast to BASE, we argue
that our proposed approximations lead to less overfitting of the clustering
result to the data. For an in-depth analysis, we focus on the trend of the
compactness (SSE) and separation (SEP) throughout a search space k ∈R.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison between BASE and DELTA+GQA-99 regarding the
compactness (SSE) and separation (SEP) for dataset XXVII.
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Figure 7.8 unveils the trend of the SSE and SEP for the largest synthetic
dataset XXVII, which we also used for Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2. We focus
on the k-Means methods BASE and DELTA+GQA-99 to emphasize the im-
provements over state-of-the-art. For this purpose, we limit the values for k
to [2; 110], since the results unveil the most differences in this area.
For these two k-Means methods, it can be seen that the trend of both

curves is in general (a) decreasing for the SSE, and (b) increasing for the SEP.
Yet, BASE exhibits high variations in the course of both curves, which may
affect calculations of CVMs and subsequently the estimation of exploration
methods. In contrast to that, DELTA+GQA-99 provides a more consistent
course with only very minor variations. Due to this stability, we argue that
single clustering results from the underlying search space R exhibit less
variations, i. e., exploration methods benefit in terms of accuracy of the
estimation for the number of clusters in a dataset.

However, it should be noted that DELTA+GQA-99 provides in general less
compact, yet better separated clusters throughout the exploration process.
This is expected, since we use Delta Initialization for initialization, which
leads to this behavior (cf. Section 4.3). However, for k = c = 100, we see
that the SSE achieved by DELTA+GQA-99 is slightly better than for BASE,
whereas the SEP is equally good. Hence, this confirms our prior evaluation
from Section 7.3, i. e., better clustering results are achieved for k = c.
To investigate the variations in the course of the SSE and the SEP, we

introduce the notion of ∆ SSE and ∆ SEP in Equation 7.1 and Equation 7.2.
These equations quantify the changes of the SSE and the SEP between two
subsequent values for k ∈R. Note, that the SSE is decreasing for an increas-
ing value of k due to the objective function of k-Means (cf. Equation 2.1,
proof by induction in Section 6.2). Similarly to that, the SEP is increasing
with an increasing value of k. Due to more centroids, the separation, which
is defined as sum of the distances between the centroids, increases.

∆ SSE(k) = SSEk−1 − SSEk (7.1)

∆ SEP(k) = SEPk − SEPk−1 (7.2)
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Figure 7.9: Comparison between BASE and DELTA+GQA-99 regarding
∆ SSE and ∆ SEP in R= [2; 100].

Figure 7.9 unveils the course for ∆ SSE and ∆ SEP on dataset XXVII
for k ∈R = [2; 100]. We limit R to [2;100], since the SSE changes barely
afterwards, as this is the typical behavior of an elbow graph (cf. Section 6.1).
It can be seen that ∆ SSE and ∆ SEP provide large variations for BASE and
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Figure 7.10: Regularization effect on SSE and on SEP inR= [2; 100]. Values

greater than 1 show an improvement over BASE and vice versa.

only very little variations for DELTA+GQA-99. Hence, the general course of
SSE and SEP are better captured by DELTA+GQA-99, i. e., with less variations
in the corresponding curves.
To finally measure the regularization of all k-Means methods in an ex-

ploratory clustering analysis, we regard the interquartile range of ∆ SSE
and ∆ SEP. The interquartile range is defined as the difference between
the upper and lower quartile of the values for ∆ SSE and ∆ SEP. That is,
the smaller this interquartile range, the less variations are in the course of
the SSE and the SEP for k ∈ R. We introduce the regularization effect as
the relative improvement of this interquartile range between our proposed
k-Means methods and BASE.
Figure 7.10 unveils the regularization effect of SSE and SEP for each

k-Means method in contrast to BASE for dataset XXVII. The results show
that MTL and GQA lead to a rather strong regularization of the SSE, since
less clustering iterations are performed, i. e., the objective function is not
minimized as much as for the baseline. Yet, MTL relies on a prior meta-
learning step in order to achieve a promising meta-learner. As this poses an
optimization problem, it is subject to further research to investigate whether
a more accurate meta-learner can be achieved and to what extent it could
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improve the regularization for MTL. Especially for SEP, which is used as
clustering validity measure for our MTL method, investigating the effects on
the regularization is an interesting research aspect.

For DELTA, we observe a change for the worse regarding the regularization
effect on the SSE. That is, the course of the SSE for Delta Initialization
exhibits larger variations than for BASE, which also explains the less accurate
estimates of exploration methods (cf. Section 7.3).
However, when putting DELTA and GQA together, we observe a strong

regularization of the SSE around 90 % and a regularization of the SEP
between 35.66 % and 40.73 %. Here, both effects of DELTA and GQA come
together: Since GQA performs fewer clustering iterations (cf. Section 5.3),
it achieves a regularization per se. These less compact clustering results
are apparently a strong fit for DELTA, which can now more easily select the
next centroid, since the overall clustering result is less compact. Since Delta
Initialization achieves better separated clustering results (cf. Section 4.2),
this also affects the regularization in terms of the separation.
Furthermore, the differences between several initialization methods

should be considered here: The initialization via k-Means∥ for BASE re-
lies on a randomly chosen centroid for each value of k. In contrast to that,
Delta Initialization reuses previous clustering results and adds ∆k centroids
in a deterministic manner (cf. Algorithm 2). Therefore, we argue that Delta
Initialization relies on less randomness in the selection of the initial cen-
troids within exploratory clustering analyses and therefore leads to a better
regularization effect in combination with GQA.

7.6 Summary and Future Work

We proposed several methods to perform a k-center clustering algorithm
more efficiently in exploratory clustering analyses. Since the repetitive
execution of a k-center clustering algorithm is at the core of each exploration
method for valuable clustering results, we analyzed in this chapter the
effect of our methods on automated exploration methods. To the best of
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our knowledge, this is the first systematic comparison addressing several k-
Means methods and exploration methods, i. e., the interdependency between
clustering iterations and exploration iterations.

The results unveiled that our methods to perform k-Means as instantiation
of a k-center clustering algorithm in exploratory clustering analyses lead to
promising runtime savings for several existing exploration methods. Espe-
cially for the largest dataset in our experiments, we achieved runtime savings
of existing exploration methods from 7.5 hours for a regular execution of
k-Means to solely 1.4 hours, i. e., runtime savings of up to 83 % are achieved.
Regarding the accuracy of the exploration methods, we mostly observed

better estimates when using our proposed k-Means methods, i. e., outper-
forming a regular execution of k-Means. That is, the relative error of the
estimates from exploration methods is in most cases minimized to less than
1 %. We argue that the used baseline with its k-Means∥ initialization and its
proven O(log k)-approximation to the optimal clustering result [BMV+12]
mostly leads to an effect of overfitting of the clustering to the data. On the
other hand, our proposed methods to perform a k-center clustering algorithm
in exploration processes perform a regularization. While this approximation
achieves significant runtime savings, the accuracy of the estimates from
existing exploration methods improves simultaneously due to the underlying
regularization.

Furthermore, we also investigated the effect of our k-Means method to our
novel exploration method LOG-Means. While it is already for the baseline the
fastest and a very accurate exploration method, the methods presented in
this thesis led to even faster results with a similar quality. That is, especially
the combination of LOG-Means and our proposed methods support novice
analysts when exploring valuable clustering results, since here the number of
clustering iterations and exploration iterations are tremendously reduced in
contrast to state-of-the-art methods. That is, speedups of more than 654× are
achieved in these cases for exploratory clustering analyses, which correlates
to almost 7.5 hours.
Concluding, we argue that very precise clustering results, as they can be

achieved by k-Means∥, may be beneficial, if a certain value for k is known in
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advance. Yet, if the value for k is unknown and analysts define a parameter
search space, it is possible to achieve faster and even better estimates for
k during this exploration process with our proposed methods due to their
regularization effect.

Future work in this area can further focus on this regularization effect. This
can lead to at least two interesting directions of future work: (1) LOG-Means
already requires a logarithmic number of exploration iterations regarding the
parameter search space (cf. Section 6.4). It should be investigated whether
the regularization effect can be exploited by novel exploration methods to
further reduce the number of exploration iterations. Therefore, LOG-Means
could be used as a competitive baseline for these exploration methods. (2) It
should be analyzed if human-in-the-loop processes for exploratory clustering
analyses can benefit from the regularization effect. Several benefits can
be achieved by such a process, like better insights into clustering results
within exploratory clustering analyses and thus resulting in a shorter overall
runtime until a valuable clustering result is achieved.
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Conclusion and Future
Work

This thesis presents novel methods to support especially novice and tech-
nically inexperienced analysts for exploratory clustering analyses. To this
end, the focus of this thesis are k-center clustering algorithms, which are
commonly used by researchers and practitioners [WKR+08].
Yet, in order to use them, analysts have to define a set of parameters,

which is a particular pitfall for novice analysts and previously unseen datasets.
Therefore, they perform an exploratory clustering analysis in order to achieve
a valuable clustering result (cf. Figure 1.2). This results in a time-consuming
exploration process, since (a) each single execution of the clustering al-
gorithm can be time-consuming on large datasets, and (b) large search
spaces require many executions of the clustering algorithm until valuable
clustering results are achieved. Exploration methods can perform a manual,
semi-automatic, or automatic exploration of valuable clustering results (cf.
Section 2.4), yet suffer from the same problems.
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Furthermore, technically inexperienced analysts, who lack in-depth techni-
cal knowledge about underlying analytic platforms for data analyses, struggle
to select a well-performing platform for a certain data mining task and to
implement the data mining task efficiently on this platform.

In this thesis, several methods are introduced, which accelerate exploratory
clustering analyses. To this end, different aspects are investigated, such as (i)
the selection of a well-performing analytic platform (cf. Chapter 3), (ii) the
acceleration of k-center clustering algorithms in exploration processes (cf.
Chapters 4 and 5), (iii) the efficient exploration in large parameter search
spaces (cf. Chapter 6), as well as (iv) the combination of state-of-the-art and
proposed methods from (ii) and (iii) (cf. Chapter 7).
In Section 8.1, we provide a summary of the contributions of this thesis.

These contributions address the defined goals for enhanced exploratory
clustering analyses for technically inexperienced and novice analysts (cf.
Section 1.2). In Section 8.2, we outline interesting aspects for future work.

8.1 Summary of the Contributions

Table 8.1 presents the contributions, the corresponding research goals and
the improvements over state-of-the-art from the corresponding evaluation
section of each contribution. In the following, we briefly summarize each
contribution and the corresponding results.
Chapter 3 presents the ASAP-DM framework, which especially supports

technically inexperienced analysts for the automatic selection of analytic
platforms (cf. Section 1.2.1). We unveiled how this framework can be used
to automatically select a well-performing analytic platform for a specific data
mining task and a specific dataset. We showed that the ASAP-DM framework
can be seamlessly integrated into (a) existing analytical environments of
organizations for example, and (b) the exploration process for valuable
data analysis results, which shares crucial similarities with the underlying
process of exploratory clustering analyses (cf. Section 1.1). The results of
the evaluation unveiled that ASAP-DM provides important benefits for data
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Contribution Research Goal Improvements over state-of-the-art

ASAP-DM
(Chapter 3)

RG1
(Section 1.2.1)

• Speedups of 19× (11 minutes) for a single execution
of a data mining task are achieved

• Speedups of 6× (34 minutes) for a single execution of
k-Means are achieved

Delta Initialization
(Chapter 4)

RG2
(Section 1.2.2)

• Speedups of 89× (14 hours) for exploratory clustering
analyses are achieved

• 1.37× better separated clustering results are achieved

Approximation via
Meta-Learning (MTL)

(Chapter 5)
RG2

(Section 1.2.2)
• Speedups of 880× (20 minutes) for a single execution

of k-Means are achieved*

Generic Qualitative
Approximation (GQA)

(Chapter 5)
RG2

(Section 1.2.2)
• Speedups of 444× (55 minutes) for a single execution

of k-Means are achieved*

LOG-Means
(Chapter 6)

RG3
(Section 1.2.3)

• Speedups of 170× (7 hours) for exploratory clustering
analyses are achieved

• 329× more accurate estimates are achieved than ex-
isting exploration methods

Comprehensive
Evaluation
(Chapter 7)

RG4
(Section 1.2.4)

• Speedups of 654× (almost 7.5 hours) for exploratory
clustering analyses are achieved

• The relative error of estimates by exploration methods
is minimized to less than 1 % in many cases

Notes: Different baselines or experimental setups are used throughout Chapters 3 to 7.
* For the same baseline as GQA, MTL achieved speedups of up to 669×, which corresponds to
absolute runtime savings of more than 55 minutes for a single execution of k-Means.

Table 8.1: Overview of contributions and the addressed research goals. Cru-
cial results of the corresponding evaluation are summarized in
the column “improvements over state-of-the-art”.

mining tasks with inherently long runtimes, since this framework is able to
automatically select analytic platforms with better runtimes in most cases.
This results in speedups of up to 19× for a single execution of a data mining
task, and in speedups of 6× for a single execution of k-Means.
Independent of the concrete analytic platform for a certain data mining

task, the repetitive execution of k-center clustering algorithms is at the core
of exploratory clustering analyses. Therefore, we investigated how these
repetitions can be performed more efficiently by exploiting characteristics of
the exploration process.
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Chapter 4 introduces Delta Initialization as novel initialization method for
k-center clustering algorithms, which addresses the acceleration of k-center
clustering algorithms in exploratory clustering analyses (cf. Section 1.2.2).
The goal of Delta Initialization is to reuse previous clustering results for the
initialization step and thereby (a) significantly reduce the runtime for the
repetitive execution of the clustering algorithm, and (b) achieve even better
clustering results. The evaluation in Section 4.3 unveils that significant
speedups of 89× can be achieved, while also resulting in better separated
clustering results. Since Delta Initialization solely addresses the initialization
step of k-center clustering algorithms, this novel method can be seamlessly
integrated into exploratory clustering analyses for valuable clustering results.
Chapter 5 proposes two methods, namely MTL and GQA, which aim to

efficiently reduce the number of clustering iterations. In contrast to state-
of-the-art methods to limit the number of clustering iterations, MTL and
GQA draw on a qualitative demand of the clustering results, which can be
predefined by analysts. The goal of both methods is to trade off quality of
the clustering result, yet with the gain of faster results. Therefore, these
contributions address the acceleration of k-center clustering algorithms in
exploratory clustering analyses (cf. Section 1.2.2). Note, that the quality
can be regarded as a continuum trading off quality with a lower runtime to
perform a k-center clustering algorithm. Therefore, analysts can define qual-
itative demands depending on their underlying goals, e. g., for exploratory
purposes, they can reduce the expectations on the quality and thereby gain
runtime benefits and vice versa.
MTL relies on meta-learning and aims to learn from past experiences

when a qualitative demand of k-center clustering algorithms is met. We
show in Section 5.1.3 that this method achieves significant speedups of 880×
over a regular execution of a k-center clustering algorithm and regularly
meets a predefined qualitative demand. However, this method faces a severe
problem: Prior executions of a clustering algorithm are required, which
may be time-consuming. In a more detailed evaluation in Section 5.3, we
show that this process can require more than 11 hours and is therefore not
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feasible for an ad-hoc analysis. However, these steps are typically performed
only once with varying dataset characteristics, such that previously unseen
datasets can benefit therefrom.

GQA aims to overcome the problem of MTL. Here, we analyze the trend of
the objective function of k-center clustering algorithms throughout several
clustering iterations. Since the trend of this objective function is mono-
tonically decreasing, it allows to define a qualitative demand in terms of
changes between the clustering results of subsequent clustering iterations.
Hence, we exploit this trend to denote the specific clustering iteration, after
which the clustering result changes less than a predefined quality. Therefore,
this method does not rely on a prior meta-learning step. As our evaluation
unveils, speedups of 444× can be achieved, while the predefined qualitative
demand is met just as often as for MTL.
Chapter 6 deals with LOG-Means, which aims to significantly reduce the

required number of exploration iterations, i. e., the required executions of
clustering algorithms throughout exploratory clustering analyses. There-
fore, LOG-Means can explore large parameter search spaces very efficiently,
thereby especially addressing the third research goal (cf. Section 1.2.3). LOG-
Means is an automatic exploration method for valuable clustering results (cf.
Section 2.4), which is able to provide estimates in sublinear time regarding
the defined search space. To this end, it exploits fundamental characteristics
of the elbow method, yet performs a greedy logarithmic search in contrast to
an exhaustive exploration of the search space. In a comprehensive evaluation
(cf. Section 6.5), we showed that LOG-Means tremendously outperforms
existing exploration methods and thereby achieves speedups of 170×, while
also achieving 329×more accurate estimates than existing exploration meth-
ods in certain cases. Hence, LOG-Means is a strong fit for analyzing large
parameter search spaces.

Chapter 7 unveils the comprehensive evaluation for exploratory clustering
analyses, which focuses on the combination of different exploration methods
and methods to perform k-Means. Prior related work either focuses on
exploration methods or improvements of k-center clustering algorithms, yet
the interdependency between both is currently out of scope. To the best
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of our knowledge, this is the first systematic evaluation in this area, which
particularly tackles both of the above-mentioned aspects at the same time,
i. e., addressing the fourth research goal (cf. Section 1.2.4).

To this end, especially the interdependency of the contributions presented
in Chapters 4 to 6 are evaluated against state-of-the-art methods for ex-
ploratory clustering analyses. Note, that the above-mentioned contributions
can be evaluated in combination because they address different aspects of
the underlying exploration process of exploratory clustering analyses: On
the one hand, Delta Initialization addresses the efficient initialization of
k-center clustering algorithms, whereas MTL and GQA address their early
termination. That is, these methods focus on the execution of the cluster-
ing algorithm in order to reduce the required clustering iterations. This
is of particular interest, since for large datasets, the number of clustering
iterations until convergence is super-polynomial, making each single ex-
ecution of the clustering algorithm infeasible in a reasonable time frame.
On the other hand, LOG-Means addresses the efficient exploration in large
parameter search spaces. Hence, this method aims to reduce the number
of exploration iterations. Thereby, especially novice analysts are supported,
since they typically define large parameter search spaces. Consequently,
these different methods can be evaluated in isolation or in combination for
exploratory clustering analyses. Furthermore, they can be compared to (i)
state-of-the-art methods for performing k-center clustering algorithms in
exploratory clustering analyses, and (ii) existing exploration methods for
valuable clustering results.

In our comprehensive evaluation, we investigate benefits of these interde-
pendencies. The results show that the proposed methods achieve significant
runtime savings of 654×, thus accelerating exploratory clustering analyses
tremendously by almost 7.5 hours on large datasets in our experiments.
Furthermore, the relative error of existing exploration methods is minimized
to less than 1 % in most cases due to a regularization effect of the proposed
methods, i. e., very accurate estimates are achieved.

Concluding, it is evident that presented methods significantly outperform
state-of-the-art methods for exploratory clustering analyses. The tremen-
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dous speedups of several orders of magnitude in Table 8.1 show that the
corresponding research goals of this thesis are achieved. Consequently, these
methods are especially of interest when analyzing large datasets, large
parameter search spaces, or the combination thereof, and thus provide a
particular support for novice analysts for an efficient exploration. Hence,
they provide crucial benefits for enhanced exploratory clustering analyses.

8.2 Future Work

This thesis and its contributions summarized in Section 8.1 constitute a
promising foundation for future research opportunities. In the following, we
outline five promising directions for future work in this area.

1) Throughout this thesis, we use k-Means as a concrete instantiation of a
k-center clustering algorithm due to its overwhelming popularity [WKR+08]
and discuss, how other k-center clustering algorithms can be used, respec-
tively. Since other k-center clustering algorithms proceed similarly and
minimize their specific notion of variance throughout several clustering it-
erations (cf. Section 2.3.2), we argue that the methods can be transferred
analogously to them by adjusting the underlying objective function properly.
Future work can therefore quantify the effects of the proposed methods
on other k-center clustering algorithms. In addition, it could be analyzed
whether specific other characteristics of these k-center clustering algorithms
can be exploited to achieve even further enhancements for exploratory
clustering analyses.

2) The contributions in this thesis leave the generic procedure of k-center
clustering algorithms unchanged, i. e., we investigate how the initialization
and the convergence step can be enhanced for exploratory clustering analyses.
To this end, we aim to preserve generality regarding other k-center cluster-
ing algorithms. Yet, in the “improve clustering” step (cf. Figure 1.2), which
is very specific for each k-center clustering algorithm (cf. Section 2.3.2),
several time-consuming distance calculations are performed. Future work
should therefore investigate to what extent calculated distances from pre-
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vious exploration iterations can be reused to achieve additional speedups.
This idea shares crucial similarities with Delta Initialization, which however
focuses on the initialization step of k-center clustering algorithms. Similar
approaches for reducing the number of distance calculations are currently
used within a single execution of a clustering algorithm, which draw on
caching for example [Ham10]. However, these approaches ignore the un-
derlying exploration process, i. e., the repetitive execution of the clustering
algorithm with varying parameters. Note, that such a contribution is typically
very specific to a concrete k-center clustering algorithm due to its underlying
objective function, whereas Delta Initialization is more generic, since it does
not focus on specifics of a k-center clustering algorithm.

3) As shown in the comprehensive evaluation in Chapter 7, the proposed
methods to accelerate the execution of k-center clustering algorithms lead
to a regularization effect within exploratory clustering analyses. This ef-
fect leads to more accurate estimates from existing exploration methods,
since they avoid an overfitting of the clustering to the data. Future work
should therefore analyze whether this regularization effect can be further
exploited, e. g., in terms of novel exploration methods, which require even
less exploration iterations than LOG-Means.

4) Since the proposed methods accelerate exploratory clustering analyses
in general, future work should address how human-in-the-loop analyses can
benefit thereof. The goal of these analyses is to exploit the perception and
the domain knowledge of analysts in order to enhance exploration processes,
e. g., to provide possibilities for analysts to incorporate their domain knowl-
edge in order to achieve valuable clustering results faster [BHFM20]. Hence,
the proposed methods should be carefully analyzed and evaluated in this
context, i. e., by incorporating real-world domain knowledge from analysts.
This also includes the above-mentioned regularization effect, which can also
lead to enhanced exploratory clustering analyses within human-in-the-loop
analyses.

5) Finally, a very promising direction for future work is to investigate how
AutoML tools can be applied for unsupervised learning tasks, such as clus-
tering analysis. Currently, AutoML tools automatically choose a combination
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of algorithms and well-performing parameters for supervised learning tasks.
Furthermore, they can also perform important preprocessing steps. These
tools proceed by performing several exploration iterations in an automated
manner. Clustering analysis can highly benefit from the research area of
AutoML, since even better clustering results can be achieved when also
addressing the algorithm selection. This is of particular interest, because
clustering algorithms suffer from a certain bias, as they can mostly find
clusters of a particular shape. However, in order to measure the quality of a
clustering result, a generic and quickly calculated internal metric is currently
missing to the best of our knowledge [VB15]. This metric should be generic
in a sense that it does not favor the clustering results of a certain algorithm
over another in terms of their bias. Furthermore, this metric should be
quickly calculated, since AutoML tools perform many exploration iterations,
i. e., a time-consuming metric would diminish the benefits of such a tool.
In a co-authored publication, very promising first steps in the area of

AutoML for exploratory clustering analyses are made [TFS21]. The proposed
methods of this thesis can be exploited for each execution of a k-center
clustering algorithm within the presented AutoML tool and future tools in
this area to achieve additional enhancements.
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